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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Raja Rao's Kanthapura1 is a novel depictir:g the 

Indian people ''s struggle _for freedom from the British · 

colonial rule. In the eax-ly 1930s the freedom movement 

under the leadership of Manatma Gandhi had become very 

strong •. Mahatma Gandhi's ideals of non-violence and 

truth gafe a new direction to the national struggle. 

The British had tr.ied to perpetuate exploitation by 

creating socio-economic barriers in the society·and by 

encouraging cultural alienation among the masses. 

Mahatma Gandhi· perceived the socio-cultural reality of 

the _Indian society andendeaYOured to preserve the posi

tive cultural values by giving them a new d:i.mens ion .• 

He laid emphasks on the· re'kindling o.f the human spirit 

and the rest~ration of lost identity .• 

Kanthapura is set against the pre-independence 

background. The novel depicts a host of rural commoners 

defying the colonial forces. As the people begin identi

fying themselves with the problems and demands of society 

they seek not only political !reedom ·but also socio--eco

nomic and cultural ~efinement. They confront countless 

obstacles on their way such as threat.s, arrests and deaths, 

yet none of these outer forces deter them. They do not 

waver from the aim of winning freedcm. 
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Mahatma Gandhi emerges as the icon of liberty. 

Moorthy(# the protagonist of the novel ~nitially encounters 

several phases of dilemma and conflict"' But later, under 

the influence of Gandhi he chooses to fight not;Only against 

the imperialist forces., but alse those that are respon

sible for creating an &cart between man and man. The peo

ple of Kanthapura struggle unitedly for political freedom 

as well as for the preservation and survival of India's 

rich cultural values. 'l'hey strive to create a bond of 

fraternity among the various sections of the Indian 

society. 

In his. other nov.els like !he Serpent and·. the Rope, 

Comrade Kirilloltf and The Cat and Shakes~are4 too, Raja 

Rao is mainly concerned with the individuals for whom(~tthe 

need for self exploration becomes an urgent one. The 

quest for freedom forms the basis of.th!s need for self 

exploration. Raja Rao•s characters are men and women 

living in a particular set of conditions, vacillating 

between several doubts and conflicts. A certain feeling 

of 'ent&ussern' grips them and they consciously fight 

against it. 

1.2 A literary c·ritic questions a text as to what it 

says and by doing so reveals a deeper meaning that points 

to its essential t.ruth. Each text is complete in itself 

and is imbued with meaning. Kanthapura is examined at 

2 
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the three levels of synbagmatics, semantics and pragmatics. 

The syntactic analysis aims at a ca-reful reading of 

the text,. It tries to lay bare the latent relationships 

whieh are not apparent in the first reading. Here each 

text is observed not as a ·complete production but as a. 

production in progress. The syn'bactic organisation of a 

discourse follows a linear progression of events in a 

na.,:rative. By following the text in a linear motion, a 

certain attempt,; is made to study the problematics .in 
' 

progression"' 

A literary critique first indicates the elements 

of the narrative which establish turmoil or alienation 

and focus on the dialectics of conflicting psychic atti

tudes. These tend to get resolved as we follow their 

progression and denouement. The syntagmatic analysis is 

an attempt to decode the text and thus study the existen

tial predic~ment at a metonymic level. Bach sign as a 

potential signifier leads us to the kernel situation. 

The second level, semantic in nature, requires a 

more comprehensive and coherent study of the text. The 

critic after studying the form, explores the thematic as

pect.s of the text through a semantic method. By trying 

to interpret the thought and action of the individual one 

hopes to discover the main cause of estrangement.. As 

the signifiers are identif~ed they are studied in rela-
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tion to the other signifiers. The field of significance 

gradually emerges and reflects our understanding of the 

text. 

The third form of understanding is pragmatic in 

nature. A discourse is placed in historical relationship 

with other discourses.·. This brings 6ut a· new structure of 

sign.1ficance. By evaluating a text in a pragmatic frame

work of the other texts we can understand its literary 

relevance more concretely. For example., how have certain 

ideologies o.f the author evolved and taken shape in the 

lives of the characters in different texts. There is an 

attempt also to see the growth of similar conc.e.rns in the 

text. 

Through the process of mediation a relationship of 

one text with another is shown. The real importa.nce· of a 

discourse lies in its mediatory role. Each discourse is 

not only unique but also an instrument• of change .in the 

author 1 s consciousness. Lastly, we try to study the · 

fundamental 'cart between the author• s conceptuali~ation 

and realization. 

I .. 3 The syntactic analysis Of Kanthapura has been 

attempted in the second and the third chapters of the 

dissertation. 'Ibey uo4:old the probcl.ematics in a linear 

progression. · The essence of the two chapters remains the 
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same: nor does the essential methodology undergo any change. 

HoWever, for -the pu.rposes of convenience the title has 

beeri .. further expanded. The second chapter is entitled 

iproblematics in .Pro~ession: Fr.om Apathy to Prote.st•·. 

As ~he people g~ad:ually become conscious of tf1eir rich . 

cultural. heritage they t ry to shed their canplexes which 

cons~rained them in their struggle for libe_rty both within 

and without.. The second chapter is divided into twelve 

sections, while the third one is div~ded into seven. The 

.third chapte.r entitled 'Problematics in Extension: A 

.<;:r:usade Against Oppression •. unfolds the meaning as we go 

through it carefully. These sectibns are divided still 

.further into s.maller segments. 

The syntagmatic process is metonymic in nature and 

manifests itself in contiguity. The .messages consist of 

.words put .~ogether in a sequence. The propositic;>ns form 

the basic elements of syntax and. a sequence is a series 

of propos it ions c.apable of .constituting a meaningful 

story, complete in itself. Each section has a kernel 

situatio,n which is analysed in detail with the help of 

various signifiers. Each message is made up of signs. 

Each sign consists of a signifier and a signified •.. 

An effort is made to unfold the several layers of 

structure metonymic ally. Beyond this unfolded artefact 

lies the essence of the text. We accept the autonomy of 
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the· literary artefact. we do not speak of the author. 

On the contrary, we cover the text step by step, in a 

linear progression. The ensembles of signifiers · in each 

sec::tion reveal the· tension which exists between the sig

n!fiant and the signifie. Each section begins with an 

introduction and is. follow~li by a detailed analysis of 

the problematics. The respective sectiono of the novel 

are sumnartzed as follows : 

Il.l .Section one describes the simple life of villagers 

in Kanthapura. Their strong religious life reflects their 

inner harmony. The arrest of Jayaramachar, a fol1owet: of 

Gandhi, leads to the burning of foreign clothes by the 

young men of Kanthapura. 

n.2 The pol.iceman, Bade Khan, comes to stay in Kantha

pura. .Moorthy encourages the women to become self-suffi

cient by spinning. 

II .• 3 'l'he vision of Mahatma Gandhi in his dreams brings 

Moorthy back to the village to fight against col<;mial 

oppression. He gives up his studies in the city. Moorthy's 

mixing with the Pariahs creates resentment among Brahmins. 

11.4 The news of her. son's ex-communication fills 

Moo:rthy's mother with shame and !ihe dies. nespite several 

oppositions, Moorthy continues teaQhing the Pariahs to 

read and write. 
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II~S · The followers of Gandhi like Vasudev and Gan.gadhar 

eome from the city and take the Pariahs of the :Skeffing

ton Coffee Estate to Kanthaptira. They inspire the 

coolies to participate i'n religious activities. · 

II.6 The policeman, Bade Khan refuses to let .Moorthy 

enter the Estate. Moorthy' s resistance lead~ to violence. 

RacM!mfil is expelled from the Estate for he had raised his 

voice against the police. Moorthy, begins his 'Don •t 

touch the government ·• campaign~ 

I I. 7 Moorthy holds himself responsible for creating C ·..,.) 

chaos inside the Estate. He tries to atone his sins by 

fasting and meditation. A certain change takes place with

in him and he begins his struggle against the gove.rnment' 

with greater enthUsiasm. 

Il.S Moorthy propagates the ideals of truth, non-violence 

and untouchability~ But unfortunately his being r·ebels 

at the last ideal. A Congress Committee is formed in 

Kanthapura and Moorthy is made its President. 

II.9 The marriage of venkamma "s daughter to a mittile 

aged man is c•lebrated with great splendour. 

1:!. 10 Ka.rtik is celebrated with gusto .in Kanthapura. 

Moorthy" s arrest and the raid at Rangamma 's house f.orms 

the central core of action. People resist the police 
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force and in turn they too are arrested. Late~:, all 

e:xcept ·· Moorthy are released. Moor thy is taken to Karwar . 

and imprisoned· for three months. 

n.11 Ratna and Rangamma take over the charge of read

ing and interpreting the Vedantic texts after Ramakrish

nayya ''s death •. · $evika · sangha is formed in Kanthapura. 

women· begin preparing themselves. for the struggle. 

II.l2 Moorthy is released from pri'son. Another policeman 

comes and settles in Kanthapura. 

III. t0 Moorthy creates in the people an urge to struggle 

coll·ectively against repression. The day Gandhi manu

factures salt, Kanthapurians too sing ... and celebrate. 

They wait anxiously for Mahatma's call for action. 

III.2 The news of Mahatma's arrest fills people with a 

greater need for action. The people in Kanthapura refuse 

to pay their revenue:) dues to anyone but Ranga Gowda. Men 

and women decide to picket toddy groves. They go picket

ing aoranna 's· toddy grove. The police intervenes, sev

era.l beatings and arrests take place.. The women march 

back to .KanthCJpu.ra after an adventurous journey. 

III.3 Picketing at the Skeffington Coffee Estate forms 

the major core of action in this section. The coplies too 

join the people against the police. A few men are arrested· 
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Next morning a few more coolies from the Estate join the 

Par.iabs in Kanthapura .. 

III .. 4 Resistance against the British forces becomes 

prominent a11 over India. The people in Kanthapu ra too 

fast and pray for the sue.cess of the Gandhian movement. 

The news ,of colonia]. <:>ppression fills them with a greater 

need for resistanc.e,. 

I!I .. S One morning the women discover: that their men have 

been taken .into eustcdy. 'Ihe coolies are forcefully 

carr;ied to the Estate. Both the Brahmin and Pariah wo

men resist the attacks made on · them by the police. 

III .6 The auctioning of the lands takes place in Kantha

pura. The people are gripped \-lith feelings of being 

uprooted and becoming landless as their land is sold. 

The village fields are· set on 'fire by the wanen and they 

flee .from the village to other places. 

III.? Tbe narrator describes how the people have shifted 

to other: areas, leaving the village bare. A year has 

passed eve:r since the trouble began :tn :Kanthapu·ra •. The 

reading ,of Upanishads is continued in Kasrubpura. The 

narrator '.s son Seenu is still in prison. 

letter to Ratna reveals his loss of hope. 

Moorthy's 

His faith is 

restored in Nehru. Range Gowda's visit to Kashipura 

reveals the state of Kanthapura.· New houses are being 
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constructed there. There is not a ·familiar fa.ce. in the 

village .now. Bhatt.a has settled in Kashi. Range Gowda 

seeks Kenchamma's blessings asking ~r to prot~t all 

of them. The novel ends on a note of doubt and fear,, 

yet, there is no loss of hope, for Range Gowda's heart 

beats like a drum" 

A$ we read the text carefully, the kernel seman

teme is .identified and the proposition is described in 

extension. ·Later the sem.&otic proposition in comprehen

sion reveals the proper understanding of the situation~ 

The meaning is unrolled as each word follows its prede• 

cessor and is not complete until the fin a 1 word comes 

into 'place • ·An utterance in a text is interwoven With 

mea..ningful codes. Each code emits a meaning •. The doubts, 

fears and conflicts of the people in Kanthapura a·re stg

nificantly revealed in the syntactic analysis. 

Taking significant signs as tools of interpreta

tion an effort is made to unr.avel the basic existential 

issues .• ·· An example can be given to illustrate tl'e ana

lysis .. · 

·• The Estate' is the kernel semanteme in th:! fifth 

section. It signifies the presence of a cage where coo

lies are trapped by the ather. AS the problematics becomes 

more intense, ·we discover that in the pr:oceedingc~pters 
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coolies become por:tseious of their being. Their actions 

.later· becom~ an attempt towar~s realizatio~ of one •s 

being. ibrough a kernel semanteme there emerges· a ·chain 

of assoc;:iations linked together. . For instance,: the sig

nified· •repression• which takesplace inside the Estate 

triggers off the development of numerous associat icbns. 

Repr:ession of the people forms the cent·ral core of the 

problemetics. It not only signifies oppression and 

powerlessness but also bringsinto focus the presence 

of the authoritarian forces or the unrelent1ng ··other in

_side the Estate. Through the syntagmatic analysis we 

have f:ocussed on the problematics of human situation. 

An at~empt ·is made to study hoW man is existentially 

situated vis-a-vis his environment. 

I. 4 The. fourth chapter of the dissertation ts entitled 

'In· Search of Paradigmatic Truth'. Signification is 

possible on:ly if there are signs loaded with meaning. 

'l'hese signs refer to ideas and their presence makes an 

utterance meaningful. Through the semantic procedure an 
-. 

endeavour ·is made to comprehen~;, the major themes. Both 

the syntact 1c and semantic procedures function collecti

vely in this chapter. The main thrust of thi.s interpre

tation ts towards a· better understanding pf the text. 

The singularity and uniqueness that mark the..:;te~t are 

thus recognised. The fourth chapter is· both inductive 
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-and deductive# analytical and dialectical,. We have stu

died the major; p:r·oblem of alienation and thus attempted 

to anialyse the behaviour of the indivi.duals in the text. 

These "individuals· cooperate with each other in meeting a 

common ntenace despite many differences among themselves!' 

The three major themes reveal the essence o£ the 

text., We find the people caught in a vortex of struggle. 

What they fight for is the right to live free from the 

British oppression. What they fight against is the dan

ger o£ becoming an 'Us' object# of being used by another 

''We' - subject .for the exploitation of that other • s 

needs·~ The phenomenon of conflict is at the bas is of 

all encountirs with the rulers. The three major themes 

arze as follows : 

1. The Women of I<anthapura: From Slumber to Awakening. 

2. Coolies: From Bondage to Freedom. 

3. Moorthy: The self-explored,. 

The entire struggle is directed towards a c·ertain 

path by Gandhi.. His ideas not only guide the protagonist 

but also motivate the others to action. What is of cen

tral importance is the fact that though Gandhi r~anains in 

the background, his presence cannot be ignored. There 

is never a direct confrontation between him and .Kantha

puS"ians yet we can see him permeating their conscious 

selves. 
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. l'he themes are further sub-divided into smaller 

sections. ·'!'he first theme describes the emergenc~ of 

women as freedom fighters. We see them fighting against 

the oppressive fo.rces both at home an(i outside. The entire 

action is motivated towards the realization of being. It 

is their conmi tment to Gandhi and the urge to fight which . -

despite havin-g uprooted them from their land and family 

does rtot kill their hope. The desire to struggle and 

resist remains in them even after the canplete destruc

tion of the village Kanthapu~a. 

The second theme is entitled ·•coolies: From Bondage 

to Freedom • • It describes the way coolies are lured from 

different areas to the Estate. Later on, their existence 

at the Estate is controlled by the Red-man's government. 

They become mere tools in the hands of the colonial for

ces. When the coolies discover that the ruling class is 

interested in its own apotheosis rather than in the wel

fare conditions of the workers, there appears a direct 

-confrontation with the Other. From an earlier state of 

apathy and indifference one sees the coolies raising 

voices of protest. They demand the amelioration of their .. 
existing conditions. Alongwith the people of Kanthapura 

they make a call for freedQn. 

The third theme 1Moorthy: The self-explored', 

significantly deals with the protagonist's dilemma.. As 

he is exposed to the evils present in the society, he 
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reitolts against them. The mOst crucial i~ident in his 

life is the Vision of Mahatma Gandhi in his dreams'. Gandhi 

becomes the major influence in his life. We hav-e attempted 

to analyse his relationship with Ratna, Nartasamma and 

othersll As we delve deeply into his character, we find 

him protesting v~hememtly cgainst the growing disparity 

between the rich and the poor and the unending hatred of 

Brahmins towards the Pariahs. We see the protagonist 

pondering over issues like 'how is one an outcaste?' 'l'he 

main source of Moorthy •s alienation is the ~cart he sees 

between his concept of liberty and the liberty which 

others- are striving for. Moorthy"s final realisation 

that th~ basic contradictions in life cannot be resolved 

completely by ousting the British from India forms the 

central ,core of the existential predicament. The major 

cause of estrangement is. purely socio-economic._ He feels 

it is. rooted in and dependent on oppression.. .As long as 

the society has 'haves' and 'have nots• as well as.un

touehati~ freedom would remain an illusion. .\n effort 

l.s made to study the fundamental conflicts which force 
I 

Moort~y to fight. agains1:. the entire system created by the 

ruling class• 

'ThUs the skmantic interpretation of the. text I , , 

encompasses it as a canplete unit and not as mere parts. 

I. 5 The fifth chapter is entitled 'lntertextuality: A 

Pattern of Similar Concerns'. Intertextuality is an 
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. es.sential aspect of canmunication. It· discloses an · 

·awareness of. how a particular text may function in a 

complex and vigc;>rous interrelation with, other antec~dent 

texts and tbe generic prototype they comprise. In this 

conclu~ing chapter. of the dissertation we have tl=ied to 

analyse the other texts by the aame author in relation to 

,Kanthapyrf!.. The chapter -offers a preliminary attempt to 

highlight the similarities which exist in the other works 

of the author. lSe,nthap,t!ta, ·the first novel by Raja Rao, 

and his other works reveal a gradual development of simi

lar oncerns. Every discourse has a mediatory role and 

is set against· other discourses. It not only mediates 

but interacts with forms as well as ideas. 

The confrontation of East with the West~ forms 

the basis of the novels of Raja Rao. While trying to 

analyse the major cause of estrangement between the Being 

and the Other, he has also focussed on the basic contra

dictions which are responsible for creating unrest in the 

individual and society. Taking into consideration Raja 

Rao' s three other novels The serpent and the Rope, 

Comrade Kirillov and '!'he cat and Shakespeare we have tried 

to discuss briefly the basic issues. All his characters, 

whether it be Moorthy in Kanthapura, Ramaswamy of 1he Ser

pent. and the Rope, Padmanabhan Iyer of comrade Kirillov, 

or Ramakrishna Pai of The Cat and Shakespeare suffer 
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from a deep sense of insecurity. Their excruciating self

analysis is an attempt to understand their present pre

dicament and the means to resolve it.· They aim at a 

restoration of their lost identity. The metaphysical 

quest which guides their actions. has a deeper urge· for 

the reall;zation of truth. The novels of Raja Rao place 

individuals in a particular socio-historioal situation. 

The protagonist in his novels finds himself alienated 

from the entire set-up. He tries to transcend the limits 

of his being by attempting to liberate him$elf. This 

appears as the conscious mediation of man. 

The present study is an attempt to analy:se Kantha

:m!.I! and thus bring out the conflicts which form the basis 

of the struggle for liberty both within and without. 

*** 
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CHAP 'IE R - I I 

PR()BLEMATICS lN PROGRESSION : FROM APATHY TO PROTEST 

The following analysis is an attempt to under

stand the problematit.;s as it is unfurled gradually 

through syntactic progression. The first twelve sec

tions of the novel are thoroughly dealt with in this 

chapter. 

II~l.a. Introe!uction 

II.l.a.i. Section one begins with a description of an 

· unknown village situated in the province of Kara. carts, 

full of merchandise and men pass through the roads of 

Kanthapura. 

People pray to Kenchamma, the village Goddess to 

bless them with good luck and fortune. She had fought a 

battle and killed a demon ages ago. Whenever there is 

drought or the appearance of small pox or cholera, 

people pray to her and make several promises to her. 

She punishes the wicked and rewards the virtuous. 

II.t.a.i1. The narrator tells us that her village has 

twenty-four houses. The house of Patwari Nanj undia has 

a big verandah. The postmaster Suryanarayan has a 

'double-storied' house. The other houses are small and 
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some are not bad to look at. 1 Kannaya house people' 

have a big house which has sheltered many generations· of 

theirs and yet it looks very new. venkamma does not 

like Rangamma, a widow, staying in that house. Akkarnma, 

another village woman, has ,~ests at her place •. Coffee 
'-.·) . 

planter Ramayya is a ·cousin of Akkanma •·s sister~iri-law 
and on hiS way to l<ai:war he ha·s dropped in to see them. 

several other people ··from the village are invs."ted over 

by Akkamma. Dore, another villager has now become a 

'Gandhi-man 1 • The narrator does not like him as much 

·as she likes Moorthy, who is quiet and serene, Had she 

not been ·a daughterless widow, she would have offered 

her granddaughter to him. To the narrator· · Achakka, 
_,. 

seenu and Moorthy are like Lakshmana and Rama. Only a 

Sita is needed to make .it complete. Moorthy's horo

scope did not match with that of coffee planter Ramma

yya•s daughter. 

II.'t'.a.!ii. The village has a Pariah quarter, a wea

ver • s quarter and a SUdra quarter too. Bhatt a had begun 

his life with just a loin cloth around him but would 

soon own the entire v.illage. The potte~ • s street is 
,, 

th~ sm~llest street:~jin the village.. The pottert s busi-

ness has flopped due to the introduction of modern 

Mangalore tile~ and they turn to land. Ill ring the 

G'tauri festival Ghandrayya makes festival pots for them. 
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Range Gowda is the Patel or the village and his Wo.rd is 

law in the village. Range Gowda helps the Pariahs when

ever they are in ttouble. The Brahmin street i·s on the 

opposite side and the .·narrato·r • s hOUse is· th-e first on · 

the right. 

II .1.a.1v. Kanthapurishwari 's temple has become the 

centre of their life. Moorthy has discovered a half

sunk linga and he, along w-ith the city boys, decides to 

consecrate it. Bhatta pe:tforms the consecration cere

mony.· A grand feast is held and Sankara Jayanthi begins 

that very day. 

Rama'krishnayya, Ran gamma • s father reads out the 

san kara Vijaya every day. Peophe discuss the philosophy 

of Maya and then go home. Amidst ~bhajans arid prayers 
4 

Harikathas are held. .sastri is a grand Harikatha man. 

The day Sankara Jayanthi was over the 'air looked 

empty•. 

II.'.l.a.v. Moorthy decides to hold the bhajans daily and 

the people readily agree to it. Moorthy goes from house 

to house and eollects money: from the people. His going 

to the Pariah quarter shocks the Brahmins. Jayaramaeh.ar, 

the famous Harikatha man,. comes art d narrates the story 

of 'Bha:r:atha •· - how a land of wisdom -'is now being ruled 

by men from an alien land. The birth of 'Gandhi• like 

the birth of • Krishna •, heralds the death of e\l'il. He 
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' asks people to .spin and weave everyday. One eVening, 

when he is about to light the ··camphor ·to the God, the 

police fr-om Sankur comes and talks to Mo,orthy: and Jaya

ramachar. From that day people never see Jayaramachar 

again. The youth of the village give up their ·foreign 

clothes and become Gandhi •s mfi!n., '!be first section ends 

with the arrival of the policeman, Bade Khan in Kantha-

pura" 

Il.l~b~ Analysis of· the Problematics 

II.l.b.i. Kenehamma: Fa.ith 

t<anthapura is a small unknown village where the 

people have a deep seated faith in Goddess Kencharrma. 

If ever there is drought,· chol~~:a or small pox they pray 

to her for respite.· This· faith in the Goddess signifies 

the strong trust which the people have bestowed on her. 

Kenchamma as a complete signifier stands for faith, 

trust~· hope and strength. 

II.·t.b.ii. House: Possession 

The seeond part of the first section reveals the 

kernel situation. 't<annaya house people' have a big 

house which is many generations oldt it st'ill looks as 

though it has been recently built. The fact of Rangamma 

being a widow and yet living in such a big house forms 

the central core of the conflict because it subtly 

'J)\~t.2, 

O.J\\\)~; ~ ~ \.> \ '-~ -M-C --
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touches the basie existential issue, Venkamma's dis• 

gust is revealed in the foliowing erisembles: 

"Why should a widow, and a child
le·ss wido~r Y,oo, hav.e a ·big house 
like tbatD?[~(P. 4). . . 

nAnd it is not her father that 
built it" (p.4). 

"lt '$ my husband·• s ancestors that 
built it• (p. 4). 

I've two sons and five daughte.rs, 
and that shaven WidoW bad'nt even 
.the luck of having a bandicoot 
to call her own• (p, 4) • 

·"~nd you have ;only to look at 
· her gold-belt and her Bharama
war sari. Whore'.:; .~" (p.4) ,. 

These ensembles signify Venkamma•s desire to 

possess the Other. A note of discord indicates the 

conflict here. we can see a complete proposition expre

ssing a judgement. Rangamna 's being a widow and that 

too a childless one poses the real problem. The two 

sets o.f s ignifiers being '(a) widowt Ran gamma (b) child-

less·. w~doN,: Ran gamma •. One set of signifier signifying 

Ran gamma• s state of existence and the other as a comP

let·e signifier, showing her present status in society. 

Her being a widow and that too a childless o~e gives 
' ' . ~ 

her no right to live in a big house. 

•aou"se• as a kernel semanteme stands for poss• 

ession. The opposition between Ran gamma •s house and 
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Venkamma"s house is a s-ignificant one~ Venkanma as the 

Other~ hete questions the right of Ra~gamma- to stay in 

a big house, The argument:; is evident to us from the 

s·attr!cal remarks of Venkamma. One ~an see in her the 

quest for possession, The desire of venkanuna ~s to 
·I 

annihilate the existence of Rangamma! venkamma feels 

that .since he~ husband •s ancestors and not Rangamma• s 

fa~her had built the boose .it belongs to her. The fact ~hat 

she has seven c:hildren whereas Rangamma bas none further 

intensifies the situation~ Her being a 'childless widow' 

signifies barrenness. 

iBandicoot •, though a carrier of plague, here as 

a signifier signifies the barrenness of w~dow Rangamma • 

. she dannot even call this ha~binger of dirt and filth 

her own. Rarigamma being a childless widow is a propos! ... 

tion Which brings in progression the opinion of the 

other. The fun4amental argument is r-elated to the social 

context. Rartgarrim<l''s widowhood also !lignifies curtail..; 

ment of certain r:ights. She negates such restr~tions 

as hav:e been imposed on he~ by the society and sees to 

it that heJE wishes are nqt thwarted. Her living in a 

big house, wearing expensive Dharm9war saris and gold 

belt is an act of freedom and we can see that she chooses 

to live life according to her wishes, She endeavours 

to realiite her being and her identity which has been 

made possible only through he.r willingness ·and stremjt~. 
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1 Dharmawar saris • and_ the • gold belt 1 are both 

the signified meaning and the signifying sign, A si9f! 

of her love for good things in life and also a sign of 
- ' 

her strength which encourages her to defy the norms .of 

society that are imposed on a widow. 

There is a fundamental dichotomy between the 'way 

she lives and the manner in which Venkamma, a member of 

society wants her to live. Venkamma•s objection to her 

wearing expensive things is a sign of a socio...Cultural 

situation. The society has imposed certain restrictions 

on widows·. It has forbidden them to wear expensive 

saris and jewellery. Venkamma regards herself as the 

rightful owner o~ the house. She thinks that $he being 

mother of seven children should be allowed to live in it. 

COnstant conflict goes on as the problem emerges in 

full focus. The narrator herself says: 

. 
11Venkamma"s own house was as-Obig 
and well-built as her sister.in-laws. 

·:But she said it was· ·not large enough 
for her family. Besides, she could 
not beat the .idea that. it was occupied 
by Rangamma. • s father and mother, and 
·when the vacation came Rangamma- had 
all her younger brothers,. and the 
:children of the elder one from Bombay 
-

1 all those city-bred fashionable 
idiots ' - to spend the summer• 
t(p., 4). 

The contradiction does not solely aim at a relationship 

between the \haves' and 'havenots1 but also unde.rlines the 

confl·iet between who should exist and who should not. 
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·•city-bred fashionale idiots • signifies venkamma •s 

contempt for city life and .fot the class of people which 

is not her own. To Akkamma who appears as a pa~sive 

listener, Venkamma says: 

"why.should our family teed theirs? 
'If her parent.s are poor, let them 
set fire to their dhoti and sari. and 
die. Oh, if only I could have had 
the-courage to put lizard-poison 
.into their food ! well that will 
come too" (p. -4) • . · 

'!'he final outburst presents the propositi on in 

extension. Being poor, these people have no right to 

exist. As her desire remains unfulfilled it is trans

formed into violence. 

II.l.b.iii. Fire and Li:zard ... Poison: Annihilation 

Fire and Lieard-po~son as signifier signify the 

desire of ,one to kill th'e other. :The annihilation of 

one, by the Other i.e. Rangamma and her family ·ts moti

vated by Venkamma's psychic component. It'.is not simply 

an emotional reaction of a subject to inflict violence or 

destroy the other~ Venkalmla's hatred. a.nd jealousy mani..,. 

fests, at .. a conscious level, her strong instinct of 

sel£-preses=iation and her aspiration for gteater attain• 

ment of wealth. 

The narrative thus deals with basic existential 

issue of a right to exist despite being poor, . right to 
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live in luxury despite being a childless widai. ..social 

issues like widowhood -;md poverty are highlighted.-. What 

eme.rges _put of. all this probing is the fact that society 

has its own foibles. Petty jealousies, contempt and 

hatred of one towards the othe~ -can result in thoughts 

of complete. annihilation of the other. Rangamma • s 

refusal to adhere t·o. societal norms leaves her estranged 

ftom the others~ Her actions prove that she is capable 

of transcending the problems posed. by society. . On the 

other hand~ Venkamma' s anger and vengeful {lttitude 

reveal her .mental state. wherein she is unable to bear 

the existence of the 9ther. 

~e t;>as!c human predicament reveals the eoart 

which exists, due to .several opposing and int.:i.midating 

.. forces, in this sect¥:>n. 

1! .1 .• b~ iv. Sank'a.ra Jayanthi and Harikathas: Deep 
Religi-osity 

Holding of Sankara Jayanthi -and rE!Ilde:r:ing of 

Harikathas signify ~the growing awareness of their state 

of dependence in the people. The young men ''s giving up 

their for~ign clothes signifies the beginning of a stru

ggle :in Kanthapura. Jayaramachar • s arrest and the arri

val of the policeman, Bade Khan in Kanthapura reveal 

the government's attempt to suppress the voice o£ the 

people. 
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' Thus the s;ection slowly reveals the ,birth of the 

Gandhj,an movement in ~anthapura. By giving up the wear

ing of foreign clothF::s, the youth of the village show 

their dissatisfacti<?n and hatred for the rul~rs~ The 

entire section reveals to us the way an awa,:eness. of 

their existing status as slaves in the country makes the 

coolies react ~gainst it. 

!I.,2.,a., Introduction 

II .,2.a.,i. Bade Khan cannot stay in Kanthapux;a e.s he 

is a Muslim and therefore Mr. Skeffington at the Coffee 

Estate arranges a hut for him Where he settles down with 

a Pariah woman~ 

II.2.a.ii. aade Khan's sudden arrival and then his dis-
' 

appearanee give rise to several speculations. Venkamrna 

is of the:. opinion that 'Gandhi-affair • in Kanthapura is 

res.pons ible for thfs trouble. She blames Moorthy for 

it.. Moorthy's refusal to marry her second daughter and 

his frequent visits to Rangamma• s house anger her • 

. Moorth.y speaks of Mahatma Gandhi and his spinning habits. 

He begins encouraging the people ·to spin. He also meets 

the Pariahs and gives them spinning Wheels to spin the 

yarn. The second section ends on a note of fear an~ 

doubt, as the people see Bade Khan prowling on the plat-

form and later on in the Brahmin's street. 
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II~2.b.i. Bade Khan: Aut'hority·and·Force 
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Bade Khan is a ·.Muslim and i~ therefore shunned by 

the entire village and is not allowed to stay in t<antha-
.. 

pura. The way he. is treated by the Patel Range Gowda 

. signifies the status of a ''Mohammedan' in a small Hindu 

village., The fact that he does not belong to their: 

caste and is . also a policeman is the major cause of this 

·infli~ference '! The propos.it ion reveals to· us the cause 

pf antacgonism towardS Bade Khan. The following ensembles 

reveal that Bade Khan's being a policeman has led to 

• ••• ~but the government does not pay me to find houses 

for the. police. I am. here to collect. revenuet (p.14). 

".I know 1 have the honour of speaking. to a policeman", 

.the Patel an~~red in a singsong way • .<p. 14). .speaking 

1n. term;s of existential psycho-analysis the two ensem

bles - the pplice and the government signify power. and 

authority, i.e. etre. 

The pol.iceman symbol.f.~es force and power. Range . 

GOwda despite being a • repre.sentative, of. the government' 

(p. 14-i Clefies the orders of the policeman. Bade Khan 's 

settling outside Kanthapura on the Estate with ·a Pariah 

woman is a sign of his being rejected by the people in 

Kanthapura. 
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II~ 2 .• b~ ii .' Red-men: Exploitation 

The kernel situation in section two deals with 

the exploitation of the villagers by the Red-men. Bade 

Khan's arrival and then his sudden. disappearance creates 

several doubts in the minds of the people. Pol iceman 

versos 'Gandhi' affair• conceput~liaes the opposition, 

chaos versus peace, Venkamma •s statement reveals the 

conflict going on in her mind: 

"Policemen. do not come along 1 ike 
. that · in; these civilized (lays" (p.. 15) '! 

"I· know why they have come. They've 
come because of Moorthy and all this 
Gandbi-affair. He with hi.s kitchen 
she-friends and all this bragging 
city .... talk" ·(p.,. 15) • 

. ·To ~ber ~he policeman symbolizes power and civi

lization. She feels that they are living in civili.,ed 
. ' 

days., ·•civilized days • is signified by- the British 

rule. · Her antagon.isrri towards Moorthy is a deep seated 

on~. 'His talking of the 'Gandhi affair", mixing with 

Ranganrna and 'his refnsal to marry her second daughter, 

all eorobine together and are responsible for this anta-, 

gonism. The dialectics i.s evident to us in 'She had no 

particular love for Moorthy. He had refused her seccnd 

daughter ...... • (p. 15). one can -easily visualize the 

feelings of jealousy, resentment and hatred for 'Gandhi

affair • in venkamma ''s heart. She is more concerned with 
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personal gains ."like :the ~xpansion of wealth, the marri

age o£ her daughte~s and .is af.raid of her .being cha1len• 

ged by the soc.iety~- She. realizes that the 'Gandhi

affai.r' t1'l"!i!lrt..s the existence of .the old pat~er~ of 

socie:ty and .her _xefusal .to change .is the cause of. her 

mental conflict. 

II~2.b~·i:U." Foreign cloth: ~pendenee 
· Spinning:·. Independence and self-Reliance 

Moorthy •s thought provoking . at-titude forces the 

people to think about their plight. He asks them to 

become independ~nt. by spinning. Jayaramachar• s expul

sion is a .sign o.f the' British trying to assert their 

power over tl)e people' by generating fear in them. Con

gress COmmittee in Karwar has_strongly reacted to it. 

Moorthy's visit to Katwar is sign:l.ficant as it reveals 

several c:hanges 1n his thinking._ Moorthy 's efforts to 

propagate spinning signify his growing faith in Mahatma . 
Gandhi. .Moorthy meets the people and tells them that 

the Con_gress provides free cotton and free sp~nning 

wh~els to .the people.. Nanjamma •s serious question is 

followed by an explanation from Moorthy,: 

uAnd Why shoulq the cOngress give it 
free9?" ttsecause millions and mill
ions 'of yards of foreign cloth come 
to this country, an<1 everything 
foreign makes us poor and pollutes 
u,s. To wear cloth spun and woven 
with your own God-given hands is 
sacred, says the Mahatma. And it 



gives work to the wo~kless, and 
. work· to the laz·y. ·And if yol!l. 
don •t need the cloth. sister-well, 
·you can $ay; 'Give it. away to 
the poor •, and we will give it to 
the poor. · Our country is being 
bled to death by foreigners. We 

· have to protect Our mother•1 (p. 16) . 
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'l'he above en.semble .reveals that }oioorthy 1 s thiQking has 

however, been influenced by Gandhi's ideology. 

'Fore~gn· cloth" versus 'cloth spun and woven with 

your own God .... g,iven hands 1 -.this opposition signifies, 

denial versus gratification.. 1 foreign • stands for some

thing which .is not . ~ part of onE!' s own being ,but has 

been .taken from outside, whereas cloth spun with 'own 

god-given hands' is a source of sati$faction and res-. •" ' . 

peet. Anything • foreign • not only makes us 'poor'. and 

'pollu~es' us, but a~o fills us with a sense of depen

dence~ Moorthy po~ds that i foreign eloth • is responsible 

for poverty .in .India. .Here 'being bled ·t:o death by 

fore!gners • (p. 16) signifies the domineering attitude 
; 

of the rulers w~~ch has been responsible for ,creating 

several conflicts .icythe minds of the ordinary men •. 

J:ndustrialirzation .has ·not only left the men jobless 
' . ,,.,. 

but has also made them a alave of their rulers. He 

speaks ~:£ ~he importance of .independent: labour which 

alone can make man reject the. assertiveness of the 

Other, i.e., his rulers, and thus realize his existence 

.:tn totality. 
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Feelings of resentment and anger which are direc

ted towards the Brit ish are visible in this section. 

•·The Mahatma• is 'another potential fO·ree emerging and he 

' . ""'' seems to be direct.ing Moorthy 's way .of thinking, 'lhe 

act of •spinning' is something unthinkable. for a simple 

and orthodox village Brahmin like Nanjamma.. JBrahmins 

do not spin~ do they:)?' She says - • My s.on, ·we .have 

weavers in the village. There is Chenayya and Ranga~ 

Nanj amma • s query that . Brahmins do not spin and why 

should they when . there are weavers available in I<anthapura 

is . a logical one ,• lt reveals to us the divi$ ion of lab

our which took place on the basis of the caste system. 

A B.rabmin 'spinning the yarn• is unth~nkable as the wea

vers are already there to do the work. Moorthy tells her 

that •our mcney •·. is· being taken from 'India· to the West. 

•our money• ~· 'Our COuntry', •our gold' and •our cotton • 

signify things Which belong to the people of Ind.ia.ana· 

therefore .no outsider ought to have claims over .it, 

There is a constant· opposition between •our • and 'they'. 

There is a conflict Visible between the •exploiters • 

and the ·~ploited• and it is because of this exploita .... 

tion that there is a demand for eonseious awakening. 

Moort.hy speaks of the way mill agents coming from Bombay 

offet tempting rates and buy paddy from the farmers. 
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Later,. using their: own machines, they husk and prepare 

the rice. and sell it to the Banias like Ramanlal and 

Chotalal. This reali-zation by the village~s. that ~hey 

have no rice .left for their daught.er•s w~dding compels 

them to buy rice at heavy prices from SJbba Chatty,. So 

the money instead -of being given to Rangi is taken by 

the Red ... men • 

. , , The .enttre proposition in extension reveals to us 

the way in which labour of the working class is usurped 

by the British, 'i.e., the ruling class, 

E'ven in the years in which the harvest is good the 

villagers are being lured by the British to sell it. For 

the villagers lOoking a.fter the rice is a real problem for 

·they have to keep it safe from rats~. worms arid the cattle, 

and later,. Bhatta • s interest and the revenues ar·e to be 

paid, the t:esult bein-g ··that the tgranary is empty as a 

mour'ning.;;.house• (p. t8l• The entire proposition' reveals 

the way peOple allow themselves to be cheated by' the 

foreigners. When 'Husking 'Rangi • asks when should she , 

come for paddy, ·the villager's answer that 'we"ve still 

last year • s rt·ce • leaves her unimpressed fo r>}she knows 

the- truth. She, with her husband, has to work on the 

fields,. The. fundamental opposition emerges as he~ chil

dren starve whereas the foreigners thrive on pro£.1.ts. 

The entire proposition in comprehension highlights the 
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way eXploitation of farmers bas been going on by the rich 

bourgeoise. with tpe arrival of modern machines and tech

nology fram the west landless labourers like 'Hllsking 

Rangi ', who are_ dependent on the farmers for work; are 

left. unemployed,. 'Husking Rangi • signifies the presence 

of men who are totally dependent on the rich for their 

e~istence. 

The dichotomy which is visible between the city 

and the village is further extended in the novel. The 

city people bring clothes, sugar and bangles that have 

been manufactured abroad and sell it to the rural Indian 

folk. The purchase of these imported perfumes and sqaps 

has made Indians poor. Except for men like Bhatta and 

subba Chetty, the rest will become poorer day by day. 

Moorthy ma.kes them realize the gravity of the situation 

and the conseqUences it would lead them to. He voices 

his anguish at their: ignorance. The 'Mahatma' signifies 
. . ' 

the presence of an individual holding complete sway over 

Moorthy. The aet of ''spinning' not only makes one in

dependent but also purifies the human soul. The • Mahatma' 

spins everyday. 

Thus' we can Observe that 'spinning• not only brings 

about the fulfilment of human needs but also the spiritual 

regeneration. It purifies and elevates the soul to a 

higher level of perfection. 'Spinning yarn' with hands 
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as against using cloth manufactured by machines abroad 

signifies the attempt Of a Being to reJect the authority 
. ' 

of the· Other .• ·spinning· is an act of self.-reliance and 

indepen'dence whereas the use of impOrted cloth is. the 

acceptance of economic·aependence and dominance of the 

British~ Moorthy•s .teaction to the whole situation rev

eals his inner .conflict which has been aggravated by his 

rational· being. 

The Congress provides free spinning wheels to all • . , 
. ' 

The •Charka• is a .symbol of Gandhi's non-violent revolu-

. ·tionary movement.· It embodies an iinportant spiritual 

truth. The objective os spinning your way to indepen..:. 

·aence can be attained .only if you know how to spin your-
. . 

self into the hearts· of your enemies through love. 

One notices Moorthy succe·ssfully influen(2"ing the 

village~s tp spin. The ararunins. finally relent and agree 

to do so. He then goes to the fariah quarter •. The ,Pariahs 

are ove~whelmed on seeing a Brahmin among them. and Tr:filling

ly ag:~ee to do as he wishes. 
•! ' . 

· The ·Pa:r:·iahs who ·have been alienated by the other 

sections of society warmly r~ceive a Brahmin who approa

ches them •. The la.St paragraph of the second section 

significantly announces the appearance of the po,liceman 

in Kanthap~ra. His presence is symbolic of the fact that 

. trouble lies ahead. 
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Thus the kernel semantet:ne in this section shows 

what e1cactly 'sp!.nn.ing' stands for~ People a2;e made 

aware of the· fact· that they are (;.being exploited by the 
··v 

foreigners and this awareness instils a desire of freedom 

and economic self-reliance. • Spinning' as a cdmplete sig

nifer not only stands for economic independence but also 

for self..-purification. The 'wheel' repre$E!nts dharma, the 

unity of moral· law, and it also represents th~ 'Sunayata' 

or the 'Nirvana•, 

_Moorthy~ through the .signifiers 'spinning • ·and 

'Charka•, tries ~ bring abOut a kind of harmony· and self

restr~int into the 'hearts of people. .l:t fill·s them with 

love for their fellow men and thus inspires them to work 

for independence. · 1Everything foreign makes us poor ;~.:l 
pollutes us' (p •. 16) say.s he to the villagers. A perpe- ·~ 

tual conflict goes on in the mind of an Indian like 

Moorthy who has begun realizing the extent to which the 

Indians are being exploited by the foreigners- to achieve 

their selfish ends. 

Il.3.a. Introduction 

II.3.a.i. The third section begins with a portrayal of 

Bhatta•s feelings towards 'Gandhi-bhajans•. Earlier he 

used to listen to • My Experiments with Truth~' with great 

interest but his last visit to the city has made him 

resentful towards the 1Gandhi-bus !ness • ~ He beg .ins lend-
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ing money to the people in the city;. As a· moneylender be 

is always •smil:$-ng· and ready •,.~ His going. to the c .:tty 

quite often is- the· main reason for his non-availability 

during the obsequi.al dinner,. Ramanna, the sec<;>nd Brah

min assisted him- in performing the (leremonies. His wife 

would cook no· meal$ bu!: 'dal..-soup and rice' knowing that 

the· master wou~d- bring some odes after the ceremony once 

at home.- Bhatta· would count the money he received an.d 

put it in his cas~et,. After: the death -of his wife he is 

flooded with-offers of marriage from the families of 

many young girls~ Finally, a twelve and a half year old 

is betrothec:l to him. The marriage is a gran1ll affair,. 

Bhatta is no more a pontifical Brahmin but has become a- _ 

landowner. He arranges for the advocates and settles 
' disputes among people-. He also sends '.Fig-tree-house 

Ramu' ,. a distant relative of his to the city for studies. 

The narrator Aehakka is surprised at his dislike for 

'Gandhi-bhaJana'. 

·n.3.a.,i1. f!'he second pa~agraph 1nt·roduees Bhatta 's 

visit to Rangamma• s house. He expr-esses his grave con-
- ' 

cern at the change which is coming over the society as 
t "' ' 

result of 'Gandhi-business'. Ranganrna is unable to inf

luence Bhatta whose beliefs are strengthened by his visit 

to the Swami in the city. Kamlamma 's arrival with her 

daughter aatna to Rangamma's house makes.Bhatta uncomfort

able and he goes away. Ratna's way of living is however 

not appreqiated by Bhatta. 
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II.3.a .. iil. Moorthy's mother Narasamma is completely 

ignored by.the women"at the river bank and no greetings 

are· ex6hanged. · Narasamma is a pious woman and of her 

.si:x children, Moorthy is t~ youngest and the only son. 

She loves him the most and has pinned high hopes on him. 

Il,.3.a .• iv. The ~vision of· Mahatma• in ·his dreams inspires 

Moorthy to give up his studies .and join the Gandhi move

ment. His return from . the. city and his calling schools 

•.corrupt'' shocks Narasamma. His refusal to marry and his 

constant mixing with the Pariahs shocks her in tensely. 

Venkamma 's spit~ful ·attitude and shocking revelation that 

he!!' son would be 'excomrtn:micated' leaves Narasamma weep

ing incessantly. 

II.3.b. · Analvsis of the P;oblematics 

II.J .b.i.. Bhatta: Accumulation of Wealth 

The problematics in the third section is a deep 

·seated ·one.. Bhatta • s growing hatred for 'Gandhi-Busi

ness ~ is due to several reasons. His visits to the city 

and meeting the Swami influences him deeply. Bhatta has 

rigid beliefs.. Being a Brahmifl: and a moneylenqer . too, 

his interests are somehow challenged as he visualiz~s the 

emergence ,of the Paria~Q.s~ i.e. the untouchables and the 

growth of their movement of human rights .and civil 

liberties in the society., The following ensembles 
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Bhatta•s economic status; 

• ~::.Bhatta began· life with a lo-
. ife]cloth at his waist,. and a ·'. 

copper pot in his hand' (p. 21) • 

'with h;f.s smiles and his holy 
ashes. we said he would one day 
own the whole village • (p. 20). 

The death of his wife savitharamma in an accident results 

in seveml new proposals coming up for Bhatta~ His 

marriage to a rich man's daughter from Alur takes place 

in a grand way. His marriage to a young girl of barely 

thirteen years signifies the .socio•religious conditions 

of a soeiety where minors are married off without any 

qualms~ 

'Bhatta became richer and richer. He could lend 

out more money.. And now he was no more a pontifical 

Brahmin. He was a land-owner' (p. 23). His marriage 

results in greater accumulation of wealth.. His status 

·has changed and he goes to the river accompanied with 

friends like Temple Rangappa and Front-house Suranna. 

With the passage of time it can be seen that Bhatta 's 

role is no more con fined to· conducting obsequial ceremo

nies ~ut his being .a monetlender and a settler of disputes 

as well makes him a prominent figure in Kanthapura~ The 

fact that he never charges more than Chetty brothers, is 
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forever smiling, anq, has sent 'F,ig-t~;ee-nouse Ramu•. to 

the city f;01; further studies, reveals the other side of 

his personality. 

"C-"J• ~.this Bhatta who has been a 
pontifical Brahmin cannot be on t·he 
side Of the Pariahs.... 1 I shall 
speak to our. people • • . . • M d tha ~ is 
why I •·ve come ·to see you·:.Jt• (p .. 24) • 

He justifies .the reason behind his visi.t to 

Rang~a • s, house. Bhatta is a.friid of his existence which 

is endangered by ·the change running t:}lrough the society. 

His visiting Rangamma and arguing against •Ga.ndhi-busi-
, . ' . 

ness '. shows his fear and contempt for change. nte oon.f

licts ha~ been go.ing on .in his mind for long. tfhe 

following ensembles reveal his state of mind: 

'!.__:.. ••• what is this Gandhi•business? 
Nothing but 'weaving coarse han9~naa~ 
cloth, not fit for a mop, and bellow-

. ing out bhaj ans and bl)ajans, and mix.:. 
.ing with the t>ari~hs. Pa.riahs now 
come to the temple door and ·tomorrow 
they would l.ike to .be in &he heart. 
of it. They will one day put them-· 

. selves in the place of Brahmins 
· and begin to teach the Vedas • I 
heard only the other day that in the 
Mysore sanscrit College some Pariahs 
sought admission.. Why, our Beadle 

1J).mmayya will come one of these ·days 
. to ask my ga~qht.E!r in marriage ~ 
Why shouldn-f.~;he-!?1' {p. 26}. 

The conflict is further intensified as .Bhatta is found 

in~luenced by the swami. 

"• •• The Swami says he will outcaste 
every Brahmin who has touched a 
Pariah" (p. 27). 
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: Hi-s saying later "., ••.•. I see no fault in Khadi and 

all that' :But· it is thi~ ~ariah bt1$iness that has· been 

heavy on my· sou'l •.••• " (p. 28) . further olari fies the real 

conflict ~going on in his mind. Rangamma is ·an educated 

woman w~:·aoes her- ow· thinking and reading. She is, 

therefore, not influenced· by Bhatta 's viewpoint. She 

tells women about countries where 'air vehicles moved', 

and • speech that goes across the air •, and a country where 

'men and women· work together•, women are given 'three · 

·months' holiday during child-birth' i the state provides 

the children with milk, education; jobs and hones. all 

free of cost~ She speaks of the equality whic;h exists . 

there between .men and women: 'there were neither the 

ri:ch nor tbe poor.l •• • (p. 29) .. The ·proposit;ion reveals 

that ideas of socialism are being propagated in the 
.. --' ... 

papers published from the city. Thus, the people are 

made aware ·of their state of dependence,· qppression and 

humiliation under the foreign rule •. 

Ratna 's meeting Bhatt a at Rangamma 's house is 

significant for in Ratna • s presence Bhatta could never 

feel com fort able .• 

l:I.3.b .• ii. Ratna: Rejection 

Ratna has defied the norms of ·widowhood by living 

according to her wishes; 



• •· •.• she still kept_,her bangles 
and her nose ~ings and earrings, 
a~d when she was asked why she 
behaved as though she_ hadn·•t lost 
her husband, .. she said that, that 
was nobody' s bUsiness, and that 
if these sniffing old country hens 
thought that seeing a man fer a 

, day. and this when she was ten 
years of age, ·could be called a 
marriage, they had better eat mud 
and drown themselves in the 
river' (p!' 30)? 
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·The proposition reveals to us that Ratna•s act of 

defiance, her living life as she wishes, despite baing a 

widow, is a sign of her rebelliousness. Her wearing orna

ments on her body is a sign of rejection and non..;..accept

ance. She thinks and acts according to her wishes. Her 

-~easAin does not permit her to live a life full of restri-

ctions. Therefore, one can see Ratna trans-cending the 

limits o.f her being and thus realizing her Being. The 

opposition presented by the two signifie rs., Brahmins and 

Pariahs, signify the presence of pure, holy, high caste 

people on one hand, and dirty, impure, unholy, low caste 

beings on the other. The socio~religious eonte*t of the 

period in which this novel was written is revealed here. 
' / 

II.3.b.iii. Kaliyuga1 Perversion and suffering 

Satamma 1s statement: '"•• .it is the Kaliyuga-floods, 

and as the sastras say, there will be the confusion of 

castes and pollution of progeny" (p. 2'" reveals the entire 
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problem~' 'The conflict is not just personal it has a 

wider eon notation. · Brahmins like Bhatt a and satamma are 

afraid not only of their own existing status but alsO 

that o~ the entire ecmmunity. · Inte.r-m.ixing with different 

castes is ·.strictly prohibited. 'in Hindu mythology. 'Kali

yuga·• signifies the period of canplete degeneration o.f 

human values •. It stands for total loss of faith in God 

and therefore, result$ in famine, hunger, inseCurity, 

urihqppiness .and misfortune. 

I:t.3 .b.,iv. untouchability: Discrimination and Impurity 

The following ensembles sqotv the. fear of change 

which has gripped Brahmins lil«! Bhatta .. 

··o· •. ·we live in a strange age. 
What with their modern education 
and their modern women. Do you 
know., in the city, they already 
have grownup girls, fit enough 
to be mothers of two or three 
children, going to the universi
ties? And they talk to this boy' 
and that boy; and What they do 
amongst themselves, heaven alone 
knows. And one" too# I ·heard, 
went and married a Moharnrnedan". 
(pp. 26-27)'. - . 

And ·when Rangamma defends Mahatma by saying that the 

Mahatma is not in favour of this pollution, he says 

further: 

.. :J./ • •• is that why the Mahatma has 
adopted a Pariah girl as a daughter? 
He is a Vaisya and he may do What he 



likes. That does not pollute me. 
But, .Rama-Rama, real~y if we have 
to hang the .sacred thread over 
the shoulders of every Pariah ••• 

·· ·.it·•s impossible, impossible ••• ~~ 
:(p. 27). 
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Believing that once the distinction between the 

Brahmins ·and Pariahs is removed, his own existence would 

be that of a nobody, Bhatt a is driven by a terrible sense 

of insecurity. He attempts t;:o assert his idenity i.e. a 

Brahmin •s existence, by showing grave concern for their 

status in society. Bhatta opposes the 'change' which has 

be:gun as a -result o.f Gandhian movement~ His vindictive

ness towards Gandhi is due to the ideas of untouchabiiity 

being propagated by h!m. 'untouchability'• as a signif~er 

suggests impurity, discrimination and sludge. 
;'!'Ill' • 

Ranga.mm~ "s remaining un ... influenced by Bhatt~ 's 

remarks reveals that she is a rational human bei.ng. .It 

is untouchability Which has created barriers among people 

in the novel~ The existential ~ituation emerges in full 

focus as ·we se~ Ven}<amma revealing_ tO' Narasamma 'that the 

village will be excanmunicated~ (p. 37), if the_ Pariah 

business is not stopped. 'Exconrnunication • comes as a 

terrible shock to Narasamma. 

Na~~~~ma who al~ys nurtur~s high hopes regarding 

her son and wants him to be a high-official like a sub

collector or an assistant commissionex:- sees her hopes 
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being shatte~ed ~hen he comes back from the city ,after 

having left his studies. .Like any simple ordinary woman 

she wants her son to a~tain high status in society and 

then get married to a r·ich .a,rahmin ·girl. aut her anguish 

and turmoil is evident when the truth dawns upon her, 

that he has .. refused to marry and is likely to be excommu

nicated from the Brahmin caste. 
' ' 

The 'vfsion of Gandhi • that Moorthy has in his 

dreams signifies the presence of a potential force which 

guides and :inspires~ The 'vision of the Mahatma·- mighty 

and God-beaming ••• 'o (p. 32) • stands for the 1 :tght and love 

which emanates from Gandhi's personality and thus ins

pires severai young men like Moorthy to give up their 

struggle for selfish ends, and, join the greater struggle 

for freedom. 

II.3.b.v. Venkamma: Rigidity and self-Preservation 

Excommunication: Rejection 

Venkatmna • s question to Narasamma reveals the pro-, 

position in comprehension.~ "He, Narasarrana.. Do you know 

what y01.1r son "'is bringing to this village.J?11 (p. 36) and 

then she says furthers 

"':1• •• It • s for nothing you put forth 
into the world eleven children, if 
you do not even know What your very 
beloVed son is always doing. I will 
tell you what he is doing: he is 
mixing with the Pariahs like a 
veritable Mohammedan, and the swami 



'bas sent word through_· Bhatta to say 
that the whole of Kanthapura will be 
exeommunicated •.. Do yon hear. that 1 
A fine thing, too, it is# you. with 
yout br~ ash-marks and your. queer 
son and. his ways. If he aces not 
stop tnixing w.ith the Pariahs, this 
very hand-do you hear ? - this very 
hand will· give him two slaps on. lf~f! 
cheeks and one on the buttocks and 
send him screaming t;o h~s friends, 
the Pariahs. Do you hear ? And I 
have daughters to marry,. and so has 
everybody else. If you have none, 
so much the worse for you! And we 
shall stand none of 'this Pariah 
affair. I£ he wants t·o go and 
sleep with those Pariah whores, he can 
do so by all means. BUt let him not 
call himself ·a Brahmin, do you hear?" 
. r r "'-· .:. ··• ·(pp. 36-37} • 
--~ -- ----· .....-' . 
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The entire speech signifies her fear -of. change, 

strong instinct of self-preservation and apathy towards 

the lowly i.e. the Pariahs. A strong conflict is visible 

between 'the two sets of people. On one hand there are 

Venkamna and Bhatta who prefer clinging to old values and 

beliefs as it suits their interests and on the other there 

are Moorthy# Ratna and Rangamma who realize the serious 

repurcus~ions of such evils which pe.rpetuate the economic 

and political ,exploitation of the poor by the ruling 

class. venkamma tells _Narasamma about t;:he way her son 

has been freely mixing with the Pariahs. Being a Brah

min she' 'is" afraid of the fact that this will have an 

adverse effect on the entire community. She has daugh

ters of· .marriageable age and this aggravates her concern 

and fear. 
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'Venkamma warns Narasamma that if her son Moorthy 
. ' 

does not amend his ways he would have no right to call 

himself a Bt:ahmin or enter a Brahgl,in street. This is an 
' . 

outburst in desperation of a canmunity which is on the 

verge of losing its superiority'• The Bra'h.mins live in a 

street exclusively· meant for them and the Pariahs are not 

allowed to enter it. The 'Muslims • and the • Pa.riahs 1 are 

placed together as •untouchables<• by venkamma. 

1'Truly, excommunication?' asks' 
Narasamma, ''Truly? • and a tear big 
as a thumb r~ down her pouchy· 
cheeks., ttNo, not my son. No. Never 
will my son bring dishonour to his 
family. He has promised me. No 
dishonour to his family·. Never~ 
Never". And as she began to unroll 
her- bundle, sometbing eante up from 
her stomach to her ~hroat, and she 
burst, out sobbihg. . She sat herself 
down and she began to sob'' (p. 37) • 

The above, ensemble signifies het inner anguish1 her 

faith in her- 'son, · but her constant weeping reveals that a 

doubt has . been created in her mind. 'Exbbmmunieaticn1 • as 

a complete· signift:er signifies that if a ·Brahmin like 

Mootthy:· does not stop mixing with the Pariahs, he would 

be thrown out of his community. Be.ing a staunch Brahmin, 

her ·caste is very important to her • · She is arraid of the 

repercussions which would follow after the· e)cc.anmunication: 

"Oh, Moorthy,. if your departed father we)te alive what 

would he think of you, my son, my son, my son? •••• "' 

(pp. 37-36). The fear of exccmmunication grips her and 
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the attempts of Rai:l'garrma to console and pacify' her are 

unsuccessful~ The li!onflict 'goes on in her mind and the 

very· thought· of e:xcorcmuhicatioh is· unbe~rable to her.. It 

appea·rs a·s the worst ·form of dis·grace to he·r. Here again 
. . 

we can see· the domination of one. being over the other 

individUal.· As we examine the ·proposition in progression 

we find several conflicts# both in ·the minds of venkamma 

and Nat:asamma ~ The two sets of signifiers be~ng Brahmin: 

venk:arrma and Bhat:,ta# and Brahmin• J-1oorthy. Venkamma and 

Bhatta are visible as symbols of the .orthodox Brahmins 

to whom ~ny kind o; change is J;epelling. They do not 

\'lant to accept reforms in society and wish to cling to 

age old traditions and values. . venkamma • s vengeful 

attitude ~irectly stems out .of Mciorthy •s ·refusal to marry 

her daughter. He frequently visits Rangamma Whom she 

terribly dislikes. Avel'se to the change in society she 

criticises the Gandl,lian ideology. To her 'Brahininism' is 

the supreme form of exis;tence and rich childless widows 

have ~~· t'ight to exist. 

On the other hand. is Moorthy who has seen the 

negative influence of caste system and has understood it. 

He dt:ifies social norms and goes and mixes with the Pariahs. 

·The basic argument is why does he mix with the Pariahs 

despite being aBrahmin. The argument is deeply related 

to the socio .... cultural context. Here again is the propo

sition in comprehension which explains as to who bas a 
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right to exist and who does not. The dialectics is con

cerned with the intermingling of Moorthy t-1ith 'the 

Pariahs~ 

The narrative thus deals ·with basic existential 

issues which are in confrontation with each other. On~\ 

·one hana are biased an4 proud. people like venkamna and 

~ the other are devoted, self sacrificing men 1 ike 

Mo6rthy who. give up their personal gains to achieve 

big~er ends., ln between are simple, . God fearing people 

like NaraSa1nma for whom social status and religion are 

primary considerations. !Ul. the three. forces of rebell

ion,. fea:r and Jealousy are visible in this st;ction. The 

situation. is extremely powerful as it. shows these fOrces in. 

.. _)::onstant conflict with one another. 

II.4.a •. Introduction 

II.4 .a .• L. The fourth section begins with the description 

of a morning in Kanthapura.. As the day sets in, dust 

starts ·flowing and ·carts from the other areas enter. the 

village. · Moorthy too, comes on one .of them carrying a 

bundle of Khadi and that of books in his arms. He walks 

round Boranna • s . toddy grove to Seethamma • s backyard in 

sea~ch of Ratna. Finally after keeping his bundles in 

Rangamma. 's congress -room he goes home to see his mother, 
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expeCting a· :warm rest;:onse fran her. But she pushes him 

away" saying that unless he seeks 'Prayaschitta• from the 

swami he ·should not show his face to her. 

II.4.a.ii. · Narasamma rushes from her home ·towcu:ds the 

river ·s·iae and as she washes the clothes her ange:r: ·SUb'"" 

sides. She canes back home to cook as usual and watts 

for Moort.hy •. 

Bhatta"s visit to her home again infuriates her. 

Bhatta. eomplains of her son's rude behaviour ~owards him-. 

The mother and the son stop talking to each other. 

II-.4.a.~iii.. The news of het··son"s exccmmunicatian r.ea

ches· Narasariuna's:ears one day and hastens her death. 

Nobody ·is willing to ·Officiate over . the obsequial cere

monies.. ~orthy leaves Kanthapora and when he comes baek 

he lives on i~ Ran9B-mna 's house. He,alongwith See~u, 
; . ·, .. ~ 

the narrator·• s son continues teaching the Pariahs to 

read and Write. 

II.4.b •. Analys,is of ... the Problematies 

The kernel semanteme of the fourth section lies 

in the last paragraph. Moorthy's statement, that he would 

not stop mixing with the Pariahs shocks Bhatta: ·and he 

tells this to Narasamma. Bhatta warns her that if he 

does not stop this Pariah business he would have to ask 
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swami to 'excommunicate' MOorthy from .the community. 

Vlhen · Narasamna claims that he is a· • .reasonable boy • 
' 

Bhatta s:peaks of the pollution in cities which has cor-
. ' 

rupted young men_like Moorthy. He cor1demns ·the 1 ~ fe and 

ways ~f the c~ty. The basic proposition lies in· this 

section·! Bhatta is against the mixin9 of ~he Brahmins 

with the Pariahs.. The propos it ion can be seen in exten

sion as we _find Moorthy le£us1ng to obey the swami, He 

says• 

-'Let the Srt1ami do what he likes. 
I ~\Till go and do more and more 
Pariah work.· I will go and eat 
with them 1£ necessary. Why not? 

·Are they not men like us? And the 
swami; who is. he? A self-chosen 
fool. He may be leru:ned in the 
j'edas and all that. But he has 
no heart. He has no thinking 
power"· (p.4ll. 

II.4.b:.ii. Swami: sel·f-assertion 

:The swami is. a symbol of cruelty aud selfishness • 

Moorthy. questions ·the @{i$tence of the swami and calls him 

•a self....chosen fool'.. The Swami reveals the presence of 

rigid religious and dogmatic tendencies which work for 

se~f-:-int~rest. ·J3eing a guru he may be highly learned and 

well acquainted with ·Vedas but •be has no thinkiDJ power' 

which could enable him to reason out powerfully and cau

tionsly what is right and what is wrong.. According to 

Moorthy the has n.o heart • {p. 41}. 
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Moorthy•s opinion of the Swami not only shocks 

Bhatta but also Narasanma. 'l'o God fearing otthodox Br~_

hmins : like Bhatta and Nar,samma, '-swanli' signifies the 

presence of a spirit in whom God resides~ He ha$ the right 

to throw anyone out ,of the community. Bhat ta is afraid 

that i£ Brahmins like Moorthy contime mixing with Shudras 

the entire community would be polluted. 

II.4.b.iii. Gandhi: Change 

Gandhi c Pollution 

'l'he propos it ion in extensiOn r e-Yeals that Bhatta . . 

and Narasamma hold city life and Gandhi responsible for 

the pollution.' To them city is significant of dirt, 

pollution, chaos and change. 'Pollution' as a signified 

is a result of Moorthy • s mixing with the Pariahs. M.oorthy 's 

.mother serves him outside the kitchen, as she wc>uld to a 

servant. ·fhe· conflict continues between the mother and 

the son. Moorthy·•s attitude towards the threat of ex-

, c::ommunication is a ~arless one. He continues his stru-
l .. 

ggle for. Pariahs as a' result of which the communication 

is snapped off between the mother and son. ThE! unrelenting 

attitude of her son shocks Narasamma and she s.ays in ·a 

state o£ helplessness: nob, this Gandhi ! would he were 

destroyed:.·~. (p. 42) ~ 

On exam.ining the exist~ntial situation keenly \ve 

realize that finally the mother holds 'Gandhi' responsible 
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for Moorthy 1s behaviour. Had it not been for the influ

ence of 'Gandhi t, ·Moorthy would not have given up his 

studies and joined the fight for :freedom and ·equality~ 
. ' . aaa lt not been 'rot 4Gandht'. Moorthy woul.d never· nave . . . 

questio'ned the 'status .of swami or fa .. orit'ed thl~ Pariahs· 

saying -~ 'Are they not men like us 4? · {p .. 4:1). Xn state-
. . ' 

ments'like these we can see a strong'dbaraeter emerging 

~ich has sta~ted ·questioning the presence of old values 

and c;>~ol·et;e t'eligic:;Jus dogmas in society. His 1s a rebe

llious spirit which· ta=ies to reason out things for him-

II.4.b .. fv. Gayathri.:..mantrat self-purificati~n 
Mother's death: ·Loss Of Hope and Identity 

Moorthyt ~Jec.tion and eourage 

· 'To Narasamna. he:r commtln1ty is vety preciop.s and 

exeomim.tnle'ation appears most disgraceful. The. signs like 

'gayathr:i-mantra ·~ and •prayaschitta• are symbol:ic ·of . 

. self .... put:ification and purgation. Na't:asamma recites 

:•gayath;ci-mant'ras' to -.pacify her soul and cool her temper. 

She asks Moorthy to .ao •ptaya$Chi tta' Which signifies 

'special purificatory rites that. ar.e to be performed by 

hiS defiled soul.. His mixing with the Pariahs has sig

nificantly been responsible f,or such defilation an.d if 

not performed it could lead to exeonmunication. The 

conflict which goes on between the mother and son .is 

significant of the conflict between the old and new. 
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' . 

Narsamma is unable to aecept Moorthy's ideas of change, 

equ~lity and_ liberation.. Moorthy signifies the presence 

of reason and thought in the new generation" What appears 

right ~o him is however unacceptable to Narsamma. · Thus 

the .i!.onflict goes_on and the news of his excommunication 

hastens her death. According to the Veaas~ no, worse 

fate can befall a Hindu, as eXconmunication is symbolic 

of the loss of identity. 'I'he death as a signifi~r is 

signifying the negation o.f ideas and change~ 

The death of .Moorthy''s mother suggests physical 

death, her moral death had taken place much earlier~ Her 

snapping .off o·f all canmunication with Moorthy ha.s been 

a sign of her dissatisfaction. . The news ·Of excommunica

tion only accelerates her death, tbus revealing the ten ... 

sion Which she had been undergoing .•. Her death is not a 

.form of acceptance but a sign of rebellic)n. Life has 

become extinct for there is no hope left. 

Moorthy openly rejects the caste network by freely 

mixing with the Pariahs. He also offers his condolences 

at. the death of Puttaya.'s Wife. He even carries the body 

for a while.. "Oh .! he's lost'" (p. 42.) said the Brahmins. 
. •: 

Moorthy, by refuting the norms of his society and reject

ing them, appears as a symbol of dauntlessness and cour

age~. He does not deviate from his path and even after 

the death of his mother continues teaching the Pariahs 

to read and write. 
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Bhatta, a superstitious Brahmin, refuses to offi

ciate in an obsequious ceremony of Naa::samma saying:. •you . ' . . . 

can offer me a king 1 $ daughter, but never .will ! $ell my 

soul· t'o a Pariah" · (p. 43) • 

. Thus we .see that the existentialist position of 

this cultural s:itnat.ion points· only to those reflections 

which are responsible for such a confl ic:t ~ 
• 

'I I, 5 ~a. Introduction 

ti.s.a.i. 'fhe fifth section l;>egins with a desc~lption of 

the Skeffington Coffee Estate. Nothing 1 s knoWn about 1 ts 

cu:ea and the-time-when it was. founded. ·The coolies fi:om 

several nearby areas· and distant lands speaking differ.ent 

languages c~e and settle here. They are lured' to the 

Estate by:> \the Maistti. ·Hoping to get bette!: wages and 
~· . ..--' 

good treatment from their master they sef:tle in the 

Estate. 

lt.s.a.ii. The presence of snakes in the Estate te·rri·

fies them. · The coolies .listen. wide-eyed as Pariah 

:siddayya ·narrates several incidents of men being attacked 

by sn~kes. 

I..I.s .. a.iU.. They work continuously without any t"espite in 

the hot weather. Variations in weather is an entirely 

new phenomenon- for them. Continuous ra.in for three 
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nights bri.ngs feve):'. The cooiies refu~e to take pills 

offered by the Sahib and pray to Goddess Kenchamma for 

relief •. 

n.s .. a •. iv.-. Days pass, the coolie.s ate still ~hopeful that 

they will get money which would take them to their home-
·' 

land... .Death and suffering bas become a regular feature. 

siddayya who has been working at the Estate for long 

knows that whoever comes to the Estate is trappetl (]here 

. forever. For the cQOlies spend their money on deaths, 

festivals and toddy. 

n.s.a.v.. The change in sahibs and ma1str1c have taken 

pla<::e on the E.state yet the coolies coming from Godavm::y 

have never gone back to it. The exploitation of women at 

the hands of new sahibs continues. seetharam prefers 

death and refuses to give his daughter to the sahib. A 

case is fil.ed against the sahib who has shot Seetharam 

dead. He however, eseapes .for the Red-man•s court for-

gives him. But after this incident the master stop$ 

harassing the women. 

II. s.a.vijO The arrival o~ Bade Khan has pleased the 

sahib... The Brahmin clerks Vasudev and Gangadhar ,begin 

taking the Fariabs to Kantbapura for b~ajans. They also 

encout.age the Pariahs to read and write .• 
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II.5.b. Analysis of the Problematics 

II .5 ... J:t.d. . Estate: Perfect Harmony and Bet:t~r .Treatment 
Estatet Misery, Oppression 

The problematics in this section emerges at the 

Ske:ffington .Coffee Estate! • There is an aur:a of mystery 

around the Estate for nobody knows its exact area or when 

it was founded. The coOl.ies are hi red from several parts 

of the eountey to work in the Estate, There lies a con

ceptual. opposition, between what they are premised and what 

they actually get. We can see their hopes being raised 
' 

as the mais·tr:i leads them towards the Estate. 

. . 

' . ''the follo1ting ensemble reveals the way malstri 

lures them s 

· ".J)there he came and offered a four-anna 
bit for a man and a two~anna bit for a 
woman, and they all said, ";l.s there 
rice there?'" and he said, .. there is 
nothing but rice around us"', and they 
all said ~that is a fine country, for 
here,. year. after year, we have had 
neither rain nor canal water, and our 
masters have left for the city•, and $0 

. he l gave them a white rupee for each ·and 
they said, "this is a very fine man •• •·'·'" 
(p!' 45). 

The 'Estate• signifies life full of perfect harmony, 

happi~ess and eontenbnent.. :rt signifies an endless 

supply of food and amenities to the coolies : 

~") 

•·.~~:ana when the children cried, the 
mothers said, "I~ll leave you here 
with the tigers, but if you don't 



cry; I •·11 take you over the mountains 
wnere you can have milk like water-
j'tlst like water"; . and the child stopped · 
erying}J1(p~ 45). 

. 
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The hopes of the .coolies. are slowly belied as . they 

become victim:s~\) of fever and o'ppression~ The 'Estate' 

becomes a cage ·for them. ihe life inside this cage iS. 

full 6£ misety· and oppression as against what had been 

promised to them!! 'The attitude of the maistri also chan .... 

gas as· he enters the Estate with them: • And the nearer 

they came, the harder· became the road and the stiffer the 

maistri •• ·.'0 (pp. 45-46). The Other who attracted and 

lure~ the cool;ies now ·uses them as mere Obj eets. 

II.S.b~ii. ~:Rain: Inactivity 

Fever:· Death and Despair 

ifhe •rain' and ·•fefer• are the two prominent sig

nifiers w~ich are' related tO each other. The rain sig

nifies the peri~ of destruction and misery~ Not only 

does it' bring fever bUt. 11: is also a hatbinger of sorrow 
' ' . I 

and death~ Having left · tpeir past behind, the coolies 

still hope for· a better future. several (Polies die due 

to f~ver; yet hopes of 'others remain alive. They are 

waiting anxiously for the day when they would receive 

their \Vci:QeS and then proceed towards their home • 



II. S.b. iii~ Siddayya: SUbmission 

'Seetharam~ Resistauee, Protest 
sahib: 'Lust, Brutality 
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There is a conceptual opposition between the two 

cool·ies :Siddayya and seetharam,. Having stayed in the 

Estate for ten years, siddayya signifies the presence of 

the Being who, without .t:aising any hue and cry, has sub

mitted himself t;.o the Other. He has neithe·r protested 

against nor ~esisted the oppression .of the wanen by the 

master. His acc~ptanee and attitude of servility ma~e 
~ 

him a p~~sive ~eing. The given ensembles reveal his 

familiarity with the things as they were in th~ Estate: 

"'He knew that when one came to the Blue Mountain one 

never 'left .it" (p. 54). "This much I know, nobody who 

sets foot on the Blue Mountain ever leaves it. That is 

het: law8 (p. 54). He appears_ before us as a man who has 

acdepted things as they are in the Estate. Siddayya does 

not have the strength to fight against the state into 

which he has been immersed. He has allowed himself to be 

·Carried along by the colonial forees. it is the Estate 

and the 'rulers inside the Estate who determine his life 

and that of the other coolies. 

However, seethararn is a character in co11trast. 

Exploitation of the women folk by the new sahib provides 

another eonflicting situation in the section. • Sahibl 

signifies the presence of lust and bJrutality,: ""I want 

your daughter Mira" (p. 55). There is in him a desire to 
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· ctush and oppress the weak. Seetharam refuses to bow 

dOWn to ··the sahib'·s ·wishes. The following ensemble 

reveals .his strong sens_e of i~tegrity : 

•I. am a ·Brahmin. I would rathe~ die than sell 

roy daughter'... (p.. 55)'.. Here •srahmin • as a pot~rttial sig

nifier stan-ds for the presence of a being who places his 

pride above every other thing. His refusal to *sell' his 

daughter 'is a sign .of protest s *Impudent brute" ! shouts 

the sahib and bang. ! The pistol·•sbOt tears through the 

belly of seetharam ••• • (p. 55).. Despite being poor he 

refuses :to. sell h1.s- daughtet and accepts death. 'l'he 

'death • of ·Seetharam signifies two important truths. On 

one hand, it :is the physical death of a being who has 

resisted the rape ,of his wishes by not Offering his dau

ghter to the sahib, on the other_, it stands for the vic

tory ·of the .Being. His death creates a certain fear in 

the mind of ·the sahib. Thouqh the court forgives the 

sahib yet he has been defeated by the cooliest~ : 

:•aut everybody in the S::teffington Coffee 
Estate }mows now he '11 neve·r touch a 
Brahmin girl. And '~then a Pariah says, 
:nNo.,, he ·hardly evert' sends the mai-stri· 
to dra.g her up at night • (p~ 55). 

The atrocities, the violence, the constant conflict bet

ween the oppressor and the oppressed ·c-reates major exis

tential situation". Seetharam struggles to maintain his 
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honour and refuses to be treated fls a mere commodity by 

the Other .•. His acceptan~e,of death not only elevates him 

to a higher level . as a -Being but also brings a certain 

change ~n the .affairs. of_ tbe Estate. ·He could not. anni

hilate thl$ oppression yet his attempt to do so makes him 

an· ac:tiye Being. ·His refusal is an attempt to· claim the 

right of an individual which has l;>een usurped by the Other. 

He choo.ses death and thus zn;;lkes a vehement attack on the 

psyche of. ~he othe~. This single act of seetharam is not 

only a mere 3ac:rifi-ce but it also brings an end to further: 

repression of the women • 

.II.6 .a. Introduction 

II.6 .a .• i. The people at the Estate are anxiously waiting 

for Moorthy one nigh~. The vessels have been cleaned and 

1 the. embers put ou i:' • Bade Khan can be seen guarding the 

Estate. 

II.6 .a.ii. The peol>le get restless as time passes. some 
' feel he will not come that night.· As Moort;hy is entering 

the Estate; Bade Khan forbids him to do so. Moorthy pays 

no heed to his warning and insists on his right to go in. 

As he forces 'himself inside, Bade Khan hits hinh The peo

ple are un-able to watch it silently and they fall .upon 

Bade :Khan and beat him up. The maist:r:i intervenes and 
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Moorthy asks the people to be non-violent. 'The' women, 

in a -state of anger, refuse to ribey him and keep on 

attacking the Policeman and tm! -maistri. 

II.6.a.iii., The next morning Raehanna is asked to leave 
. . ' . . : l 

the Estate. . He refuses 1;o do s<? unless his seventy.-six 

rupees are paid,. ,as a result -of which ~e is beaten up by 

Bade I<h~ a~ the butlers~ He is driven out of the Estate 

alt.:'ng with his wife and children. As they reach :r<encha~ 

mma • s grove they. p~ostrate bef9re the Goddess and move 
' . ·• • r . "•/ ' .. 

towards. Kanthapura.~ Moorthy takes them to Patel Range 
~ . . . ~ ' ' 

Gowda who arranges for their minimum requirements. But 

Moorthy has become more calm and sorrowful after the inci

dent· and begins his "Don~· t touch the government" campaign G. 

Ii«6.b. Analv:sis of the Problematics 

li,.6# b.i. Estate1 Authority 

· ·,The kernel situation revolves around the Estate. 

'lhe eonflict evolves as we see Bade Khan guarding the 
"• 

Estate.. The" peop~e at the Sstate are gladly awatt'ing 
·:I 

Moorthy·•s arrival•- It is an exciting moment fo1Z the 
i •. 

PariahS. The problematics i:s revealed to us as we see 

Bad$ Khan refusing to let Moorthy enter the Estate. The 

kernel semant.eme is the 'Estatet." It signifies authority 

and restraint~ 

The fol1owing ensemble reveals Moorthy's reaction: 

0 I am a free man, police sahib. :r can speak" (p. 58). 
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His fearlessness and undaunted courage is shown in his 

action as he forces. himself through the gate~ 

"Free man you may be in your palace. 
But this is the Skeffington o::>ffee 

. Est{lte. And these are Skeffington 
coffee Estate coolies. You 1 d 
better take care of your legs~ I've 
ordersn (p. 58). · 

Bade Khan 1 S threat to .Moorthy signifies the power Which 

is being mtsused by the policeman" Bade Khan signifies : 

the presence of the Other who believes in ~repression 

through sheer muscle power. His statement in ex tens ion 

.reveals the fact that within the boundaries of the Estate 

each coolie i.s owned by the Estate and has no right to 

disobey the law. One cari s~e the way the labourer is 

alienated from his own self. 

:t:r •. 6.b.ii. Free f1an: Estate 

COOlie; Estate 

A •free man • according to Moorthy signifies the 

right of an individual to speak and move. Moorthy stro-
,, 

ngly objects to Bade Khan• s statement by sayings 

",COolies are men, police sahib. 
And aaeoraing to the laws of your 
own government and that of Mr. 
Skeffington no man can own another. 
X have every right to go in. They 
have every right to speak to me• 
(p. 58). 
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· ·The confrontation between Fxee man and Estate 

suggests·an·opposing foree. 'Estate" signifies that no 

-man has a right to remain free inside it. The Estate 

curbs the right of. the individual to express himself. 

'!he coolies .are not treated as_· • __ men • but as mere cQTIJnocli

t1es in the bands ,of ·the rulers.. The coolies have become 

the_ slaves. of the Estate,_ partly due to the work here and 

partly because they reoeiv~ the means of subsistence., 

Their two levels of existence as coolies and as free men, 

.on the E_state, are in conflict with each other. On one 

h~nd .i;s Bade Khan who being a policeman claims he has 

orders not to allow Moorthy to enter· the Estate and speak 

to the Pari~hs and on the other is Moorthy who insists 

on his right to speak to them. MOorthy's fo.rcibly 

entering the Estate is a sign of his defiance of autho

rity. - ~e Gandhian ·ideology, that each individual poss

ess-es the liberty 'to speak and act is projedted here. 

MoOrthy•s "1 shall() !'1 to Bade Khan t-s 0 you will not cross 

this gate" (p~· ·sa) is a si'gn of defiance. Bade Khan•s 

resorting to violence, and later the men and women coll

ecti·vely -resisting the att~ck made on them ate both 

signs of dom~nance and resistance. Bade Khan tries to 

assert his_ aut~rity by be'ating up Moorthy and the others. 

The coolies on reai:t'Zing that injustice cannot be bOrne 

silently for long., resort to action. 



II.6.b.iii. Expulsion: Repression 

Refusal: Defiance 
Silence: submission. 
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Rachanna 's expulsion from the Estate and his re

fusal to leave unles.s his wages ar:e paid to him, is a 

sign of resentment and pl;Gtest at the exploitation. The 
" 

use of foree to overpower the Being who resists exploit-. . . 

ation clearly" s.ignifies the btutality of the rulintjf class 

and ·its desperate need to assert itself over the others. 

The dialectics is revealed in the last paragraph Where 

Rachanna is bE!aten up and none of his friends come to 

help ntm.. In the process of tryin-g to resist. the police 

force and the ruling class, we find the labourer is alien

ated from his o~n class. Afraid of the capitalist who has 

providea them with work, the labourers refuse to support 

their own. friend and watch his ordeal quietly. 

The ruling class believes in canplete annihilation 

of the t>therswho protests or refuses to comply with its 

ttl shes. '.rhe silenCle . of his fellow workers while Rachanna 

is· being beaten u_p shows their submission to authority. 

'' .·. 
II .6. b.iv. campaign: Non-acceptance, Rejection 

.. 
Moorth~ being a 'Gandhi man • dec~des to l:e gin a 

"Don't touch - tpe governmenttt ~paign. His decision to . 

beg~n this cam~~gn signifies his refusal to accept the 

society as it is. It is a si.gn of protest of a human 

being who seeks to establish his identity through such 
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an action. · The protagonist, through the campaign, shows 

his unwillingness·to yield to apparently overwhelming 

forces. There is only one choice before him and that is 

to clear his way by renewed action • 

. II. 7.a. :tntrodu·ction 

II. 7. a .i. Moorthy holds himself responsible for. violence 

which took . place at the Estate and decides to go on a .fast 

fo.r three days in the temple~ He begins hls fast by reci

ting the ·'gayathri~antra •. Ran gamma and the otters per

suade him not to give up food but they fail. so deep is 

the influence of. Gandhian ideology that he firmly decides 

to follow it.. A l'tind of peace permeates his being as he 

sigqs the bhajans of Kabir .. ,.,. 

ti.7.a.ii •. While he is meditating he remembe·rs his child

hOod days when. he had a vision of Hari. As a child he. 

had a deep faith in God and had as ked his mother to throw 

him down the mountains, confident that Hari would save 

him ·:rom all dangers. Once, during the f.loods, he had 

prayed to Himavaty as a result of which the waters had 

abated'~ Ratna comes to see· him and be asks her to pray. 

The :realisation t.hat he had once thought of her as any

thing bUt a sister, shocks and mortifies him.. Moorthy's 

refusal to eat makes him weak. ·He tells Rangamma that 

only by giving up hatred ean one become stronger and it 

is only through love that one can convert the enemy. 



II. 7-.a~iii. The next day he feels weaker and Bhatta 

moc~s at him alleging that he is pretending to be pious. 

:On the third day he· feels very light, his eyes 

grow dim and his entire body begins reacting to the 

surroundings. Ratna and Rangamma take care of him. As 

the evening draws nearer Moor thy asks for bhaj ans to be 

-recited., Very few Brahmins come for the bliajans. Next 

morning be breaks the fast; •feeling lighter in limb and 

soul' and then he walks out to preach· the •don•t-toucb- · 

the government" campaign • 

. II. 7 .b. Analv;sis -o£ the_ Problematics ·.· . ' . . . . 

II. 7. b.i. · }i'astingt Repentance and Salvation 

Moorthy*s decision to fast signifies his desire for 

repentance and salvation. ~e holds himself responsible 

fox t~ violent confron-tation whi,ch took place between the 

coolies and Bade Khan. The pepple of the village react 

V<;lt'iC?usly to his fa$ting, thus revealing the opposition 

~hic}l_ constitutes their being'! The people like Rangamna 
' 

and R~tna persuaae him to give up the idea for it ~uld 

make him weak. Whereas venkamma and Bhatta •s att'itude 

signifi$s their mockery and hostility, Venkamma. •s state-

ment expresse~ hez: contempt t. 

"Ah, the eat .has be.gun:..~to take to 
· asceticism11 {p. 62) ." • .'~;:t>nly to commit 
more sins.. He# son t when did you. 
begin to iie to your neighbours? As 



though it were not enough to have 
polluted our village with your 
Patiahs ! Now you want to pollute 
us with your gilded purity ! wait! 
Wait ! when you come out of this 
counting of beads, I shall give 
you a fine welcome with my broom
stick ~ 41 (p. 62). 

Moor.thy says1 "The fault of others, Rangamrna, is the fruit 

of one's own disharmony" (p •. 61) •. · Here we find a situation 

of conflict, guilt, dissatis,faction and disharmony. Moorthy 

is suffe.ring from an acute sense o.f guilt and he fee~s 

that the violence committed by others has been due to his 

own state of disharmony.. 'Pisharmony' here suggests the 

prot'agonist 's sense of loss· and failure. It also reveals 

the -~tre between what the people want and what they get 

from life. 'Qish,rrnony' makes the protagonist realize 

the bitter truth that noth~ng is in accord with hi.s being. 

It also reveals Venka.mma 's growing unease at the changes 

taking place in the village. Moorthy's free mixing with 

the Pariahs has made him- unholy in the eyes of venkamrna. 

Her reaction to Moorthy 's fasting reveals her own s~nse 

of insecurity. She is di-ssatisfied with those who seek 

change and therefore cannot help but condem.n them.-
' -

.oro -Moorthy; 'fasting' is the only means of purify

ing his body~mind and soul:~. 'Fasting' signifies his 

, desire for purification and repentance. Through 'prayer • 

and 'meditation • he wishes to give up hatred and thus 

redeem himself. 'Fasting' as a tool becomes necessary for 
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without it Moorthy is unable to get· rid of extreme dis

tress and restlessness. It appears as· a means of ordering 

his thoughts: 

"I shall love even my enemi·es. 
The Mahatma says he would love 
even :our enemies", and clo·sing 
his eyes, tighter, he steps 
back int·o the fo'ldless. 'sheath of 
the soul, and sends out rays of 
love to the east, rays o.f love. 
to the west~ rays of love to the 
.north, ·rays ·of love to the 
south •• • r•• (p .• 62). 

- - '.,.! 

Moortpy is deeply influenced· by the Gandhian phi

losophy.. ''Gandhi' symbolises a permane.nt source o£ love 

and. non-violence;. · ·•Fasting • s'ignifies a restraint in 

diet ·as also a restt:aint in thought and speech. He 

feels as 'if his enti:re being: is transformed, his repeat

ing the words "sivoham, Sivoham.. I am siva<! I am Siva. 

Siva am-I" (p. 63) gives him strength. ~l: am the Abso

lute• ~an expression of total non-dualism, and later on. 
' . 

'vision ·0£ Hari • while he is meditating and the remini

seenees· ot:~ the past •visions" collectively signify the 

·inward communion with GOd which is what· he is seeking. 

As we examine the situation 1n progression we dis• 

cover Moorthy- and Ratna are deeply attached to eaefu other. 

MeditatiOn and fasting make him realize the final truth 
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that ;Love sbould not be restricted to physical._ relation...: 

ships only: 

"Her smile did not seem to touch 
his heart with delicate satisfac
tion as it did before,. She seemed 
something so femin:tne .and soft and 
distant, and the idea that he could 
ever think of her· other than as a 
sister· shocked him., and sent a 
shiver down his spine" ·(p. 64} • 

Moorthy while meditating reflects over the man-

woman relationshipS. 
,\ 

Moorthy's analysing his coritingenee 

and his attempt to think of Ratna as a sister signifies 

his refu~l to possess or be possessed by anyone. He 

consciously tries. to assert his supremacy over his uncon

scious·desires. 

II.7~b.iii. A. Prayer: Purification 

B~ l?rayer.: Prostration 

While e~relating the signifying ensemble A and B, 

we can see What prayer means to two different individuals: 

A. "Pray with me that ·the sins of. 
others may be purified with 
~r prayers" (p. 64) says 
Moorthy. 

~ • ·~She eould hardly grasp his idea. 
She was but fifteen. Praying 
seemed merely to fall flat before 
the GOds in wor.ship. so $he said 
she would make ten more pz:ostra
tions before the Gods ••• '1(p .• 64). 
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The. comparison between A and B suggests what 1 prayer' 

a!! a complete signifier means to M~ort.hy. To him it is a 

way of ~eeking canmuni.on with the divine. It is an evo

cation. ~f that divinity within bis heart which would ena

ble him.to love even his enemies. 

Though· 'prayer' ·appears as a powerful tool to Ratna, 

the difference lie.s ·in the obJectives and understanding. 

Prost:rating befoJ;e the Gods is the only way of praying to 

her. As we examine the propositi.on. ~n extension we find 

tha~ Ratna • s prayers are for Moorthy. $he prays for his 

welfar:e as her world revolves around .him. "God, God", 

she said; 

... keep him s·trong and virtuous, and 
may he rise out of this holier and 
greatetr God, :r shall offer ten 

· -coconuts and. a Kumkum worship. God., 
·keep qim alive for me•t (pp. 66-67). 
•• Then she rose and fell prostrate 
before the Gods in the sanctum ~ 
(p. 67). 

The above ensembles., if on one level signify her 

uncc(rl.i_9£~.3 desire. to be possessed by him, on another 

level, signify her love and complete devotion to MOor thy. 

Her utter simplicity is reflected q.s ~he prostrates before 

the Gods. 
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n .a. a. tntroduction 

II.8 .a.i. 'J,be first person Moorthy ·goes .. to see is Range 

Gowda. Moorthy seeks his help saying that the ·number of . 

Brahmins attending the bhajans is_ getting fewer day by day, 

for the feat of ex-communication has gripped them. water

fall Venkamma, Temple Rangappa, Patwari Nanjundia, school 

Master Devarayya and Bhatta are the ones showing disin

terest. Range Gowda prefers being with the Mahatma and 

he thinks that the laws of God are not the same for all. 

Moorthy talks to Range Gowda about the formation of the 

O:>ngress group in Kanthapura. one would have td pay four 

annas, or two thousand yaras of yarn per year to become a 

COngress member. The only condition would be that he 

must promise to speak the truth and wear nothing but 

khadi cloth. It is difficult to get Range' Qlwda 's cons

ent for he feels that withoot being beaten, the Pariahs 

do not agree to work. 

Moorthy 'tries to convince him by saying that he is 

an esteemed elder of the cQ'nmunity and 1£ he followed the 

ways of the Congress the others too would follow him. 

Flftally Range Gowda agrees to do what Moorthy says. '!hen 

Moorthy goes to the weaver's street and the potter •s 

street. The elders are ready to be with the patel and 

the panchayat. 
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II .. 8 .• a.!i. Moorthy rushes towards the Pariah quarters 

to see R~channa. Rachanna •s wife greets him and he enters 
. . . 

the house rather hesitatingly. He can smell the •stench 
' ' . . 

of hide and pickled pigs •. She offers him a cup of milk. 

Moorthy takes a sip and puts it aside. The news C?f 

Moorthy's arrival to a Pariah qUarter spreads fast and 

soon a.ll the women of that quarter come to greet him. His 

attempts to make them promise that they would spin every

day are to no avail. Rachanna 's wife says she would spin 

·only if he~. husband_ asks her to do so. Moorthy, feeling 

desperate, leaves the place and on ent~ring the temple 

seeks the blessings of the Goddess and then goes to talk 

to·Rangamma. 
' . 

·As he is going up the steps, he remembers his hav

ing gone t.o ,the Pariah-home and the tumbler of mi.lk, so he 

calls out for Ran gamma· £rom outside. He gees· to the back

yard and after having a bath purifies himself with the 

Ganges wate __ r! 

In the eVening he goes· to the Pariah-nigl"lt.;.sehooi 

and talks ·to .seenu about the formation of the ·congress 

committee • Finally Moorthy is SUC·cessful :ln influencing 

the Pariahs,· the Potters and the Weavers ~ Ran gamma and 

Ratna too, along w~th seethamma, like the idea of the 

Congres-s· commU:tee. 
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It.a.a.iti. The next evening bhajans are recited and 

vows are made. Moorthy is deelared the ''Gandhi of I<antha-· 

puta~ ·•· ·The· Congress Panchayat is formed. · Wh:ile Moorthy 

is made its· President1 Range Gowda, Rangamtna, Rachanna and. 

seenu are the other members· of the COmmittee,. 

Two days later, a list of twenty three members is 

made by. Moorthy and sent to the provincial Congress Commi

ttee,. 'Moorthy·•s photograph in Rangamma 's 'blue paper' 

fills the people with pride and they agree to work for 

him. .Soon they are all spinning bundles of yarn and mak..

ing the saris, bOdice ¢loth and ~oties for themselves. 

Moorthy tells them that the Mahatma is pleased and people 

wish that he would remember· and commend their efforts. 

II,.8.b. . Analvsis of thf:t. Problemat.lcs 

II".8 . ."b.i• Moorthy: Brahminr .superior.ity 

Mo~rthy: Gandhian Ideology 

The pr~blematics here is that Moorthy, despite 

being an ardent follower of Gandhi, is aoutely aware of 
' ' 

his superiority. Being a Brahmin, be is tn a state of 

confusion and indecision, when Rachanna's Wife invites 

him to sit down. He had never before entered a Pariah's 

house. The following ensembles signify his mental state: 

'''~.and Jiloorthy, who had never entered a 
Pariah-house he had always spoken to the 
Pariahs from the gutter - slab - Moorthy 



thinks this is. something new, and 
with one foot to the back and one 
foot . to the fore, -he stands tremb ... 
ling and undecided# an'd then sudd
enty·hurries up the steps and , 
crosses the threshold and squats 
on the,earthen floor•- (p. 71) •. 
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'The conflict goes on in the. mind of the protago

nist whether he 'should enter the house/or not.·. His enter

ing the hut is a s·ign of his boldness. · Though he has 

· entered the house he is unable to get over the feelings 

of dirt and filth. with which the Brahmins tend to asso• 

ciate the Pariahs. 

'But Raehanna 's wife quickly SWeeps 
a corner, and ;gpreads for him a 
wattle mat, but Moorthy; confused, 
blurts out ,.No, no, no, no, " and he 
looks this side and that and thinks 
surely there is a carcass in the back 
yard, and it is surely being skinned, 
and M smells the stench of bide and 
the stench of pickled pigs, and the 
·room seems .to shake, and all. the Gods 
and all the manes of heaven aeem to cry 

. out against him, end his hands steal 
mechanically to the holy thread, and 
holding it, he feels he would like to 
say, "'Hari-om, Hari-om" (p.. 71) • 

All that ·has been said above signifies the contingence 

.of the protagonist. It reveals the proposition that his 

religious brahtninical upbringing revolts at the sight of 

•cat"cass being skinned' (p. 71). The society he· has 

lived in has always looked down upon the Pariahs. The 

caste to which he belongs is the superior one. Therefore 
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the dilemma which he faces while entering a Pariah-hou~ 
. '_,· 

is reflected in his actions. It is a strange experience 
' 

for him·~· 

·II .. S .. b.ii! Holy 'lllread: Sttengh and Faith 
' .. 

The 'holy thread~ signifies the presence of a guid

ing force,. Ybich Br~hmins wear to prevent them,selves from. 

committing sins. While Moorthy is in <7 state of oonfusion 

and fear, he s4!eks strengt:.h in the holy .thread and touches 

it wi,th his hands. The presence of holy. thread signifies 

the .strong religi<?us ethos • 

·~Hari-Qrn; Hart-om~ expresses the strong urge in him 

to communicate with the divine. ttaari-om, Hari-Om" (p. 71) 

as a signifier stands' for peace ·and solace which ·Moorthy 
' . 

is seeking ~t that precise moment. Ac:c:ordit1g to the Indial'l 

religious scripts • Hari-Om • is the first .sotind which eame 

out when 'Ishwara I or God made his first movement away 

from himse.lf in orae·r to create the universe. 

n .a. b.iii' Milk: AQeeptance 

The proposit.ion creates stronger conflicts in the 

mind of the. protagOnist as we see the Pa~iah woman offer

.ing him a tumbler of milk• 'I'he signifying ensembles 

like: 

"Acdept this from this poor hussy.:V!" 
(p. 71 )'~. .. 'and Moorthy says, fi • ve . 
just.;..taken coffee, Lingamma •••.. •• 



but she .interrupts him .anCl says, 
'"touch tt, Moorthappa, touch it 
orily as though it were offered to 
the Gods and we shall be sancti
fiedt'.; and Moorthy ,. ·with many a · 
trembling prayer,· touches the ~ ·· 
tumble_r and brings ·it to his lips, 
and taking one sip,· lays it aside .. 
{p._ 71 )_·~~ 
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·The above ensembles reveal the, two sets of signifiers -

Pariah.: Moorthy and woman: Moorthy. His being a Brahmin 

and the'n entering a Pariah'-home is enough to raise .sev

eral voices of prote.st in the entire community. We can see 

the self-i.e·. the protagonist going through several pha• · 

ses of ·indeeision, .confusion, fear .and doubt •. 'His own· 

being reali~es the gravity of the situation and for a 

·moment he· is unable to decide whether he should accept 

the offer o.r not. · The dialectics is evident to us as we 

see -the mind of the ptotagc>nist· undergoing sevex:al con

flicts. · The self has started asking Whether Wh.alt he is 

doing is ri.ght or wrong. His being a Brahmin bas aggra• 

vated ·the tension. in the mind of the protagonist. 

'The opposition between the Pariah woman and Moorthy 
. . . -' ~ 

.signif~es the struggle go.ing on between the two individuals. 

His hesitation as juxtaposed against the insistence on 

Lingi:ilmma ~s part "Touch it; Moorthappa, touch it only as 

though it \'tere offered t-o the Gods, and we shall be 

sanctified" (p .• 71). signifies Lingamna 's desperate need 

to be recognized and identified. Her offering him a 
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glass of milk and persuading him to take just a sip ex

presses her strong· need·: for affiliatiot1• She has been 

aware of the:· painful·rejedtion ·by the Other i.e. the 

Pariahs being rejected by the Brahmins. 

Moorthy 1s touching the tumbler and bringing .it 

t'o hi's lips is a sign of aeceptanc·e of one by the ·other. 

Il.B.b.iv. Gange.s Water: Purification 

Moot:thy, after he goes back to Ran gamma ~s house, 

remembers his visit to the Pariah-bane. His entering the 
. Q . . ' . 

ho\lse t;hro~<j'l. the. baekyard and purifying h¥'t~elf with a 

'bat;h'· and. "G~nges water • signify his inabi,lity to accept 

· Gandhian ideology in t:otality. His refusal ~o change the 

'holy thread • re'\7eals bi.s desire to .overcane his. weak

nessesi "Now tha.t I must go there everyday, I. cannot 

change my holy thread every day~ can t?" (p. 73) • We· 
~ ' 

encounter another existential situation. as t..re .see Moorthy 

accepting the 'Ganges water I 

11 
o .. Pand. ta~ing . the Ganges water he feels 

a .fresher breath flowing through him, 
and lest anyone should ask about his 
.new adventure, he goes to the :,•filver
side .after dinner to sit and think 
and pray, after all a. Brahmin is a 
Brabrilin, s.1$ter ! " (p. 73). 

~ •Ganges water' signfies purity and holiness 

which ,Moorthy 's soul is seeking. His preaching that all 

castes . are equal, and on the other hand his hesitation 
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while ente~:ing a Pariah-home, his confusion as he accepts 

the milk tumbler .and later on his act o£ purification with 

'Ganges water' reveal the predicament which has ·not.yet 

been resolved. 

'!'he proposi t~on in comprehension reveals the fact 

that despite being a 'Gandhi-man' Moorthy is unable to · 

give. up t~e ·•samskaras • which are too deep ... seated in him~ 

The protagonist, however, realizes that it is this untou

chability that separates one man from another and creates 

an &cart between human beings. 

Moorthy's going to the r4'verside after dinner indi

cates' his desi.re to eseape ft·om the queries of tl'e people. 

lt also signifies his quest for· freedom, his inner need to 

purge his heart o£ the taint of unt·ouchability.o The stru

ggle within his heart .is metaphysical one. , His consciou

sness makes him.awa·re·of N·'eant, the discrepancies_pre

sent in the society between a Pariah and a Brahmin. He 

is repeatedly drawn into active C(;mfrontation betw~en the 

old •samskaras • and the new ideas.- It .is this tension 

between varying attitudes that. er:eates contradictions 

and conflicts. · 

II.;9 .a. . Introduction 

1:!.9.a .. i. Bhatta decides to inct:ease the rate of interest 

for every Congress member. He realizes that Moorthy • s 
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excommunication has not been able to deter him from his 

congress business. In fact, Moorthy 's .sway over the peo

ple has increased. He decides to arrange a match for 

Venkamma • s daughter and make her conform to whatever he 

says. The advocate seenappa who has just lost 'his wife 

seems a suitable· match to him. .~ he makes· further 

plans, he feels elated. 

II.9.a.ii. The women at the river aide make plans to 

dress elegantly and $ing songs at the wedding of the 

daughter of Venkamma.· Earlier venkamma had thought she 

would not invite the ·WidOws to her daughter ·• s wedding., but 

as·the,marr:tage day draws closer she compromises on her 

rigidi.ty and· invites all. '.The women feel that their 

daughters have not had such good luck as Venkarr.ma t s. 

As the procession comes n:earer they see that the· 'advo..;.. 

cate groom • is a middle aged man with 'two fallen teeth 

and a big t~iste·d moustache'. venkamma says that he is 

onl~r twenty-five and had got married at the' age of seven

teen and his daughter is merely seven. But, Bhatta tells 

them he is about thirty and owns quite a lot of land. 

Every woman is given a French sovereign each, and •every 

pa-riah and cur • , 1 n Kan thapti ra is happy at the grand 

recept~on.. They now have seoona thoughts about Venkamma 

and Bha1:~ and think that they are not so wicked after 

all. 
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II.9.a.iii. Moorthy wanders by the riverside the whole 

day long. As the evening·comes he goes back.t? Rangamma's 

place deeply disturbed. 'HoW, how is one an outcaste?' 

he ponders. 

II,.9.b,. , Analysis of the Px:oblematics 

II.9,b.i~ Wedding: Security and Rejection 

The problematit!s here is that a young firl is 

married to a man old enough to be her father.. The .kernel 

semanteme is the 'wedding' • . Bhatta has becane so afraid 

of the changes taking place due to Gandhian influence 

that he decides to mobilize people like Venkamma, towards 

his side: 

n 1 shall find a bride groom for 
her daughter, and she will be 
always with us, and what with her 
tongue and her tail, she will set 
fire where we wantn (pp. 77-7.8) .. 

This shows that Bhatta suffers fro.m a sense of 

insecurity. It has ·intensified as a result of Moorthy's 

excommunication. J1oorthy t s holding sway over the people 

fills him with fear. Venkamma is worried about her dau .... 

ghter 's marriage and when Bhatta brings in the proposal 

of seenappa she accepts it joyfully. 

The propo~ition is the wedding of Ranga. Bhatta 's 

devious mind reveals the problematics rather clearly to us. 
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He is thinking of making Venkamma his .follower and there

fore makes plans for conv~ncin g Venkamma: 

'Afte'r all Venkamma; what does it 
matter whether it is first marriage 
or a second marr.iage? What we ask 
is that your daughter will have 
enough :~9. eat,. and be blessed with 

' many children and perform all the 
rites., isn •t it? SE!enappa is . 

. thirty-four; but you would . say he 
is twenty-one if you. saw b!m, and 
he has only three children, and one 
of then!! is soon to be mar r1ed and 
will go away to her.mother-in-law•s 
and your daughter will have the two 
godlike children to live with' 
(p. 78). . . 

The. contradiction. is evident to us as we s~e a 

young girl getting married to a middle aged, widowed 

Brahmin. 

Marriage as a complete signifier stands f~ · per

manent seeur.ity and rejection. It a.lso indicates that 

the girls are regarded as a burden in the families and 

parents are ke~n on getting rid of them as soon as poss

ible~ :Getting married to a rich man, howsoever old, is 

reg~r;ded fortunate. On one hand we have exampie of 

Bhatt~ and ~enappa who are getting married to girls, 

young enough to be their daughters and on the other, tbe 

society looks down upon young widows iike Ratna if they 

transgress the .limits of decorum. This hypocrisy reveals 

the basic s,etup of the society Which has different norms 

and rules for the two seaes. 
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Bhat~'s nand~ing thetnatter reveals 'his authority 

over. ~he arahmj,ns. The proposi~.ion in ~tension reveals 

the reaction of the othe~ ·women. 
. . - . . 

The .fol~owing ensembles throw light; on the other •a 

reactions:.· 

4•venkamma,'s _da~ghter, R~nga h<:ls at last 
found a husband, sister·!~-. "Where does 
he com~ from ?fl asks riose!;lcratoh.inq 
Nanjamma of . satanma. 8 0h, '.it seems he 
is from a. well...;to-do family.. May ithe 
Goddess bless the g.irl-. If not what 
should we have seen before we closed 
ou~ eyef!ill'" (p. 79). And people say 
'rwell._ Ven~amma is. going to have a rich 
son-in,..law-. (p. '?9). 

One can see that. the settling of the.;ma.rriages:3)is 

not bas(J!d on the ·merit .of the boy or the girl !" The caste 

and material conditions .of the boy, irrespective of his 

age, are the main criteria. Whereas a girlC;;who is soon 

going to <:l.ttain puberty •come home in a few week 4s time'.; 

(p~. ?~) is consideted suitable for matriage. 

• · R~ga-• s marriage is hel<;l in gr.eat spl~ndour.. The 

'French, sovere~gn ~ s ignifles the prosperity of the bride;.. 
' . ·' l ' ... , ' 

grooin''s family~ In the ensemble": 'every Pariah arid cur 
. . . ~ 

.in, l(antha,pura was satisfie~' (p. ?O) ~ •satisfied' sig-
. ' 

ni£1es the trea~~t they receive at ven kamma •s }:louse .. , 

during. her daughter •s wedding~ It signifies contentment 

and bliss. Their being received with warmth at her place 

makes them accept Venkamma and Bhatta as good J.i-1dividuals. 



"This ahatta and venkall1Tla are not so 
wicked after all" (p. SO). 
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The above ensemble also signifies thei.r change of 

attitud~, 

.II,lO.a. lntt-oduction 

II.10.a. i,; Kartik, the festival of lights, is celebrated 

with real gusto in Kanthapura. The lamps ct.re lit. Kar

tik, being a. month of . Gods, children wait to see them 

JDOving about.· 

When the Kartik lights fade out, hushed voices of 

men and wQnen are heard > enquiring as to wh.a~' s wrong., 

Policemen have come to Rangamma•s .house and are talking 

to Moorthy. 

Moorthy 's arrest creates a furore among the people 

and they resist the attack being made on them. Finally# 

seventeen men from different quarters are taken to the 

·police station and afte·r a sound thrashing, all, except 

~.aorthy, are ~eleased. After he is taken away to Karwar, 

people pray and fast for his release. 

n.to.a .. ii. Moorthy refuses to accept the help of advo

cates. He believes that truth needs no defence. Advocate 

sankara who is also the secretary .of the Karwar Congress 

Committee appreciates Moorthy 's decision, say.tng that 
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Gandhi too is .of the opinion that a true satyagrahi needs 

no advocates. - sankara · ieaves the 'prison promising to 

hold meetings for Moorthy. 

II;lO.a~iii. Volunteers dressed in 'Kbadi kurta and 

Gandhi cap' along w1 th a huge crowd assemble at the 

Gandhi maidan •. Speeches are made by sankara, Ranganna 

and oasappa and they speak about the incorruptible quali

ties of Moort.hy., Hindu-Moslem unity, charka and ahimsa. 

A tall man dressed in • durbar turban and a filigree 

shawl • speaks in favour of the British government. Being 

a swami man, he is more afraid of the corruption wrought 

by easteism, than the disorder in the material world • 

. Ranganna speaks Of the way Swami tried to influence 

him, and :later excommunicated him for opening his temple 

to the Pariahs. He asks people to choose between Gandhi, 

who had saetificed his comforts. at the altar of the oou..-
. . ' . -. . . . 

ntry and the rich exploiting Brahmins. 

Ranganna is a.rrested by the police wbile he is 

making h.:ts speec-h. ae offers himself fo-r arrest. amidst

cries of 'Vande mataram• and 'Gandhi Mahatma ki jai•. 

II.~o.a~-iv•. The people in .Kanthapura J:ead about the 

meeting and the arrest· of Ranganna in the blue paper. 
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They .are .shocked to know: t~t the go:v~rnrnent tries to 

manipulat~ men like ·swami and }3hatt~, by offeting them 

-financial baits., Ramakri~hnayya, pacifies them and sends 

them home. 

Besides Banga~, rqore and more people ~t~rt read

ing the newsp~per.. Each evening, the villagers ~isten to 

Ramakr;J.shnayya 's explanation of the 'Vedanta sutras• and 

discuss the .ge>vetnrrie~t 's activities. 
,, . 

The peqple 99,lng .to. Ka:r:wa.r bring news of Moorthy. 

Prayers are offered ~o I<enchamma.fo~ Moorthy's release. . . ' 

One J>ushya.night, .Rangamrna and Nanjamna get ready to go 

to Kat:wat. On b~lng inforuea. t.hat Sankar is looking after 

Moorthy's affair, Rangamma goes and meets sankar. Sankar 
. ' 

says that the police ha46lleged that Moorthy had ar~an-

ged the assault of the Pariahs on the pol.ice. The deci

sion was still pending. 

,On her return to the village for cort'l distribUtion, 
1 

Ranganma fades queries £~rom the villagers about Moorthy's 

welfare# on hearing that the case is still pending they· 

curse the government. ,The dismissal of Range Gowda 

from· patelship creates an uproar in the village~ 

Ir.lo:a'.··v. · Rangamma stays at Sankar's place during her 

next 'Visit to Karwar and helps him in the Congress work. 
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The news of her staying with sankar reaches Kanthapura 

and people like< VEmkamnia· criticise her vehemently. The 

others have ~ait.h in her as well as sankar ~ 

.. sankar had refused to marry after his wife Usha 's 

~th. sankar lives a simple life. .He wears khadi and 
-- ' 

speaks the truth and also insists on other villagers to 

do the same~ He never takes tlp a false ~ase. He takes 

the lowest fee and if the client is poor, he also pays 

f.or his stamps~. sankar works wholeheartedly for the 

O:mqress and insists on Hin:di becoming the national lan

guage of India. 

He speaks to his mother t;oo in Hindi confident 

that she would lea:rn- it one day. He has a ''little closed 

pot 1 and, if ever he utter$ an Engl~sh word he drops a 

coin- into it;. 'He forces his friends tp do the same. He 

is very a-ctive and puhctual in his daily routine_. Ran

gamma-, too, ·J:las never looked so healthy as she is_ now .• 

The- day Rangarmna gave her first speech, she could 

not g·o bfyond a few words and her eyes were filled with 

~rs. But she is confident that· if ever asked to speak 

again she would have no such fears • 

R&igamma returns fran Karwar for the Magh cattle 

fair and two days later people bear the news· of Mool;'thy 

being sentenced three month's rigorous imp.risonment. 
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That afternoon, . the people remain inside their homes and 

fast.· 

II,.10.a~v1 •. The next day 'the rain set in' and Ramakri

shnayya. dies. '!he Pariahs work and prepare a 'mango 

pandal '' and as the ca-ppse is being'· tied up,· the skies 

,clear and the pyre is lit. Rangamma decides she would 

car·ry his bones to Kashi but all of a sudden· the river 

begins to swell and sweeps tbe bones away. PeOple pfay 

to Kenehamma to protect them. Bhatta leaves for a pil

grimage to Kashi soon after the harvest .• 

II.l o.a. Analysis. of the Problema ties 

II.10.b.i. Arrest: supression and Authority 

The kernel semanteme lies ln the subsection a. i. 

of the tenth section. Moorthy's arrest alongwith the 

seventeen men of Kanthapura reveals the proposition in 

extension~ 'Kartik • signifies light and prospe~ity. 

Moorthy 's arrest expres.ses the desire of the one to do

minate the other's existence. 

The manner in which people resist the brutal for

ces. sug9ests the growth of consciousness in the minds 

of the villagers. Their refusal to accept the authority 

leads to their arJest. The following ensemble signifies 

the conflict between men and the Red-man • s government: 



1' ••.• ~and as . the morning cattle were 
· going out to the fields# and the 
women were adorning the thresholds 
for a Kartik morn.ing, Brahmins and 
Patiahs and Potters and vreavers 
were marched into the police station

.. s~venteen men .of Kanthapura were 
name.d and locked behind the bars"· 
(p ~·as> • . .· . . ... 
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This signifies a e.olleetive struggle ~n .. Kanthapura. 

Peop],f! .fran different castes and seations of society 

court arrest~ The • bars • signify authoJ:ity and .the con

frontation of .etre with autri i.e. the con~rontation of 

the Being with the. Other. .The men ()f ~anthapura refuse 

to aecept the Red-man's authority and this refusal leads 

to_ thel.r· imprisonment. 

''And the policemen twisted their 
a~s and beat them on their khuck- . 
les, and spat into thei~r mouths, arid 
when they had slappe<f ~nd banged and 
kicked, they let them· out one by one, 
one by one they lE;!t. them out, and 
they all marched back to Kanthapura# 
,all but Mr;>orthyu (p .•.. 85_) •. 

The signifiers 'twisted', 'beat', (.spat·~· 'slapped', 

'banged •, • kickeid' si~ify the atrocities perpetrated on 

one by the oth~r. 'l'hey.also signify authority and coer

cion •. The a;rrest of the men. is an .act of vengeance esp

ecially pn those who refuse to accept the British autho

rity. an~ disapprove of its existence. Later,} on, the 

men a~e released and their being •1et off• si~ifies the. 

inability of the ~:Q;ther. to control the :Being for long • 
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All but_ tt?O-=thy .. are released. .Mt::>o~thy • s imprisonment 

and later ~ransfer to Karw~r signi_;ies the desire of the 

Other. to .crush the i.rr~p~essible _:E?eing/ by inflicting a 

higher. degree 'of v;iolence .on· hi
1

m. 

II.lO.b."ii. 'Truth: nefence 

Refusal1 Defence 

The pr.oposition in comprehension shows the prota

gonist fac~ng the ·ttrocities with dauntless courage~ The 

refusal .to accept the a\lthoxi.ty leads to prison. 

The given ensemble reflects the strength which 

Moorthy has derived from Gandhi; 

"But if truth needs a defence, 
God ·himself would need one, for 
as the Mahatma says truth is 
God, and I ·want no soul to come 
between me and truth" (p. 86). 

Truttn God 
Truths Moorthy 

Moorthy's refusal to accept the help of the others, 

i-.e., the ·'advocates, signifies his truthful stance and his 

aspiration to ,come closer to God. By refusing to employ 

a ·def~nce he asserts that t,ruth alone triumphs and that 

it does not. require any external help to vindicate its 

stand. It also expresses hi.s urgent need to assure bim

sel £ of his own strength and power • 
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II.tO.b.iii.· Gandhi: Truth 

'Gandhi • as a cult figure in .this $eetion can be 

seen as an external influence, which disturbs the innet 

pattern of Moorthy's life. The image of Gandhi is so 

portrayed that he no more remains a human being but 

transcends into a mythical figure. Though Moorthy bas 

never met him personally, he has accepted the Gandhian 

faith and ideology; To him 'Gandhi • si.gnifies the truth. 

The fact that the Mahatma has often gone to prison is 

enough to provide him with strength and he prepares him

self for further eventualities. 'Gandhi', as a source of 

sustenance, is also tesponsible for changing the thought 

pattern o.£ Kanthapur.ians • 

II.lO .b.iv.~ Moo:rthy: Gold 

Moorthy: S@lint 

Moorthy symbolises goodness and perfection. He 

emerges· as a .hero .who has sacrificed his life for a good 

cause. 'Why, he .is the saint of our village' (:p., 93) says 

~ngamna and .sankar said, •some day he will do holy 

deeds • (p •. 93) • 'I love him like a bz:other, and I have 

found no better Gandhist • (p. 93). . Not only the villagers 

but the hopes of others too are pinned on him. 

Brutal police force try to pull him down by levy

ing false charges against him and accusing him of instiga

ting Pariah assault on the police. .so strong is the peo-
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ple ''s :fa:t t\1 in Moorthy that they refuse to believe the 

police. Moorthy ''s refusal 'to employ an advocate' after 

hi.s arrest shows the faith he has in his own self. The 

·following ensenlble' reveals his State of mind: 

• If truth 1s ·one, all men are one 
before it' (p·~ 86)·. 'Beba~en me 
and truth_none shalli come• (p. 86) .. 
'I shall speak that which truth 
p.rompteth, and truth neeaeth no 
defemce • (p. 86). 'Judges ate not 
for truth, but for law, and the 
English are not for the brown skin 
but for the white, and the govet:n
ment# is not with the peopie but 
with the police' . {p. 93). 

The following semiotic oppositions emerge: the brown 

skin:' ifhe white, Government: people. The brown skin sig

nifies rejection. The English refuse to accept the brown 

men and their ru+es are ·in favour of the white. 'White' 

!§Jgnifies d001ination and authority. The 'government• 

which is of the white men signifi·es repre.ssion ·Of the 

wishes of the bi:hetS. 
·' 

•our Moorthy is like· gold - the more you heat it 

the purer" it comes 'frbm the crucible' (p. 93). Moorthy's 

being compared to gold exp:re~sses ·the confidence which 

villagers have in him; gold symbolises permanence, purity 

and malleability.. Like gold, Moorthy has accepte~ the 

.chang~s taking place in the society and yet he retains 

the old .Indian tradition. .Moo.rthy no longer r.emains an 
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ordinary mo~al but attains the heicj'lts of per:fection. 

God fearing women hope for the evil_,which is perpetuated 

by the government,to be destroyed • 

. II .-1 o. b. ~Yj·. · Impris oninent : Repress ion 

Fasting: .. J?urification and Negation 

Moorthy receives three m6nths' . rigorhus imprison

ment. ·His .. 5.mprisonment '1 signifies the desire of one to 

curb the ·freedom of the othe.rs. 'lhe inipdsonment is ffj>l.:!§l

wed by' 'fasting•. 'Fasting• ·as a .cultural code sta.nds for 

purification of the mind and body~ . The decision c£ the 

people to fast is a sign .of protest. 'F&sting • ·becomes 

a regular phenomenon as the movement gains momentum. It 

provides the. people with necessary strength and a desire 

to unite and fight against the evil.. A sign of purgation, 

it symbolises to the Hindus a powerful tool Of struggle 

in life. 

II.tO.b.vi. Rain: teath and Disaster 

Ramakrishnayya·ts death signifies the end of the 

rich Indian past and the destruction of the good. The 

'r:ains •. herald death and disaster. The death of Rama-

krishnayya, suggests his acceptance of freedom and the 

end of his struggle with life. It does not, however, 

kill hope but creates a new awareness in the people. 

• ••• Lord such may be the path of our 
outgoing sodl t • (p. 101). 
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The above ensemble expresses the wish of the 

villagers to meet their end as peacefully as he did .• 

II.11.a~ Introduction 

II ~11.a. 1. After Raroakrishnayya • s death, Ratna begins 

reading the texts and Rangamma explains them with a ref.,.. 

erence t.o the British government and the atrocities per

,petuated by them on the Indi~ns. Inspired by Rangamma 's 

example, severa~ other women adopt the act of meditation. 

Yoga exercises lighten their hearts and fill their mines 

with a deep sense of spirituality. , 

Ran gamma p:repares the· women folk for aetion ·by in

stilling courage in them. She tells them stories of Rani 

.Laxmi Bai who had valiantly fought against the British. 

unlike sarojini Naidu, Kamladevi and Annie Besant who have 

joined 'hands with the Congress in this struggle for free

dom, . tl;le thinking of the women of Kan~hapura is limited 

to "broomstick and the milking of cowa'. The sevika 

Sangha is formed in Kanthapura._ Their workers are called 

the 5e'Vis. 
' 

!I.11 .. a.ii. The men in the village resent women 1 s join

ing the volunteer''s cr:~rps. They beat their wives if they 

neglect domestic work. Ran gamma after havin'9 tal ked to 

the men .1:ells the women that their first duty is towards 
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their home and husband • But nevertheless they decide to 

gopicketing at cigarette and toddy sh~ps •. Not only the 

women but the children too a~:e so fascinated with taxmi 

Bai 's legend that they play her role with great fervour. 

, As. Rangam:na prepares the women to face ·the police, 

Nanjamma becomes so fear-st.ricken that even in her dreams 

she sees herself·being attacked by Bade Khan. Rangamma 

says that· once they ate willing. to face all atrocities for 

the sake of Kenebamma the lathis that would strike them 

would be as r soft a.s butter•. Venkatalakshmi 's query 

whether Moorthy would be there (:or not reveals tte simple 

faith and trust which these women have bestowed on him .. 

II.li.a.iii.- seenu and Vasudev _tell Rangamma that after 

the_ arrest o£ Moorthy·the young men at Pariah-school are 

refus:ing to come forw~rd. They are afraid of the prison 

and police brutality. ·vasudev and others decide to hold 

~ajans once again. Men* women and children rush towards ..., ~ 

the temple as they hear the conch blowing. Their hearts 

are filled with religious sentiments. 

:ti.ll~b. Analysis of t.he Problematics 

II.ll~b~L .. Change.: Tradition 

There is a reversal of the traditional role as we 

find women interpreting the holy scriptures. After the 

death of Ramakrishnayya, which signifies the complications 

in religious life of the. people, there is a great change 
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in Kat'lthapura., . Women like Ratna and Rangamma have taken 

np the .task of reading and explaining the Vedantic texts. 

This chal'lge in the society whi,ch has been brought about. 

by the women is widely acclaimed. we find the women of 

Kanthapt~ra no longer clinging to the images of Moorthy 

and Gandhi. The proposition in extension reveais to us 

the fact that the Women are deriving strength· from a past 

historical figure like Laxmi Bai and the present cult fig

ures like ¥..am1a Devi arid Annie Besant. Rangarnma 's attempt 

to identify herself with them is· a highly connotative 

sign expressing her desire to be like them. Rangarrma •s 

presence acts as a vital force· in the eleventh section 

for. it has brought forth the participation of the women· 

in the struggle. 
: ~ < 

II.ll .• b.;ii. Sevika Sangha: collectivity 

The formation of Sevika sangha in Kanthapura sig

nifies the need . for action. It has created a new oons

eiousness among tne'women. They no longer remain confined 

to their homes .bUt the new ideas and thoughts seem to 

have enlivened their spirits. They beeome aware of What 

they.a~e.and what·they want to be. 1 Meditation• as a 

compl~~e .signifier is a significant spiritual code. It 

not only stands for self control but it is also a power

ful motivating force Which goads them to action. 

The • sevika Sangha • as a complete signifier stands 

fo.r unity and collective action. It reveals their desire 
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to strip away the old order and replace it with .a new one. 

Its formation gives t:ise to several conflicts at home. 

satamma •s husband complains that his wife is not serving 

him meals on. time. Rangamma 's ability to influence the 

men signifies her strength. A new light of responsibi

lity and service dawns upon them and they refuse to accept 

their secondary sta.tus any more. Their lives now take a 

new dimension.. Their practising the yoga, meditation, 

and forming a sevika .sangha are codes of actions which 

determine the growth of their thought processes. They 

feel that a great change has ·come over them. Rangamma • s 

stat·ementt "We should do our duty. If not it is no use 

belong.ing to .the Gandhi-group" (p. 106) not only signifies 

the ilnportanee ofi:"Gandhian ideology but also attributes the 

difference in roles between the men and women. The women • s 

statement: ~we shall not forget our children and our hus

bands" {p. 106) is an indicator of the fact that a woman's 

first duty is tOW'ards her husband and children.and that 

· evexy collective action shoUld start from home. 

nsut how can we be like we used to be· ?',(p. 106) 

revea'ls· their existential predicament. It expresses 

their . refusal to go back to the state they came from. 

What is happening to them at present is a highly complex 

change. Their husbands initially resent their active 

participation and preparation for struggle. But they 

relent when they see the enthusiasm of their women to 

reassert their identity for the national cause. 
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Not only do the women decide on a further course 

of action but they also prepare themselves for it. 

I! .11. h. iii. · · Gita.: Karma yoga· 

Exercises: Preparing for stru gJle 

The •·Gita• as a ccmplete s igni:fler not only sta·nds 

for eternity but it also appears as a .most significant 

tool in tbe hands of wonen. Through its sayings Ran-gamma 

instils courage in the women and dispels the fea·r which 

has gripped them. 'Exercises • as a complete signifier 

siqn.ify ·the need to be ready for the worse. The· .. proposi

tiOn 'in comprehension shows tbe way women agree to fight 

against the. police force. "tbes not the Gita say·, the 

sword can spl.it asunder the body, but never the soul? 

And if we say, we shall not move a hair, we shall not 

move a hair" ·.{p. 106). 

Rangamma 's determination, her sense of courage, 
' her seriousness towards the entire movement have made her 

a pivotal f.igure. The •Gita • to her remains an infllli

ble guide o£ conduct. Not only does the reference to Gita 

reveal the strong Hindu religious ethos but it also brings 

out the .revelation that life, as a permanent phenomenon, 

resides in the soul. ·tt is significant of the Hindu 

mythology which claims that 'Atma • is soul and is an 

eternal ,entity. 
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'Gi ta • as a mantic code· not only leads us· to the 

unknown bUt is an assimilation of the ·•Karma Yoga • and 

'Nishkam Karma •. It signifies that man must work hard for 
~ ; 

in 'Karma• lies the tr.ue essence of manhood. Both 'split' 

and 'move" are two contradictory forces, Rangamma quotes 

from Gita and interprets it by saying that though the body 

can be destroyed permanently by means of a .sword soul can

not be • Sword' as a mantic code is not only a sign of des

truction rut also that of violence. Her saying •we shall 

not move a hair' (p .. 106) signifies her indomitable spi

rit and convinces us of her deep involvement:i.ln the entire 

struggle. Here the most abstruse aspect of non duality 

has been dealt with.· 

.II.ll.·b.i.v. Lathi.: Foree 

Moorthy: Home 
. ' 

Religion plays a vital role in bringing the women 

together and fighting jointly for a cause. The ~Lathi' 

which contains the kernel semanteme has two conceptual . 
oppositj_ons. On one hand, .it is a symbol of sheer bruta-

lity and force and on the other, it stands for resistance. 

The fear of the 'la·thi • has deterred the women from action. 

The following ensemble elicits, reveals and develops the 

change in the£r attitudes : 

nwell we shall fight the police 
for Kenchamma's sake, and if the 
rapture of devotion is in you, ."::•_/,,, 
the 'lathi • will grow as soft as ·
butter and as supple as a silken 
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thread, and you, will hymn out 
the name of the Mahatma" (p ~ 107) .. 

Moorth.y, · the protagonist, though physically absent · f~om 

the place is still a source of inspiration to the women, 

They hope that his presence would not only guide- them but 

also guard them against all dangers.. The predicament is 

completely exposed as venkatalakshmi says - ''But sister, 

there will be Moorthy# too, and he will defend us" 

(p. 107} ~ The protagonist has receded into the back

ground at:ter his arrest, yet, the fight which he initia

ted has not ended with the arrest. 

'But Rangamma merely· waves her hand and says, uwe 

shall see, we shall see" (p .. 107) constitutes a codified 

ensemble: it reveals her uncertain state of mind .. 

II . .ol2.;'.a. Introduction 

ti.l2~a.i. Vaisakh is a period of ploughing the fields. 

Priest Rangappa determines the auspicious day f'or the 

people to yoke the'ir bulls to the plough. Chenna informs 

the people about it by beating a drum.. All the villagers 

have come to the temple to seek Kenchamma 's blessings• 

Patel Range Gowdas • presence is highly significant for 

then only beg.ins the ceremony. SUbbe Gowda •s bulls are 

the youngest and therefore tied to the yoke. Amidst the 

chanting of hymns and the breaking of coconuts, • the 
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plough cuts. the earth •. The people feel happy ana 

excited at the prospect that they weuld now till the 

earth~ 

II.l2.a.ii,. The people ask for Kenchamma•s blessings so 

that when t4'oorthy comes the crop would be ·ready. Elabo

rate plans are made to welcome Moorthy. The same after

noon Postmaster Subbayya informs Rangamna that Moorthy 

has been released. 

II. t2 .a.iii. Venkamma fixes up her daughter's wedding 

for ·Tuesday, the day of Moorthy's ~rrival. She asks women 

tc choose between the two - a Brahminic feast, and a fea~t 

for Moorthy who has been ex-ccmmunicated. women finally 

decide to go a,nd bless the newly weds, afraid that if they 

tarried now their own daughters might go unblessed in 

future. 

II.l2,.a.1v., Except for the Brahmin women who go to 
Ven.kanma 1s house for the marriage ceremony, the rest of 

them gladly await Moorthy's arrival. The Pariah's, the 

Potter 1 s and the Weaver's quarters are decorated to wel

come him. Seenu informs the people that Moorthy has al

ready come and is in Rangamma 's house. People feel that 

they have been tricked wickedly and amidst cries of 

•vande Mataram' and 'Mahatma Gandhi ki Jai' they voice 

their anguish. The police inspector's voice fails to 
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pacify them. Finally Rangamma 's plea calms them down and 

they leave for their respective homes. Moorthy ·is not 

allowed to go out of Ranganma ts house unless the marriage 

dinner .at Venkamma's plaCE! is over. At mid-night the 

policemen leave the place. The younger Bade Kha~ has 

joined the elder one and he settles in the Estate too, 

in a hut with a woman. The next morning people see 

Moorthy as unchanged as ever. His stay ).n the prison 

had hardly left any mark on him, 

II.l2 .b. Analysis. of the l?roblematics 

n.12.b .. i. The kernel situation is revealed in the sub-

section a.iii. of the section. soon after the rains have 

set in, worshipping of the bulls and the ploughing of 

fields take place amidst prayers. The offering of flowers, 

rice and coconuts to the Goddess signifies the Indian re

ligious ethos. Such rituals signify the strong desire to 

come together by cutting off all barriers of caste and 

creed:. 1.'he rituals held before the actual ploughing of 

the fields s.ignify a strong socio-religious code. 

n.12.b.i·1. Wedding: An attempt to undermine the 

other's presence 

The kernel semanteme is the 'wedding •. venkamma •s 

arranging her daughter's wedding on· the same day when 

Moorthy is being released presents a conflidt.ing situa

tion. The women who have been anxiously waiting for 
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Moorthy •s arrival i,'ire now being placed in an extremely 

delicate situation.. venkamma 's goading them to a decision 

is rev.ealed in the following ensemble: "Well,. choose }?et

ween a Brahminic feast and a feast for a polluted. pig 0
· 

(p. 114). There _lies an opposition between the two 

feasts:. 'a Brahminic feast •. signifies_ a feast which is 

religious and saerosanct in natu.re. The. Brahminic feast 

is held in honour of Venkamma•s daughter•s wedding, a 

very auspicious occasion. 'I'he ~feast for a polluted pig' 

s~gnifies the .holding of a grand welcome for a man who 

has been di.<Jgraced and is an outcaste. This deci.sion of 

venkamma to hold her daughter's wedding on the day of 

M:>orthy~ s arrival expresses the jealousy and hatred which 

permeates her being. She has noticed people gladly await

ing his arrival. Unable to bear this, she connives with 

priest Rangappa and makes . an attempt to ignore his arrival. 

She tries to impose limits on the freedom of others. Her 

psyche reveals the pre$ence of a Being unable to bear the 

existence of the Other. 

YI.12.b.iii. Excommunication: Rejection 

_The Brahmin wcmen had forgotten all about Moorthy's 

being ex-communicated. *'Why, of course, Moorthy was ex

cQnmunicated, but how funny that we forgot all about it 

since he's been in prison 1•• (p. 114). 
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. Moorthy 's excommunication is that socio-religious 

code of action which makes him an oUtcaste in his owri 

society. The women had forgotten about it but venkamma's 

painful reminder .stirs their memory. Venk:amma says: 

''That'$ ,it, sister. You forget it, but this body that has 

borne ei:ght children cannot forget it. If you had a dau

ghter to marry, you would not forget it, would you?" 

(p. 114). The significant conclusion which one can draw 

from her statement· is that the existing circumstances have 

influenced h.e.r behaviour. Her resorting to v·indictivenees 

suggests her selfish, monocentric obsession with her 

family's welfare at the cost of the village. One would 

not blame her totally for resorting to such means. Her 

acute sense of jealousy and inability to understand the 

necessity of be.ing with and helping others goads her into 

action. 

II~12.b.iv. Nuptial Feast: Acceptance 

Keeping the importance of the occasion in mind the 

Brahmin women decide to attend the • nuptial feast 1 
• They 

have been placed in a conflicting situation, i.e., on one 

band is thei.r desire to go and welcome Moorthy, on the 

other is the solemn oc;:cas ion wedding" They feel that 

their presence is essential at the wedding for their 

absence would not only be inauspicious but would have 

graver consequences" 



"Why, YC?U cannot refuse a ~uptial 
feast. If there's not married woman 
to offer:. kumkum water to the wife 
and husband, well, tomorrow you may 

. have your own daughte~ • s marriage 
and she may go unblessed !" {p.; 114) 
•and they all. say, "Of course ! Of 
course !" (p. 114). 
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The realities of the socio-cultural situation .in which 

they have been placed,. cann<;>t be ignored, and therefore 

they. accept the invitation of the wedding of the daughter 

of venkamna. 

The adceptance of the 'nuptial feast • against their 

wishes· signi.fies the stronger· bonds of corrmunal feeling 

and deep religiosity which binds the people of the same 

community to one other. Knowing that fefusal .of the 

feast would not only be an act of sacrilege but also the 

reprircussions \<'10Uld affect their own daughter• s future, 

they· accept it. Thus one sees that, living in a society, 

their existence has been controlled by greater traditional 

force.s. 

II.t2.b.v. Moorthy 's Confinement: Fear· and doubt. in 
the mind of the Other 

Moor thy • s presence has horrified the Other. There

fore, he is confined to Ranganma's house until the nuptial 

dinner is over at Venkamna • s place. His confinerrent sig

nifies the fear of rejection in the heart of the Other 
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i.e. venkamma. · venkanma prefers to hold on to the old 
. . 

values. The. two individuals. are diametrically opposed 

to each other. ·On one side i-s MOorthy who transcends 
' 

the limits of hi·s Being and remains unchanged despite 
~ .. - .. 

. being. in prison, (The author h~re has tried to project a 

conceptual cent rast between the desires of the individuals) , 

on the other side is Venkamna whose actions are motiva-

ted by petty hopes of aecumulation of wealth, arrang:h~g 

of son' s-in•law and complete annihilation Of the forces 

which .impede her progress. 'Ihe disparity between the 

two not only reveals the differences in ideas but also 

in motives. In Venkamma we see the presence of the Other 

who tries to find external ju.st:i.flcations for her inner 

confusions,, and therefore chooses to do what appears 

most appropriate in the present circumstances. 

*** 
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CHAPTER - ni 

PROBI&MA'l'ICS J:N E~XTENSION 1 A CRUSADE AGAIN'ST OPPRESSION 

· 'fhe following analysis unfolds the problematies 

metonymically as we delve deeper into the last seven sec

tions of the novel~ 'The crusade against the oppression 

gaigs momentum after Moorthy's releese from the prison. 

In.1.a. Introduction 

J:II.1.a.i. Mootthy asks the people to come together and 

fight against the government. He in:forms the villagers 

that Gandhi has gone on a long pilgrimage with his eighty

two followers who wear Khadi and are teetotallers. Moorthy 

decides to pray co'~lectively for Gandhi's success. He 

spea~ to them ·Of the OQeness of being and asks them to 

be ready for action. 

Ili.t.a.ii:• Moorthy tells the people about Gandhi and 

from the white paper he reads out the news .of Gandhi'' s 

actions. Youngman fran the city visit MOorthy' and after 

their departu·re Moorthy asks Seenu to ri.ng the gong for 

the bhajan. He informs the villagers about the nunber of 

patels who have resigned from their jobs and have become 

followers of Gandhi. Gandhi 's Dandi march has created 

exC!itement L.1 the hearts of the people. As the day draws 

nearer, they become more anxious~ unable to sleep at 
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night they come to the riverside early in the morning and 

bathe~> Priest Rangappa laughs at them and they know that 

he too, like Bhatta,. is no more with .them. After a wash 

they sit and meditate and later have special meals. 

Through white paper.s, the next day, they are informed of 

Gandhi •s success in manufacturing salt• More and more 

people begin coming to the sea side to make salt• They 

are beaten up and put into prison, yet the nUmber of 

pepple who are joi~ing the ranks of the Mahatma is inc

r,easing day. by day. 

In.t •. a:.iii. .People in Kanthapura become .fearless and 

prepare themselves for aetion •. Moorthy ls waiting for 

the orders to come from the Karwar Cbngress Commlttee. 

women begin practising the drills more often and are now 

less afraid of Bade Khan 1 s 'lathi •. Faith in the Mahatma 

ha.s made them courageous~ Nanjamma compares Mahatma to 

1 sahyadrl Mountains • whereas the people following him are 

the 1 pilgrims of the Mountain'. Moorthy is called 'The 

Snall Mountain ' • The section ends on a note of hope 

where the people are still waiting fo.r the call of 'The 

Big Mountain • (Mahatma) • 

tti.t.()b~/, ,:::: Analysis .of the Problematics 

III .t.b. 1. The kernel situation tn the ;~-given- , section 
• ~"< .r ·~ -·- • 

expresses the hope, the fear, the anguish and the strength 
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of the people of Kanthapura. Moortby, after having rea

.lized: that a .man could not · succeed in attaining· freedom 

alone;. asks the people to figh,t collectively against the 

oppr.essive .forces. The :foll~i_ng ensemble reveals the 

existential situation: 

'A· caek dOes· not make a morning, 
nor :a single man a revolution, bUt 
we '11 build a thousand-pillared 
temple, a. temple more firm than any 
that hath yet been builded, and 
each one of you be ye pillars in 
it, and when the temple is built, 
stone by stone, and man by man, 

· · and the bell bung to the roof 
and. the eagle-tower shaped and 
planted, we shall invoke the 

'mother to reside with us in dream 
and in life. lndia then will live 
in· a ·temple of our making• (p• 118) .• 

·Realiz-ing that the struggle could not be success

ful without coordination among the people, Moorthy tries 

to bring tlle people cleser to each other. The signifying 

ensemble:· 'the temple of our making • reveals that the 

protagoni.st has a st:rorig desire to be free within him,. 

'The teniple'' 'as a complete signifier stands for a holy 

place.~ It signifies the country which will be built 

and ruled by Indians.· The POssibility of being left 

alone is necessarily the most serious threat to Moortby's 

existence. He, therefore, asks people to unite and pray 

for Gandhi • s suceess • 



III.l.b.ii. Pi,lgrimage:: Defiance and Rejection 

Gandhi: stten gth, Hope 
.~hatma. i Hope ·. 
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Gandhi •~s pilgrimage to the Dandi beach signifies 

an actio£ .defiance. Breaking the salt -law is. a ,g·ymool,ie. 

act of ;protest. The people are anxiously waiting for 

Gandhi: to realize· his missioi.'l• The anxiety# the hope and 

the eonc:ern which the men and women of Kanthapura show 

towardS Gandhi signifies not only 'their love but also 

their .faith in llim~ The signifying ensembles reveal 

theit state -of minds and the faith tbey have bestowed on 

Gandhi: 

"Oh rio, the Malia tma need not go as far 
a-s the· sea. Like aal'ishcbandra before 
he finished his vow,. the Gods will come 
down and ~dissolve 'tits vow~ and the 
Britishers will leave India and we shall 
be ·ftee, and we shall pay less taxes and· 
there will .be no polieemen" (pp. 119-20). 

"It is not for nothing the Mahatma is. a 
Mahatma and he woumd not be Mahatma i~ 

. the Gods were not with him" (p. 120). 

'Mahatma f) as a complete signifier signifies 

indomi'table courage and goodness. The faith which people 

have placed in him has made him a • Mahatma' 1 an epitome 

of kindness and strength. People of K~nthapura reali~e 

the truth that qandhi • s . guidanc~ . and Perseverance atone 

eoald resolve their predicament. 
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~He,says .he like.s our ancient ways, and like the 
' • ' •· ' . . • . : • • f • • . . ' ' . ') 

ancients he will mak~ the pilgrimage on foot • (p. 128~·· 

The propOsition in ccmprehension shows that the figure of 

'Gandhi • is a. source of sustenance and hef seems· to have 

permeated their con.scious selves. For in the figu;-e of·. 

Gandbi it is not simply one individual protesting against 

the atroeities: but we can see even the simple illiterate 
. . 

people of Kanthapura identifying themselves with him. 

They are people living in a parti.cular time-period, fac

ing similar problems. As individuals they may have diff~ 

ez:ent problems but seen frcm a broader perspective the 

most crucial situation they have been placed in is the 

same. Ail ar~ liV! ng under British regime and undergoing 

suppression, estrangement and depression. Britishers: We 

The •aritishers •. in the present context signifies 

authority, wealth, domination and assertion. iwe' sig

nifies the Indians whoare warking as sla<Ves under the 

British. regime and who stand for subservience, obedience 

and suffering. · 

. It is their. social tieing, their lives as slaves 

which has awakened or rather determined their conscious

ness. '!'hey §·re hopeful that under the influence of 

Gand'ni things 'would so~n, change.· Ran gamma 1 s hopes are 

visible in the ensemble: 



· '• ••• Britishers will leave India, 
and we shall .be fr.ee, and~ shall 
pay less· taxes, ·and there will be 
no policeman (p. 120). 
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Her si.inPle statement reveals her ind~ self where des

pite undergoing constant conflicts engendered by a speed

fie historical situation, .sher still has faith in Gandhi. 

The Britishers signify the presence of the Other - the 

Other to whom the Indians have begun reacting· violently! 

III.l.b.iii~ Dore: Disillusionment and Loss of Hope 

Dore 's disillusionment is significant of the f.act 

that he is not completely satisfied with the things as 

they" are. ·There is a shift from an earlier enthusiastic 

stance to that of 1 ndifference beneath which lies the 

loss of hope. The following ensemble signifies the con-

ttngence of the character t ""This is all Ramayana and 

Mahabharata, such things never happen in our timesi' 

(p. 120)! He has however, begun realizing that even 

after the attainment of freedom, life would not be happy. 

Rangamma •s earlier statement that things would change 

soon has not been able to instil hope within his heart. 

His .statement; 'I do not know• signifies that he is in a 

constant state of undertainty and despair.· Oissatisified 

with the situation he reflects on the eeart between the 

past, present and the future. 
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II!.l.b.iv •.. salt: Defiance~ Rejection, Independence 

Ga~dhi's suc:cess at the llandi beach is a -sign of 

protest. By breaking the salt law, not only is he able to 

voice hfs piotest but he also successfully reciei ves the 

support; of his countrymen. · The ,people in Kanthapura have 

become enthusiastic, Though the villagers have never con

fronted him personally, he has become the most potential, 

force in their lives. The following ensemble reveals 

the success of the pilgrimage t 

.. And so day after day men go out to 
the se~ to make salt., and day after 

, day t:nen are beaten back and put into 
prison~ and yet village a£ter village 

. sends it~ W9men. and men, and village 
after village grows empty, for the 
call of the. Mahatma had sung in their 
hearts· and they were for the Mahatma and 
not for the government" ·(p • 121) • -

The code of action ranges from ngo" to "make salt", 

.. beaten back", ••put into", "sends ... , "g-rows empty" to 

ahad sung"''. The above ensemble cax:efully reveals the 

reaction of the people. They prepare themselves for the' 

struggle and this preparation is a political code which 

denotes their desire to fight for and claim their freedom. 

The women begin practising "the drill" and Rangamma is 

seen emerging as their leader. This awar-eness . of the 

laek of freedom and constant suppression under British 

regime not only fills the women with a desire to struggle 

but also to reject the authority. 



lil.l.b.v. Gandhi: Scihyadt'i: Big MOuntain 

. Moorthy: :small Mountain 

P~opl~t Pil!Eg~ims of.the Mountain 
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'The 'Call is a potential signal·for which the peo

ple are waiting anxiously. Gandhi to them stands for · · 

strength, fi.rrnness and stoicism. 'His being compared to 

sahyadri is a cultural code: '•No, s.ister, I do not inlagine 

the Mahatma like a man or a god, but like the sahyadti 

mountains, blue, high, Wide and the rock o.f the evening 

that catches the light of the setting sun" (p; 122} • The 

narrator• s eomment reveals. the same ideai fi"Tbat •s What he 

is. High and yet seeable, firm and yet blue wit.h dusk •• •" 

(.p. 122) .• · Moorthy 's being called ·"the small Mountain .. 

signifies the presen.ce of $Ourc~ whicb derives its str

ength,:from a bigger source. The peopie of Kanthapura are 

stron~ly convinced that the •s1·g Mountain • and the •small 

•'Mountain' are there to 'protect• 'them. This faith signi~ 

;:fies. thei'r strong instinct for self-preservation • The 
~- ~·:_,.r 

presence of Gandhi and Moorthy not cnly provides them with 

strength but also makes them ready for !.action. The •eall' 

as a code of action. reveals thei.r desire to act and thus · 

prove their worth. Their waiting for the *call' expre

sses their intense longing to struggle for anq seek lib

eration. The ·predicament reveals to us the fact ~that 

after having 're:al:ized the cause of. their alienation~ all 

the villagers are. making a sustained effort to resolve 

the problems of their existence i.e. refusal to be trea

ted as mere objects before the eye of the Other. 'n'ley 
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w.ish to. bring an end to the· life of enslavement t1nder the 

foreign rule which prevents them from realizing their lost 

identity • 

. Calling themselve.s 'pilgrims •, they associate them

selves with Gandhi and Moorthy. Under the guidance and 

leader;ship of the two they hope to attain freedom. strong 

sustained optimism not only minimises their fear but also 

makes them reject the British authority~ 

n !. 2 .a. Introduction 

J:U.2.a.i. The people do not receive any call for action~ 

The news of Mahatma's arrest creates a furore in the vill-

age. 'l'he villagers decide to fast and hold bhajans that 

evening. Men like Vasudev, fran the Estate join hands with 

the people of Kanthapura. Moorthy asks them to begin the 

11 Don •t touch the government campaign" Which includes pic

keting the toddy booths, establishment of . parall'el govern

ment, .appointment of Range Gowda as patel, and refusal to 

pay revenue dues to anyone but him. People's eyes are 

filled with tears for never before has any Harikatha 
'. 

touchcY them so deeply. 

III .• 2.a.ii. T\VO days later women march on towards Bora

nna•s toddy grove singing songs. one hundred and thirty 

nine men and women under the guidance o£ Moorthy r efuse 
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. ~ 

to bo~ cown· before the police and march forwaid C1midst 

cries of ·:•Mahatma Gandhi ki jai '• 

III,.2.a.iii, "l'h,e p"Olice showers lathis on Parlah Rachanna 

, as he turts· .·to elimb a toddy tree• The people remain 

undeterred. by the blows falling. on them.. Finally the 

w>omen are: left on the roads· looking for ·their husbands· 

and· children~ · l;ater~ they are all taken to the ·santur 

police outpost· .. 

. III.2.a.iv. Pariah Rachanna; Lingayya and Potter sidd

ayya ~re. held ·while the rest are released. Left in the 
' , 

middle of the jungle the \<tomen become scared ,and Rangaroma 
' ''I 'l ' ' . r ' 

:pacifi:,es. them anc;l as.ks them to march forward, singing .. 

The certmen agree to ta.ke them to Santhapura, They sleep 

in eae:h other is altms on their way to Santhapura; where 
"y • • • ( 

Rangamma*.s cousin gives ~em a warm welcome. With Imam 

Khan ;as tl;l.eit guide . they reach Kanthapura and feel as if 
r' , 

they have retuJrned from a pilgrimage. 

III .z.a.v~ The next morning; the women ~re filled with a 
sense of achievement. . They plant their trophies i five 

twigs of ti:>ddy trees and a toddy pot before ttie temple. 

Venk.amnl'a remains as un'telenting as ever. Her mocking over

tones;. however; does not dampen their enthusiasm • 
. 4 · ~ < t ' • I 

III.2.,.b •. }\nalysis of the P,roblematic§ 

II. I. 2. b. i. . l'h~ kernel s.itua:tion lies in the picketing 

scene which takes place at Boranna 's toddy grove. ''Don't 
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,, . . 

touch the government campaign I is a political code o£ 

protest. Maha~ Gandhi •s •arreat • is the kernel seman

teme around which the entire action of the people revolves. 

'!'he people have decided to disobey the rules of the gov

emment. ·The following ensemble reveals the inner state 

of the mind of the protagonist Moorthyi 

'"' ••• Brothers and. sisters. temembe:t we are not out to fight the White 
man or t;;he white man • s $laves, the 
pelice and the revenue officials, 
but against the demot1iae corrupt ion 
that has entered their hearts• and 
the· purer we are the greater will 
be: our victory, for the victory we 
seek is the victory of the heart. . 
send out love where there is hatred, 
and a smile against brute force 
like unto the waters of the Himavathy 
that. spread over boulder and sand and 
crematorium earth~ {pp. 125-126). 

'White man • si90i£ies .corruption and hatred. 

Moorthy asks the Indians to st:r:uggle and fight against 

hatred and win the hea;rt of the Other i.e. the British 

goV'et:nment through love. Moorthy propagates Gandhi's 

dootr ine .of •·revolution through eMnge of heart' • 

Moorthy, alongwith the villagers, &!cities to defy 

the policies ·of the government. Their deciding not to 

pay taxes to anyone but Range Gowda and making him the 

patel are the sign1f:icant codes of rebellion whi,eh rev

eal the.ir ~sire to break away from the shackles of 

colonialism. 
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!II •. 2.b.ii.t Moorthy; Pebble 

MOorthy has become awate of his insec;u~:e e~istenee: 

'Brothers,_ remember, too, 1 am but 
a pebble among the pebbles of the 
river, and when the floods come, 
rock by rock may lie buried under . ., 
and yet there are sane that stand 
out pointed and dry, and it is they 
that give you a hold for your sli
~pet:'y, seeking feet •• ~ •. (p. 126). 

'Pebble' as complete signifier not only signifies the 

insecure existence of Moorthy., but also reveals his sense 

of nothingness.· The signifiet' 'buries •, in opposition 
,. 

with 'stand • ~ • give • and 'bold' signifies the sense of 

e$trangement. As a result of the ensuing stt"uggle aga• 

inst the British some people would be destroyed: for ever. 

The sign~fier •buried• signifies the defeat of certain 

individuals and their passing into oblivion. On tne 

other hand there would be $(>me who would not only 'stand', 

but. also 'give• and 'hold' the others. 'Slippery, ·seeking 

f.eet' (p. 126) signifies the uncertain existence of the 

others who need perpetual. guidance and encouragement .• 

A feeling of nothingness, emp~iness, and desolatiGn has 

made the protagonist, Moorthy, co;nsc.ious of his temporary 

·existence~ His statement • ... • my time too will come' 

{p. 126) reveals the self being torn between doubts and 

conflicts~- on the one band he is confident of victory 

and on the other he, as an individual, can be seen 

a.tienated fran the rest of the village. His autonomy and 
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existenpe ate always in question. The proposition in 

comprehension revealsthe protagonist as partially divor

ced from the ~pany of others despite being physically 

with them. 

Moorthy has a differential hierarchy of signifi

cance from that of the other people; He realizes that 

the villagets have put all: theft trust in him and is un

certain about;. the retention of this trust. Therefore, 

he says: tt. •. follow the one who follows me~ for he is 

your ehief and the Congress has made him your chief'' 

(p, 1.26). 

The ··1waters of Himavathy 1 as a complete signifier 

stands for purity and the source of sustenande, for not 

:only does it represent tbe spirit of the lord rut it, 

also has the power to erase all the dirt and filth from 

this earth. 

lll:.2 .• b .. iii. Picketing~ Defiance# Rejection 

As we see one hundred and thirty nine men, women 

and children marching toward Boranna' s toddy grove we 

realize the influence of Gandhi and Moorthy on them. 

They resist the •attack • ma,~e on them by the pol:ice 

force: 

'"• ... and we deafen ourselves before 
the onslaught,, and we rush and we 
crawl, and swaying and bending and 



· crawling and rising, we move on / 
and on, and the lathis, rain on us, 
and the cartmen have come back .... • 
(p. 129). 
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Signifiers 'deafen·•, 'rush'', •crawl•, •sway!ng•, "bending•, 

•crawling•, • rising • and • rain on us • c:learly signify 

their rejection of the British aut~Qrity. P~k:eting 

Boranna·*s. toddy booth is a major ·step to~rds one such 

rejection. ·xt symbolises their refusal to be dehumanized 

further~ Their "shrieks • and 'shouts• and 1 cries • an.d 

• sobs • juxtaposed wi tb their desire to 'move on • sign !if y 

the unique ·predicament of these people. ~ey have been 
-~ ~ 

suppressed for too long, and now, they simply refuse to 

walk back to where. they came from. 'Picketing• as· a code 

·Of action sign·ifies their wish to give up whatever is 

harmful to their existence. 

III.2.b.iv. 'I'rophies: Success,, $atisfaction 

'Venka.mma: Insecurity, Fear 

-Once· the women return to Kan thapu ra they proudly 

display their trophies. . The following ensemble .reveals 

theiX ~leasure an(i satisfaction at wha.t they had achievedr 

'The· next morning, with bell and 
camphor and trumpet, we planted 
~ur trophies before the temple. 
Five twigs of toddy trees were 
t;here, and a toddy pot• '(p. 133}. 

'Trophie,s • signify the sense of achievement which filled 

e.heir hearts. . •we planted our trophies before the temple' 
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(p.l33) is a significant religious code. After having 
~· . ' . I . 1 

achieved ~uqees~ the women go to the ·temple and place 

their trophies before the lore.. A strong socio-religious 

code,, this ~tion ~f their~ signifies their de~:!p faith 

in God without which they feel they cou~d not have atta

ined their qoal. Their offering the best they could per

form, to Kenchamna, eJCpresses their desire to be in per

fect communion wit.h the Goddess. tt also reveals their 

wish to' solicit the sanction of the divine. 

Venkam~a •.s statement reveals her ·unconseious state 

of inseauri~y,' she fee~s that the world, which she is 

Jiving in, is in a perfect state of disharmony.· 

•took, look, a toddy God have they made of a moon

crowned God". (p. 133). Signifiers 'spat' and 'called • 

signify her predicament. The proposition in compreben-
.· t , r . 

sion re~als that her hatred, her words full of vengea

nce and mockery are a sign of her own insecurity~ The 

argument expresses her desire to preserve her O"fll exist

en:ce:. , She has been noticing the changes coming over the 

vll.lage and herself, and being unable to identify with 
I 

the -ehanges , she dist!Overs that she has been alienated 

from the entire milieu.· Her getting into an argument with 

Ran gamma .or the others is a necessity, for, without an 

argument she feels she would jeopa.rdiee her e:Si:istence. 
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Each change in society threatens her with a l~ss .of . 

identity and va.lues. 

The narrator 's s·tatement expresses her sense of 

satisfactions· 

'Yes,·yes, sister, we are toddy 
people -~- · But we don't marry our 
daughtelrs to gap~toothed sons-in..,. 
law. Nor like Bhatta do we go on 
Kashi-pilgrimage With toddy con
tract money. Do we 1' {p. 133). 

The matriage of Venkamma's daughter to a· •gap

toothed son-i n-law1 
· is made fun of. Bh.atta' • s leaving the 

villa~ on 'a· pilgrimage, after making money, signifies 

his strong 'sense of guilt and insecurity 'which has forced 

him to l.eave his home and settle in alien_ lands • While 

it) 1;:-he company qf the people .of Kan·thapura, he .was .. pain-
. ' . 

fully becoming aware of the. fact that be would be soon 
. ' 

rejected by the other. Unc:ible to bear this harsh reality 

be tries to esca~. His pilgrimage signifies his strong 

desire to e:sc:ape, and the inability to face the real 

world. 

Thus, as the sections proceed, one notices the 

simple village folk becoming aware Of their plight. They 

are devoting themselves whole hearted! y to the cause of 

freedom. 'Ihe struggle gains momentum as- we see them 

rejecting the opposing authoritative forces. 
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III. 3 .a.- IntroductiOn 

. . . -
Irt;a.a.i.r The following Tuesday being a market day in 

I<anthapura, people. get up early an.d, fintsh their. chores. 

They dec.ide to go picketing toddy shops. on their way 

several men and women greet them warmly. This is their 

fi·tst visit 'to .the. coffee Estate and the place seems to 

have an au~a of mystery around it, 

:tii.3.a.ii. As the men coming in carts hear What .Moorthy 

intends to do . they laugh at him. Soon they see maistri 

eoming out of the Estate and following him are the coolies. 

They are all being marc}led to Boranna •s toddy g,tove and 

policemen ate walking beside them. Moorthy sign~ls his · 

.followers to squat on the ground before the boo~h· 

nX.3·;a•iii. With the rain~ lathi blows too are show

ered on the~. The policemen beat the e.oolies. Amidst 

loud cries of '"Mahatma Gandhi ~i j aitt more men are heard 

arriving.. tin ally,. the coolies join the people too and 

are beaten up by the policemen. ·AS the women and men of 

Kanthapura plead with the coolies and ask them not to 

drink,, the coolies promise in the name of Kenchamma that 

they will not. 'The •' rain .still pours on • • 

except for seenu, · Vasudev, Range Gowda and NaQjamma's 

husband and Subbu who are taken to prison, the others are 
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turned back home from: the prononto:t:y. Moorthy is st.ill 

with ~h~ ~?pie. Next morning over 'three and thirty• · 

or more eoolies leave the Estate and join· the. Pariahs in 

Kahthapura. .People pray to Siva to protect them• More 

and mo;re people now join hands with the M~hat.ma. 

III. 3.b. Analysis of the Problematics 

IZI.l.b.i. Revenue COllector'! Corruption, cruelty 

The existential predicament of the protagonist 

which makes him so unsure o£ himself is visible in the 

beginning of. the section itself. The people begin to 
' . 

march on towards the toddy booth , with a firm determ1n..:a- . 

tion. As Moorthy and his follCMers ~re beading towards 

the Estate they meet Betel Lakshamma. She asks them 

whether--they are the soldiers of the Mahatma and ·tJborthy 

says, '"yes, mother" (p. '134). Her agonising query in 

the following ensemble, reveals to us the exploitation 

and·the violenc'e inflicted on the ,common man by the 

Other: 

''Then you *ll free us from the 
revenue cOllector?'"' (p.' 134) ·• 
·•Why ,1 Raghavayya, the one who 
takes bri,bes. and beats his wife 
and sends his servants to beat 
us" (p. 134). 

Raghavayya, the revenue collector, signi f~es dis

honesty a~d cruelty. His dishonesty man.ifests itself in 

his taking bribe from ·people while his cruelty is seen in 
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his a-cts of beating his wife and sending his servants· to 

beau the others. · His actions signify his desperate need 

·tn the changing circumstances to dominate others. His 

reso:r·tin g to violence reveals the fact that by no other 

means could he thus gratify himself. The Being of the 

revenue-collector is manifest in his attitude towards 

III.3.b.·ii. Moorthy:: Indecision, sense of Failure 

Moorthy-1 s inability to offer full support to the 

suffering individuals like Lakshanma reveals his sense of 

failur~ an~ the. realiaation of it-. His uwe ar;e against 
. . 

all 1:Yr.~n1;s._ _ (p. 1,34) ~E3- an answer, in no. way, reveals 

hi$ .strengt}). · _ 'Wtlen. Laksh(lmna says.- "Why, then, come to 
.-. ' 

ou~ village, son~ and free us fromthis childlike_monsteru., 

(p. l34fhere Raghavayya•s being: called a ;childlike monster' 

not oniy classifies him as a heartless being but also 

suggests what· he is from within:- The g.iven ensembles re£

leet Moorthy"s weakness as an .individual. He refuses to 

fight withOut the consent of the Congress: «I shall write 

to the congress and if they say yes, I shall comet• (p. 134). 

His source of strength lies not in himself but is derived 

from the· congress. fie seems to be moving in a partieular 

direction Where his own individuality would merge itself 

into a bigger reality i.e. the Congress. His statement -

"'ttl~ .. shall see» (p. _134) is a confess~on of his own weak

ness to take an indfipendent decision. It is also a con-
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fusion .since .it shows the protagonist being caught in a 

bog. Moorthy realizes that he is fighting a tough 
' 

battle and it cannot be fought alone. 

ni.3.b.iii.o · The socio-political context plays a vital 

r·ole in the development of characte~s., In Kanthapura we 

see Moorthy"s unreflective consciousness moving i.nto the 

reflective consciousness. One also notices that the his

torical mactocosm and the individual microcosm are dia• 

lecticallr r&lated i.e!' there is a constant interaction 

between the hi~toricai progression of socio-political 

.structures and the life and ideas of Moorthy, the indi

Vidual. 

III.J.lhiv. Coolies: Repression, Fear 

The .coolies coming out of the Estate and marching 

towards Boranna•s toddy grove reveal the·ex:1stential pre

dicament of the labour class.· .Living in a state of ter- . 

'ror, repression end constant fear they nave been completely 

desensitized: 

~their .faces dark as mops and their 
blue skin black under the cl\ouded 
heavens, and perspiration flows 
.down their bodies and their eyes. 
seem fixed to the earth - one · 
coolie and two coolies and three 
coolies and four and five come 
otat, eyes fixed .to the earth, their 

_stomachs black and clammy and bulg
ing, and they rna rch towards the 
toddy booth; and then suddenly more 
coolies come out, more and more and 
more like cl.ogged bulls clattering 
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and the women come behind them, 
their sari ·fringes drawn over. 
·their faces and their eyes fixed 
on the earth, and policemen walk 

· beslde them, they walk ·beside the · 
coolies with bultjing stomachs ,and 
bamboo legs, coolies of·.the Goda-.. 
veri banks, and they are marQhed 

· on to the .'tOddy booth, to Boranna • s 
toddy booth., to drink and to beat 
'the drum and ·to clap• hands ·and sin(j :.. 
they go, the coolies, their money 

"-tied to their waists and their eyes 
fixed on the ·earth ••• * (p. 137). 
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So terror str:iken have they beCome· that 'their 

'"eyes seem fixed· to the earth". This statement and the 

~epetiti.on of the phrase "eyes fixed to the ea-rth11 rev

eals the gravity of the situation. For so long have 

these coolieS, both men and women, been tortured and sup-
. . - -

pressed by the Othel:' i.e. the policemen and the Red-man •s 

gwernmenti that they have lost all desire to fight and 

protest against the atrecities perpetrated them. 'l'hey 

do not even possess the strength to look into the ·,,eyes 

of the othe'r •; for it. has nothing but hqtred and arrogance 

in them., The. coolies have ceased to exi·st as human beings 

nQt only in the. eyes of the. Other, but, also in their own 

eyes.~ Unable .to assert their existence over the Other 

they live a life of complete repression. So tired and 

exhausted bas tneir work and life at· the Estate made them 
~·. 

that they appear coJOpletely dehumaniZed. 
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'The propositi.Ql in extension reveals the aliena

tion of the -labOUr class. Fear, ·estr~ngement and ignora

.nce have inad.e the coolies unable . to .. r~~l1ze their worth. 

The impact. of events at home and.on.the JSstate bas de

composed: th~' b6th P11.Ysically and 'mentally. 'They find 

they are unable to exert themselves to remedy the situa ... 

tion and modify their .existence. A. fee).ing of misery and 

dissa'tisfactlon mak¢s them. feel homeless ~t work and 

therefore one sees them seeking satisfaction elsewhere! 

'The toddy booth• signifies an escape fr;om reality~ It is 

a place Where the coolies go to drink, danoe and sing and 

to forget for a while their wretched living hours. It 

also expresses their desperate·nec;!d to be themselves. 

The Coolies are being marched to the 'toddy booth I by 

the PQ,licemen. This time they are .being compelled to go 

ther·e. ~~s one sees a str'?ng eontradiotton between ilhat 

they want and what they are forced to do.; ~ere, is also 

an attempt at seeking some sor:t of relaxation.i '''fhe 

toddy booth • remains a very complex .sign. To the. coolies 

j.t is a place where they forget themselves and tte drud-. 
gery of .their work. To the ma1str.i and the Red-men it 

is a ,well calculated sign Whi.ch aims at, making the lab

.ourers weak, . both physically and economically.· Their 

s:penq~ng the entire money at the booth not ~only restricts 

them from going home but also makes ,them impotent emo

tionally,. 
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Coolies: Resistance 
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The proposition in comprehension reveals the con

seqUences of the action taken by Moorthy and his followers. 

Their squatting before the toddy booth is ~ most vita_l 

form of protest. The people bear the lath! bl,ows and.yet 

remain firm. . Amidst cries of 'Vande Mataram 1 and ''Mahatma 

Gandhi ki jai.' they march forward pleading to the coolies 

"Oh don't go, b~other! don't go, sister ! - 'oh,. don't 

go/ in the name o~ the Mahatma !·• (p. 13$). 11 Do· not 

drink, do not drink, in the name of. the Mahatma" -(p. 139). 

Mahatma's name signifies the presence of that potential 

force \<!tl'lich nQt only enlightens the. hearts of men but also 

gu:dldes them in the moment of crisis. The cooliE!s, on hav

·ing realised the futility of their existence au the Estate, 

not only fight against the colonial forces but later on, 

quite a few of them, go and settle with the Pariahs in 

Kanthapura. Th.eir taking the pledge not to dr~nk is an 

act of protest t "By Kenchamna • s name, we shall not" 
. . ' 

(p. 139). We see the coolies exerting the~r conscious

ness against tbis fear of the ruler. Picketing -.s an -

event, a maJor s~ep, which has changed them and made them 

realize their existence .as p~sive beings on the Estate. 

The coolies, on having realized that to be something they 

would have to do something, join the .followers of Moorthy 

and Mahatma against the police force. Picketing as an 
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action not only acti~tes their consciousness but also 

their thinking. They, therefore,. . decide to resist the 

colonial rule-. 

Their coming .and seJ:tling in l<&ntbaput'C+ is_ an

essential step towards the,lr rehabilitation -as human be..:. 

lLngs and not mere objects·. 'Ibis· choice amoun;s t.o a, 

decision to live consciously and -straggle against the 

oppressive forces. They sequester -~emsel:ves -from ~he 

Estate in ordet to .be -a part :of those forc~s that ate try

ing to- reassert themselves against the foreign r•ale. 

~l.3.b•vi. Siva: Protection, Faith 

. The narrator ends the se(:lt~o~ by telling how the_ 

army o.f Mahatma is increasing in number day by day. Her 
' ' . ' . 

asking .tsiva 1 to protect them from peril is a .strong sign 

of faith in the powers of the divine: 

'Siva _is poison-throated, and yet- he is . tl'e three-

eyed·. May the three-eyed -Siva protect us •• ,,.. (p. t40). 

'siva' syinbolizes the strength and permanence. of the div

ine-. It is this faith of the pec)ple in t_he supreme being, 

this realization of the supreme being i.,e. Siva as a 

bOundless space of consciousness; which instills courage 

in the hearts of Kanthapurians. Indian r(}ligi-ous ethos 

thus portraya a r~solute will no't only to know the truth 

but also t<> live up to the vision of truth. 
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III .4.a. Introduction 

.!II.4.a. i. Gaining inspiration f:tom the people of :Kantha-
~ /, 

. pur~, :the pe;:>ple in Rampu.r, siddapur and Maddur too begin 

picketing their respective toady booths. People sing 

songs declar.ing Mahiltma as their king •. People in Kimtha

pura wa-it anXiously for further action. Fasting has 

become a regular feature·.. Qlandrayya tells them of his 

life in prison and the change it has brought about in 

him. He· tells them Of the city boy who had hoisted high 

the national :flag and was later taken to a solitary cell 

and. waS never. seen again.~ Despite being a. Brahmin he ate 

with the non ... ;arahmins and worked with them • 

. III.4.a.11. Seetharammu too nartates the tale of his woe 

in prison and the wa.y he was ill-treated by the police 

despite being down with fever. · They had to release him 

after his condit¥n ·worsened. Moorthy, giving seetha• 

rammu 's example, asks people to fight courageously •. soon 

aoranna., Sa '«:anna and Ma.dayya close their toddy shops. 
' 

The blue paper mentions tba t twenty-four shops have been 

closed in Kanthapura. Jun.e tax assessments are likely to 

bring tro~Jble and the people pray to Kenchamma to pro-

teet them. 

lii .• 4.a.tii.o People refuse to pay the revenue dues des

pite several thteats from the poliee. The pol.ice begins 

beating the Pariah women who protest. Except for a few 
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men like Rangappa who also pays for Bhatta, Venkamma, 

Agent Na'njundia, post master suxoyanarayan and ·ShoPkeeper 

SUbba· Chetty, 'terror stricken oevaru and concubine Chinna 

the· others do:not pay their taxes. People hide their jewel1 

and r iee thin kin<;~ that tbe police force would come looking. 

for them. One fine morning they find that all the roads 

t·o I<a.ntllapura are barricaded and policemen are surr:ounding 

the entire village. A tall white man, the chief, stands 

with' them. 

I.II .• 4 .a.iv.. That afternoon, amidst the beating of drums, 

a new beadle et;nnounces the imposition of ·on~ rupee and 
' ' 

three pice as punitive tax on each .man, woman and cbila 
' . 

above. six, l£ the revenue dues are not paid. Warning is 

issued that the ones who create trouble for the government 

will be sent to prison. Rangaima, Ratna and .Moorthy go 

from house to house at night asking the' people to be pre

pared fqr the fight that will soon begin. People remain 

awake the whole night and with dawn comes the sleep. < 

~~.4.b •. Analysis of the Problematics 

IIl~4.b.i. Pieketings Nonacceptance and P.rotest 

Gandhian movement can be seen becoming a mass move

ment _n~t .only in Kanthapu~a but also_in the nearby a~:eas. 

People are .picketing the toddy shops. Picketing is an 

elaborate action which people resort "t;o in order to obtain 
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a pattl;cula~t' :result. It appears as a si.gn of protest and 

non•aeeeptance. .. Here • call to the drinkers • · (p, 141) is 

a signal which pronoo.nces the evils of drinking. The 

following is a statement in extension; defining ·the need 

f-Or giving up drinking: 

1'0h, brothers in the name of the 
Mahatma do not drink~ for drinking: 
is bad and the Government profits 
by your vice and the usurer profits 
by your debt and your wife goes 
unclothed and your children unf.ed 
and never again will you see a ·hut 
and hearth• (p. 142) • 

Here 'profits", ·•unclothed' and "unfed'' are signifieant 

eodes of action Which signify the evils of drinking. ~us 

the dialectical situation can be seen as questioning the 

old otder and further making an effort to ereate a new one 

by asking people to give up drinking. 

lU.,'4.b.ii. songs~ Collectivity 

~Singing songs is a symbolie ritua~ which. signifies 

collectivity. People in their songs voice their protest 
' 

and., d'li.ssatis.faction; . '.they participate J.n this ritual not 

·as .;• individuals • but as a group signifying the coming 

togetherness of people ~ho have common aspirations: 

. '"The toddy tree is a cl!'oQked tree, 

And the toddy milk a scorpion milk, 
And who is J.t .that tises the scorpion milk, sister? 
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· And who .uses" the .scorpion ·milk, sister? 

Why,' the wandering witches of the marshes, ~.!",•. 

·0 king, o king, why won •t you come?•, (p. 141) • 
. ' •. . . : .· ,, . .. . . . .-

isingiil.g ~ongs , .. is a ri tu'al Which signi:fies the need, to. 

commune. In the .present context it •s aim is to demonstra

te the singlenesa •Of parpose of the entire eommnnity. 
, • .JO ' 

'Todd~i'' as· a complete signifier not only signifies drink~ 

ing bUt also the· evils attached t·o tt. Picketin.g as the 

most significant code of action 1 s an attempt to effect 

change in the sOciety which has ·eooouraged drinkingl Each 

day. i,s taken as a day of p~test. Fastin.~ too becomes a 

regular phenomenon .• 

!!t.4~b.ii!·. Prison: Self•:real~ation 

Many people disobE!y the government's orders and 

are taken to p~ison. Prison does not remain a symbol ·Of 

fear c:~n@ m.ore but the people begin taking it as an exper

ience. :Inside the prison, men like Chandrayya, seet:ha

rammtl o.r. the city boy remain, undaunted by the brutal 

pol.ipe for:ce. '-'his co~rageous ,stance instills .strength 

in ~he ,pe,ople outside the prison. 'Prison• reveals an 

attempt of the colonialists to suppress the voice of the 

ethel3. :tt also· s:ignifies their desire to estrange the 

strong opposing· forces from the midst of the people. l-1en 

being put inside the prison is an act of secitusion mich 

brings them cl·oser to their own selves. It signifies self-
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realization of the~aeing. ln the worst moment of their 

existenoo protagonists like Seetharammu and Chandrayya 

are forced to 'go in searcb of a justification which t'he 

world outside t·he prison cannot provide., They have now 

begun ma,king a· realistic appraisal of their aetions and 

the liabilities of their personality. One can see t~em 

beroming aware of the dynamic pGtentialities of their 

existence and constructively developin,.g them with a view 

to gaining freedom. 

III ... 4.~.iv. Revenue Dues: Refusal: Det'iance 

sanctum Bell: Warning 

People in I<anthapura refuse to pay the revenue 

due~ ~d, this ;refusal signifies defiance of the authority. 

Oppressed and alienated individuals of Kanthapura some

how reali=e that any reconciliation with the government 

will simply not be possible. •aut day after day, revenue 

notices fell yellow into our hands, and we said, "Let 

them do, what they will, we shall not pay our revenues11 

{p. 144). Their refusal to pay the revenue du·es signifi-

cantly emerges as a strong code of protest. 'YellOtl' as 

a par:tial sign signifies the ineffectiveness of the threat. 

'l.beir not paying heed to what the rulers threatened them 

with is a silent way of condemning the oppression. 'Re

fusal• is a poly-semic code Which inevitably signifies 

not mere defiance but also v''~es the discontent, the 
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anger· and the rejection of one by the other.-. Men 'moose 

to defy the rules imposed by ·the government and this 

defiance· is their· refusal to accept thin~s as ·they are 

under the-British regime. 

R~nging o.f the 'sanctum bell • is a codified ritual 

_ which not only issues warning to the others but also sig

nifies the people•s need to come closer to each other dur

ing any moment of crisis. It is also a code of action 

which prepares people for the struggle. :rt signifies 

growing ar,1lareness ·in the- hearts of men and therefore 

reveals a strong desire to resist- any kind of oppression. 

III.4.b.v.. Barri~(!es~ Suppressio~ 

White Man: Authority, ·Absolute Power 

1-'he entire 1f.illage is barricaded one morning. '• The 

police force su~rounding_ the yillage is an aet of suppre

ssion of the individuils. By not allowing them to move 

out of the village the colonial forces try. to s~ap of,f 

their contact with the outside forces. An act of comp-
•• J • ' 

lete frustration, it signifies the fear of th~ R~d-man's 

9overnment and the power: to assert itself amidst all 

odds. The given ensemble shows the gravity of the s:i.tua-

tion ": 

. . 

' ••••• st6nes upon stones :were piled on: 
the road and tree upon tree was slain .. 
and laid beside them, and canal banks 



werE!! dug, and the water let through, 
. and thOrna were laid where cactuses 
grew and earth was poured. over, it 
all, and ·one, two, thr.ee, four, five, . 
six policemen stood behind them, bay
onets· and bugles in their hands,· and 
for chief had they a tall white man'' 
{p., 145) • 
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Signi fiers 'piled • , 1 slain • , 'laid •, • dug', 'let', 

• poured' and 'stood ·• significantly present. the proairetic 

code. This is a code of action Which is the outcome of a 

struggle begun by the ethers i.e. the Inii ians. The propo

sition in comprehension reveals the transfer of power fr·cm 

one to' the other. Earlier Bade Khan and other Indians 

were leading the police force but now the presence of a 

'White man • as 'chief•. shows who the true. oppresspon ie. 

1White· man • symbO:;;\lizes absolute power and authOrity. 

Barricading the village and levy!ing of punitive tax on 

the people are attempt~ of the colonial forces to crush 

them. 

·.The only quick and subtle effort expended 1n order 

to crush the movement is alienation of the defiant forces 

from· the outer world. Indians now present themselves as 

a threat to Red-man's existence and identity. ·Therefore, 

feeling rather insecure amidst the rebellious spirits, 

the ruling for~es attempt to curb their movement. 
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III.s.a. I'ntroduc.tion 

Itt.s.a.i. The next morning people discover that the 

coolies who bad joined the Pariahs irt ,Kantlj.aputa, with 

their hands and arms tied, are f~eibly marehed back to 

the Estate. EXcept for the 'shrieking and weepings and 

bellowings•, of the Pariah women nothing can .be heard, 

They squat on the floor and cry for M:oorthy' s support, 

But .they also kno"' that he cannot come for he. has been 

arrested at night. Coolies are beaten up. badly by the 

police. R·ang~pa is one of their victims. 

,III.s .• a •. i:L. The ones at the promontory could not bear 

the sight of torture any more and they curse the police. 

The policemen not only beat the women but also molest 

them physically. Puttamna. becomes a victim of their lust 

seethamma too is beaten up.. There is conmot ion every 

where as the .men c:lre nowhere in sight and the pol icemen 

resort to violence towards women • The entire village is 

ft1ll of.shrieks.co~ing from·the Weaver•s.~s well .as the 

t}:le Brahmin _street. All thei.r men had been taken $Way 

as pJ;isoners while women were fast c;t.~leep at night • 
. ·. 

Amidst sheer _confusion Radhamna gives birth to a baby. 

Ratna escapes fz:om tl)e clut;ches of a policeman wl).en the 

other women come to save her at the right moment. Ratna 

becomes the leader of the women and under her guidance 

they take refuce in the temple. Bhatt a's house is set 
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on fire' by the Parciahs. 

III.S.a.iii. .Just a$ Ratna is ~shing to get a blanket 

from $eetha:r;ammu • s place for Vedamma, who is down with 

fever, a policeman sees her. .~e rushes insi.de the tem-

ple wd. clo~es the door. After beating the door for some 

time the policeman puts a lock outside and tu~s the J<ey. 

The women begin .feel.1ng hungry after sometime. They still 

have hopes that. men frmm oth~r ttreas would come to free 

them. As it grows dark they light the camp~or and sing 

bhajans. .Ratna tells them stories of the fr~edom stru

ggl~ like· Rangamma used to tell them earlier. Radhamma 

is protected agair1st the chill by' the other women, who 

stay elose. to her. They spend the .night inside the tem

ple and finally when the door oJ;lens they find Rachanna•s 

wife Rachi at the threshold. .She., on hearing their 

screarrs and ll\Oans at night., manages to get the key £r.om 

the Patel •:s house. · By jurrping over satamma•s wall and 

Temple Rangappa • s fence she rushes and unlocks t'te temple 

door. As they ·ge })orne they find Karwar roaa e.mpty and· 

Bhatta•s house burnt down. 

III. ~.a. iv;.. That. morning they h~ci.t of Putt~a 's plight • 

.'She is ~ow. in bed and 1.s w:ailing. Mere words can not con

sole he,r and she is reprissed with feelings of quilt and 

w100ng. Nanjarrma then tells the others of the way Siddayya 
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saved. Puttamma from the policemen 's el utches. At night 

women sleep confident that their men are wide awake and 

not ,far away from them. 

I'II .• S.b. Analysis of the Problematies 

II!. 5.b.1. Procession.: Dominance and Assertion 

Whipt Cruelty and R'IJthlessness 

A procession of coolies is taken out on tte streets 

by the police~ coo.lies who had left the Estate and joined 

the Pariahs in Kanthapu):a are# forcibly being taken back 

to. the., Estate~ The· following ensemble signifies their 

helplessness: 

"the blue, pot-bellied, half-naked 
cool.ies, tied hand to hand and arm 
to arm - boys,' old men, fathers,. 
brothers, bridegrooms, coolies of 
the Skeffington COffee Estate who 
had come to live with us and to 
work with us and to fight with us -
they marched over the bouldeted 
streets, their blue bOdies violet 
in the glittering sun, and with one 
policeman to ev.ery two men and ()ne 
anned soldier at the back and one 
armed soldier at the front, they 
marched through the Brahmin street 
and tbe Weaver's street, and the 
Potter •·s street, •.•• the coolies of 
the Skeffington Coffee Estate were 
marched bent headed through our 

, streets to show who our true mas
t,ers were# and we knew •• _. they woul-d 
be pushed behind the gates, for the 
white master wanted them tt (p. 147). 

The section in progression reveals the growing 

indignation towards the ruling forces. The code of action 
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ranging from 'tied hand to hand•, to the more signifying 

action of t.he.it being •marched over the bouldered streets • 

to a still more consequential action of their b:! ing •·mar

ched bent headed throttgh our stJ:eets • implies a definite 

attempt on the part of the rulers to suppress the identity 

of the coolies as human beings. Later on tteir being 

•pushed inside the gates • thematizes the connotati-ye code 

of assertion. ln order to remind them as to whose command 
• 

they ought to follow, the colonial forces punish the 

coolies.1 

'l'he signtfiefs •~true masters • and "the white master' 

signify assertion and the strong desire to dominate. By 

forcing them out of the village, the rulers are trying to 

.set a limit to -what the coolie.s being can become. 

'Whip 1 as a complete signifier signifies the ruth

lessness of the rulers. Their being whipped is a sign of 
' 

cruelty. $0 averse to any kind of rebellion have these 

masters become, tha.t they use every possible means of 

repressing the action of the c:oclies. 

'l'he arrest of the men at night is a strong code 

of ac~ion which connotes the .feelings of fear and inse

curity which is growing in the hearts of the Red-men. 

,In trying to escape fr.em the Estate the coolies not only 

try to seize their freedom but also refuse to be subser-
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vient;l This refusal infuriates the Red-men, whO, unable 

to -bear defeat, first arrest tbe- men of Kanthapura at 

night -and ·the next morning physically force the coolies 

out of the village. 'Whip' appears as a tOol in their 

hands with which they try and suppress the aetion·s of the 

others. -

Violence becomes an end in itself in the hands of 

the colonial forc-es~ Through sheer force one sees the 

Other generating fear in the coolies. coolies are being 

treated as slaves. "lhete lies a conceputal opposition 

between the two forceS posited by absolute powet: complete 

equaiity; absolu.te independence: abject dependence•. On 

one side are the- rulers l..'e• the white-man·•s government 

who desi-res compl.ete surrender from the coolies and there

fore fo;-cibly triej to take them back to the Estate. On 

the other side are the coolies, who, after having defied 

the rulers of the Estate, had, in order to realize their 
; 

desire to be free joined the Pariahs in Kantha-pura and 

begun a life ef their own. 

There is a constant Juxtaposition .of conflicts and 

desires Which gives rise to the development of tension in 

this particular section. 

II! .• 5 •. b._ii. WOmen : Resistance 

The arrest of men,. beating up of coolies and the 

women re.sults in a further serious action. unable to bear 
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the torture of their people any more, even the Brahmin 

women join the Pari.ah women in the .struggle. Their accu

sing the police o; being "Butche-rs, butchers, dunq--eating 

curs !" (p. 148) .signifies their wish to condemn all opp

ressive forces. 'l"he women are actively fighting against 

the external forces. Puttamma resists all attacks from 

the policeman i.e'! the external force but is filled with 

an inner sense of guilt. The pain which she has been 

subjected to makes her weak. 

The policemen, by inflicting physical wounds on the 

women, try to assert their superiority. Physical moles-
' 

tation of the young women takes place. _ Amidst this con-

fusion Radhamma gives birth to a dl ild. Birth of the 

child is significant of the fact that the struggle would 

not end with these women but future generations are also 

being brought forth to carry the struggle later on in 

life.1 

Ratna escapes from the clutches of a policeman just 

in time. Her escape signifies not only the desire to 

carry the struggle further, but, also the emergence of 

Ratna as a leader of the women. She strikes us as some-

one who is too -firm in her project. and, by refusing to 

exist, on terms dictated by the others, she asserts the 

individuality of the Being. 
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Women later take shelter in the temple and are 

locked up inside the temple by the policeman. They, des:

pite being in a state of absolute isolation, do not give 

up hope.. Their lighting the sacred flame and singing 

bhajans is a ritual which signifies the strong religious 

bond which has brought them closer to each other, Their 

clapping and singing in a moment of ccmplete seclusion and 

repression signifies their wish to be one with God. Sing

ing of bhajans not only provides them with strength but 

also a hope that they would soon be freed, Their. patience 

is rewarded and the next morning Rachanna 's wife Rachi 

manages to get the key and sets them free f~Zom tm temple. 

The women in I<anthapura, collectively or individ

ually, fight against a connnon enemy i.e. the British. 

They had earlier lived lives confined to their homes but 

soon we notice a change coming over them. On having rea

lize,d their actual state of existence, they st.J:Uggle to 

fight against the colonial forces. Absence of their men 

from the scene fillt) them with the desire to carry the 

struggle forward. 

III.S_.b.iii. Puttamma; Anger, .. Guilt and Fear 

Violence is inflicted on • Puttamma •. unable to 

overcome the feeling of guilt and fear which has gripped 

her, one sees her completely shattered after the indi

dent: 



"She had fits . and fears. and t8ating 
angers, she asked for her child and 
p~essed it; to her h..eart and threw 
it over the bed, saying, nr am not · 
your mother, the earth is your motheJ:, 
your f:the.r is your fat.het - I have 
s.inned ·.· (p. 156). .. . 
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This conviction that she has sinned fills·· her with 
. . 

remo't'se and guilt. The memory of the physical pain in-

flicted on her by the policeman is still fresh in her 

mind~ The sinister eonsequences of her rape by the police

man leave her completely shaken and disillusioned with 

life. The struggle w-hich she" is undergoing within her 

inner self has not only torn her to pieces but also made 
.. 

her a sinner in her own eyes. so full of remorse Ms the 

individual become .that no words cons.ole her • The trouble 

with Puttamma is that he.r consciousness has been full of 

contradictions. Her having been subjected to violence is 

a c.entral cause of her frustration.. Her feelings of 

guilt doom her to li.ve w--ith her ,fears and apprehensions. 

'To her there :seems to be no way out and she disOvn s her 

child. 

·The section ends on a note of faith which lets the 

women fall asleep~ 

"And when the beds were laid and the 
eyelids wanted to shut, we said, "Let 
them shut", for _,-Jwe knew our men were 
not far and their eyelids did not shut'' 
P. 156). 
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The above ensemble expresse.s the· faith women have 

in their men. · Tbis realJ:zation that they are not alone in 

their struggle for fr·eedom: keeps the ·Will to. fight in them 

alive and is enough to console their hearts. 

"III.6.a. Introduction 

·Ir:r.6.a.i. Three days later~ policemen alOng with the 

white-men come to Kanthapura., and they begin to auction 

the lands .of the farmers .• · Satatmna. blames Moorthy for 

creatin-g problems in Kanthapura .• · Despite her reluctance 

she decides to go with the other women to Ratna •s house. 

Ratna is now living at . sami • s place.. · Rangamma • s house hss 

been locked and sealed. The women are confident that the 

city boys would be there to win back their houses. Their 

hearts heave with joy as they find that several men who 

had been imprisoned are back home.· The city boys too core 

to protest against the auctioning of lands. They speak· of 

the way shops are clOsed, and bonfires lit and Khadi sold 

in different cities. The Gandhian movement has spread all 

owr India) and the people are., willing to accept only 

the Congress and the Mahatma as their ruler .. 

III.G.a:.ii. Slight resentment and .loss of hope is visi

ble in the· i;>eople • s attitude towards Satyanarayan Puja. 

But finally they ask the Mahatma and Moorthy to forgive 
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them and prepare themselves for the fight. They prepar.e 

for the procession with gusto. 'lbere are several people 

of Kanthapura. wh.o come for the auction. As the land is 

sold off people are :gripped with a .feeling of having lost 

something pref::ious. 

II! .. 6.a.iii. Ratna blows the conch and invites people for 

the. Puja. They ta.ke out a pr·ocession singing songs, but 

are su.rtounded by policemen ft:om all sides. Despite the 

lath! bl.ows, they are undeter,red. Finally they march . 
towards the Skeffington barricades singing songs and with 

flags in their hands. The entire crowd goes out of the 

police's control. They shoot in the air to frighten the 

people. Despite warning$, the people, along with the 

city boys, march on towards the Estate. Coolies keep on 

'cutting the harvest • with their heads bent. All of a 

sudden, the coolies too join the movement and are seen 

running with flags in their hands towards the barricaded 

Estate. Skeffington coolies from the city also stop work, 

and amidst •yells and gJ::owls and gun shots • people march 

on. The tension has mounted to such an extent that it is 

difficult to cool down.. People are scattered all over and 

can be, ~-een looking for their kith and kin. 

III.6 .a.iv. The next time the attack begins from the 

people's sid:! and shots can be heard.'J being .fired at 
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night. 'The boys refuse to bow .. down before the government 
1\ 

fl~g . and shout . '1 Inquilab\} Zin~abad' • several mel} are ~hot 

by the. po.lice •. People of Kanthapura d~sperat~lY. keep on 

looking for Moort~~ b~t he is. nowhere to be seen:-.. They 

.reach the villa.ge gate moaning and weeping and find sev-
~ ""' ; ' . . ·~ 

eral ~thers there. '!he entire village fields are set on 

fire by the ·women and they run away from· the village and 

reach Maddur. Maddur people provide them with food and 

., shelter~ : Leaving the wounded· with the peopie of Maddur 

they ··cross :the Beda hills and the Ghats and settle down 

in xasb1pp:ra •. 

Analysis of the Problemati·cs 

tn.6.b.i. 
' - .. The novel reaches its c:lima:x ·as we see the 

• .' . r-

women al<?r}g with the m.en. of Kanthapura and city boys pre

paring fo~ a procession.~ The auctioning of the lands by 

the wh~te.-men in Kanthapn:a signifies the assertion of 

power of the strong over the weak. The people of Kantha

pura p;otest against the Red-man • s govett}ment by refusing 

to ·pay ·the revenue dues to the fleW Patel. The Red-ma~ • s 

goyernment punishes the ·people for this bl'.'4ach of law. 

Their lands ar.e auc;:!tioned and ·the people look on help

l.essly. The ·conflict grows in the minds of; the indivi

duals and some of them start blaming Moorthy. ,satamna • s 

disgust 'is visible in her plans to go away from Kantha

pura .and settle in a town. "She said she had done nothing 
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and she was not a Gandhi person and it was all this 

Moorthy# this Moorthy who had br:ought all this misery 

upon us" (p. 158). 'Ihe proposition in extension reveals 

that people are not holding themselves responsible for 

all the trouble which has been taking place in Kanthapura. 

The entire blame has been pu.t on Moorthy and Gandhi .. 

satamma is caught in a dilemma. Sh.:e wants to get away 

from trouble and has no faith in Ratna. On the other 

hand. one can see her reconciling to the situation. Ear

.lier she had refused to go to Ratna •s house saying, .. What, 

to that ban.gled widow? She will lead us all to prosti

tution, and I am not going to have my daughters violated:J ••• 

(p. 158). •aangled Widow• as a complete .signifier signi

fies the status of a widow in society. Despite l:::le in<11 a 

•widow' she wore 'bangles • which is a sign of breaking 

away from tradition. Finally satamma agrees to go to her 

place 'All right, I '11 come' (p. 158). Her reeon~iling to 

the situation is a sign of acceptance despite her unwill

ingness. she accepts it not because she is willing but 

due to the fear of the police 'for she knew there were 

barricades and p6liceman at every foot path and cattl,e 

path • (p. 158). As the news of the city boys comi;'lg to 

help them reaches their ears, the women feel elated. The 

news of the Gandhian movement having spread all over the 

country and the Indians being tortured and arrested by the 
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police shakes them. Gandhi •s magic has not worn out and 

they feel that one day they will be able to win over the 

enemy through their love and prayers. 

III .6 .b.ii. Puja:: strength, Sustenance and Protest 

·Auctions: Estrangement 

The people in Kanthapu ra pray regularly. • Prayer • 

as a complete signifier stands for strength and suste

nance and builds up courage in the hearts of the villa

gers. Conflict goes on in the minds of the villagers. 

A disillusionment can be seen creeping in and they are 

observed struggl,ing with their own selves. They are que

stionbig their actions: 

" ••• of what use all this Sa·tyanarayan 
Puja - and all these Moorthy'·s prayers -

. and that widowed Ratna • s commands • 
Prayers never paid revenue clues. Nor 
would the rice creep back to the gra
nary. Nor f i:re consume Bha·tta' s pro
mis.sary notes. Mad we were, daugh
ters, mad to follow Moorthy. When 

· did Kenchamma ever refuse our three 
morsels of rice - or the Himavathy 
t'!le ten handfuls of wate:r:? ••• "(p. 161). 

This doubt and the f.ear of leaving their homes makes 

them' realize the futility of their past actions " ••• we 

are not cattle to leave our homes and our firesand the 

sacred banks of the Himavathy'" (p. 161). The fear of 

being rendered homeless has become too strong in them. 

But so coamitted are they to Gandhian ideology that back

ing out of it would be a sign of betrayal. 



" ••• But ·some strange fever rushed 
up from the feet, it rushed up and 
with it our hair stood on end and 
out ears grew hot and something 
pO\>~erfu 1 shook ~s f-=om. head to foot, 
like Shamoo, · when the Goddess had 
taken hold Of him: ••• such a terror 
took hold o£ us, that we put the 
·water jugs on our hips, and we ~;:us
shed back home, trembling and gas
pinq with the anger of the Gods ••• 
Moorthy forgive us ! .••• we shall go. 

· Oh, we shall go to the end of the 
pilgrimage like the two hundred and 
fifty women of Bombay. We will go 
like them, we will go ••• ! 

Men will come f.rom the city, after 
·all:,. to protect tis ! we will go ••• ~ 
(pp. 161-162) • 
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'This realization that they are not alone in the 

struggle for freedom, but several women from other areas 

too a.re'fighting for their rights,' instills eourage in 

them. 'They seek forgiveness from Goddess Kenchamma. As 

a symbolic act it reveals the trust which they h:clve best

owed co their deity. They derive strength from the f&et 

that men from the city would come to protect them; 

']l'he women prepare for the 'satyanarayan Puja •. 

':satyanarayan Puja • as a ccmplete sign;lfier stands for 

protest. Men from the city had started caning for the 

auction. The predicament of the people has placed them in 

a dilemma. so deeply attached are they to their lands 

that the thought of separation is unbearable to them. 

The preposition in extension reveals that they have come 
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to acoept the, painful truth. 'fh.ey · know that their lands 

will be taken away from them soon and they will have no 

c:'laim over their property. 

The fa.rmer s to whom th~ land belonged have not been 

able to claim the land'-"as their own because of their ref

u·sal to pay the revenue dues ·eo the government. Absolute 

power. lies in the hands of the government. It exercises 

this power: by auctioning the lands without consulting its 

owners. "The real owners of the land are not the people 

but the state i.e. the government. Freedom f.rom the 

oppression og the state is possible only when tb! British 

rule is over. 

To these simple village folks 'land • is not only a 

symbO'l of •taxmi' i.e. wealth, but also prosperity and 

well-being. To <m Indian farmer land is a sac:r:ed ance

stral heritage, which passes on from generation to gen

eration. Giving up the land is not only an act.o£' sacri

lege bUt also a sign of being rendered homeless• '!be, 

villagers who have joined hands with the Gandhian movement 

try and console themselves by saytng: ••only a Pariah looks 

at the teeth of dead cows. What is lost is lost, and we 

~hall. neve,r again look upon our fields and harvests" 

(p. 162). ·:sy dent of sheer courage, in spite -of a deep

seated feeling of resentment towards the British, they 
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accept the truth. One can see a real conflict going on 

in the minds of the v!llagers. On one hand, they regret 

having lest their lands and on the other; they try to 

overpower their l.ove for the land by showing a greater 

love for the nation. 'rhey are. filled with remorse for 

those who have joined hands with the British and come for 

the •auction • ~ 

There is another set of people in Kanthapur a who do 

not join the movement but live secluded lives. To them 

the extension of.property is the only form of prestige. 

Their desire for material gains drives them to participa

te l.n the auci;ions. This becomes, in a sense, a betrayal 

of the masses by them. The ruling class ~s successfully 

lured them w1 th protnise·s o.f material gains. The dominant 

interest of a few members like Bhatta, Rangappa, Agent 

Nanjundia appears to be profit and expansion of power 

while that of the Pariahs working in the fields is a 

better treatment and adequate, timely wages. 

IIl.6.b.U.i.. Slogans, SOngt Protest and Hope 

A p'roeession is taken out by the entnusiastie 

people in Kanthapura. The 'religious procession signifies 

the Indian reality. lt reveals the way religion becomes 

a potentia'! foree in their lives, through which they try 

and achieve .freedom. The • religious procession • taken 
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out in the name. Of 1 scltya Narain Maharaj 1 signifies pro

test, resentment. fa.ith and hope of the people. !n a 

village where few own·and ·rule, while the r:ettt are owned 

and ruled, the struggle becomes intense. The •poliee •, 

being a representat-ive of absolute power, does not allow 

them to move furt~er. Religious fervour changes and is 

transformed into the present reality. Instead of chanting 

God•s name, '¥ande Mataram' and 'Mahatma Gandhi ki jai' 

are the main sl()gam;;, The city boys too join the proce

ssion.:. nctty boys with floating skirts and Gandhi caps, 

and they swarmed around us 1 ike veritable mother elephants 

around their young 11 (p. ·165).. The villagers feel prote

e.ted in the company of the city boys. There is a bond of 

mutual interest, an a1ffirmation that empowers and enha.n• 

ces their existence. Cries of 'Mahatma Gandhi ki jai • and. 

'Vande Mataram',. • Inquilab Zindabad' fill the air and the 

people march forward towards ~Skeffinqton (l:)ffee ~state 

which has been barricaded. sach cries create a complex 

sign situation. It leads people towards one goal i.e. the 

attainment of freedom. As a canmunicative sign it indi

cates some kind of action is required. As a moralizing 

agent, this tool i.e. national songs g:toes rise to shared 

meanings and it· seJ:ves common values. such cries are 

necessary for. they· define and give direction to the vill-

eger 's actions,. The. policemen stand blocking their way 

and despite having been given a warning, the people march 
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forward fearlessly. The women are beaten up and bruised 

in a. scuffle " ••• we whirl in $hrieks and shouts and yells, 

and we .leap intQ the harvests. And a flrst shot is shot 

in'to the air''(p. 168). violence means .c;onflict. As we 

see the proposition in comprehension we can notice t'Qe 

way violence takes place in Kanthapura. The· villagers 

are not allowed to march across. th.e .fields for they are 

no more their owners. As the boys protested, "The fields 

are ours", and the soldiers said, .. The fields are bought, 

you pigs", a farmer's voice raises and he says "It's we 

who have put the plough to the earth and fed her with 

water" {p. 168). The entire crowd marches forward and 

refuses to disperse. Thus we can see that the conflict 

leads ta struggle. Passing fran Bhatta·'s fields they 

march towards the Estate, confident that, "the Skeffington 

coolies will not let us down" (p. 169). The struggle 

becomes violent as the city coolies stop their work, and 

the .Skeffington coolies march forward with flags in their 

hands. Braving t.he attack, the Skeffington coolies join . 
the struggle ensued by the people of Kan thapura. The 

people struggle collectively because they have been thwar

ted for long by the government and bow their only objec

tive is to fight for liberation. The women march forward 

too and are badly wounded. They all march with ~lags 

in their hands. There is utter ehaos and commotion as 
.. 

shots are fired in the air. The people have all disper-
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sed. Moorthy, Ratna and others are nowhere· to be seen. 

• ••• 'fhere seem$ ·to be nOt a be'ating pulse in· Kanthapu ra • 

(p. 173) suggests the fact that the village is now comp-

letely surrounded by the police and \'bite-men. 

The attack _begins from both $ides, The men's 

refusal to acc:ept the British rule instigates the latter 

to resort to violence. . The Indians refuse to bow down 

before the •:union Jack'. Instead,, .several of them try to 

hoist their national flag. This violation of la.w results 

in violence: 

'And men are kicked and, legs tied 
to hands and hands tied to legs, . 
they are rolled into the canal, and 
the waters splash and yells :rise up, 
•Help, Help, Ammayya" ••• • and a bay
onet is thrust at one and he falls, and 
again through the night rises the. lamen
tation, "Ammayya - he 's gone - he • s 
gone, Moorthappa·", ••• (p. 17S). 

The women along with the men creep out. through the 

!illage and at the village gate several others Join them. 

Thus we can see that the entire struggle is rooted in the 

disposition of men t.o af.firm their indiviwality and coop

erative powers in their common interests and their hope 

for a bett~r future i.e. swaraj. The struggle is not 

only for the present but also for the future. We ean see 

tne opp,ressed men" women and_ coolies unite to remove power 

from the hands of foreigners, thus undertaking to guard 

and preserve the roots of human morality. 
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The predicament reveals. the fact that the villa

~_rs . know that they have been uprooted from their lands. 

"Who will ever set foot again in this village't"{p. 176) 

reveals the existential predicament. .Their refusal to 

bow down has led to violence and conflict: "Even if ypu 

want to, the police are not your uncles • sons, are they? 

FOr every house and byre is now attached" (p. 176). The 

entire village is guarded by the police. 

+J;~.6.b.iv. Fire: Extinction 

As more and more wounded are brought out, the peo

ple s~art moving out of the v.illage. R&channa •s wife 

Rachi 's reaction reveals her anguish and anger: 

1t ••• she spits once, twice, thrice toward 
the Bebbur mound, and once, twice·, ·thrice 
at the village gate, and she rushes tow
ards the Pariah lines, and Lingamma and 

· Madamma and Bora:mma and Siddantna follow 
her, crying, flTo the ashes, you wretch of 
a village~" and they throw their bodiees 
and their sari-fringes on th.e earth and 
they raise a bonfire beneath the tamari
nd tree, and they light this thatch and 
that thatch, and we cry out;::, nour houses, 
our houses", and they say, "Go, ye 
widows, don •t you see the dead and the 
dying? .. and more and more men and women 
\Jo this side and that and say, nrf the 
rice is to be lost let it be lost in 
the ashes, • and granary and byre and 
haylofts are lightecr• (p. 176}. 

This action reveals the fact that violence and con-

flict lead to total disgust. This wish for the extinc

tion of the village and the crops signifies the desire of 
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the .people to destroy what is no more their own. As a 

sign of protest it reveals their pain~ their sense of 

having lest what they had produced. 

This alienation of life is painfully felt. People 

like Rachi feel estranged from their own product i.e. the 

riee e:rops,. setting the houses and the crops on 'fire• 

signifies their total disillusionment with the edt ire 

ruling elass. 'rhey feel that no one else should benefit 

from their toil. They are filled with a sense of satis

faction as they see that what QDttld not belong to them 

would also not be consumed by the others. It also rev

eals the powerlessness, the sense of being ~prooted and 

ciisorien~e~ from their own land and village. 

'The shots are fired in the air'. Both tte 'burn

ing fire' and the 'gun shots• as · signifiers stand for 

complete extinction. The d.:! sire of one to destroy the 

other is inherent in their actions. Groups of men, women 

and children march on from Kanth~pura to Maddur. After 

having left the wounded there, they proceed from Maddur 

to the Ghats; 

'' ~ •• llt'e walked down to the banks of 
the cauvery. 'Across it was Mysore 
state, and as dawn broke over the 
hissing river and the jungles and 
the mountains, we dipped in the 
holy river and rose,· and men eame 
to greet us with trumpet and bell 
and conch, !' •• They hung garlands 
on our necks, and called us the 



pilgrims of the Mahatma. Then 
we ate and we slept, and we spake 
and we slept, and when they said, 
tJ stay here, sisters n, we said, 
nwe'll stay, s.isters", and we 
settled down in Kashipura • 
(pp. 177-178}. 
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The seation thus ends on a note of stability. The 

narrator Achakka along with some others has settled down 

in Kashipura •. Thus we can see the people are collecti

vely opposed to what hinders and destroy them. 

The police and the Red-man's government are bent on 

annihilation of all those who stand against them. The 

people of Kanthapura are aroused and awakened to a new 

critical consciousness and practical activity ·by the fett

ers of their oppression. They struggle to destroy the 

crippling and dehumani~ing contradictions in their l.hres. 

They are driven by an inFJtinctive and socially produced 

desire to be free from the British and thus realize them

selves .as individuals capable of independent thought 

and action. 

tti .7.a. . Introduction 

IIl. 7 .a .• i,. The coming Dasara will make it a year and two 

months since all this happened, and yet, thing.s here are 

as they were in Kanthapura... The section opens giving the 

time which has pc;issed ever 'since the movement took place 

in Kanthapura ~ Some people have shifted from the village 
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· to Kashipura. .seethamrna and bet daughter Nanja live at 

Shanbhog Chikkanna's house. and Chikkanna is searching a 

Mysore B.A. groom for Nanja. Nanjarrma is staying alone 

in temple Vishveshvarayya 's house. Pariah Rachanna 's 

wife Rae hi is staying at Patel Chandrayya 's house. The 

narrato.r Achakka and Timmamma are living in Jodidar 

seetharamaiah 's house and are treated warmly. Tiim!amma 

prepares pancakes for the children whereas Achakka tells 

stories to them • 

. In the afternoons Temple Vishwanath • s son Shamu 

reads out the Upanishads. Ran gamma is to· be released 

soon. seemu has been sent to another jail. Ratna rece

ived a year's imprisonment. Moorthy's letter to Ratna 

reveals ~his loss. of hope. His faith has been restored 

in Nehru. Ratna leaves for Bombay after her release from 

the prison. All the women ar.e for the Mahatma and have 

faith in him. 

III.7-.-a.i1~ Only Range Gowda had gone back to Kanthapura 

and one day he comes to meet them in I<ashipura. He speaks 

of the way the entire village has been destroyed. New 

houses are being constructed by the men from Bombay. 

Bhatta has sold his lands and left .for Kashi. .He says that 

he had sought the blessings of Kenehamma and asked her to 

protect all of them! •. ~ .• But to tell you the truth, mother, 

my heart it beat like a drum'. 
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I!I. 7 .h. Analysis of the Problematics 

III.7.b.i. Dasara: Victory 

The c=oneluding section narrates the way people 

leave Kanthapura and settle in other areas. '!he movement's 

;-aftermath has left not a soul in Kanthatmra, It has been 
,~' 

a year and two months since the trouble began. 'Dasara', 

has come. 'Dasara', one of the most important festivals 

celebrated in India, is symbolic ·of the victory of Rama 

over Ravana 1 .e. good over evil. some people from Kantha

pura have settled in Kashipura. Nanjamma is staying alone 

at Temple. Vishveshwarayya •s house and the narrator is con

.fidemt that even now she has not been able to give up 

her old devious ways. Pariah Rae hanna's wife Rachi has 

sf!ttled at Patel Ghandrayya 's house~ Her daughter's 

marriage to Kotwal Kirtta •s son would take place as soon 

as the girl's father is ,out of prison. 'lbe narrator, 

along. with 1-"tmmanma, is staying at Jodidar Seetharamiah 's 

house. 'Ihe proposition in extension reveals that people 

have 'adjusted well outside Karfhapura. But the oppression 

has not ended since their men are still in jail. 

Their religious fervour prevails in a new form 

even in Kashipura. Women hear th.e 'Upanishads' from 

Temple Vishwanath 's son, although he is not as good as 

Ramakrishnayya. Listeni:ng to 'Upanishads' signifies that 

women's interest in Indian philosophy is still alive. 
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'lhey. are trying to retain the best traditions of Kantha-

pura ..•... Rangamma is to_ be r·el~ased soon. The narrator 

Aehakka 's son had fought vehemently against the oppr.essio 

by going on hunger strik~s and raising cries of 'Vande 

Mat~ram •. Therefore he is sent to a northern jail and 

his term is extended .for another six months. 

III. 7 .I:>. ii. Jail: Oppression and Denial 

~ruce: .subnd.ssion 

'Hunger strike' and 'Vande Mataram • are not just 

tools in seenu 's hands but they s~gnify a certain purpose 

and dire<!tion in ·li"fe. ifhus the C-randhian movement emer

ges as a movement of the common man and his wish to abo

lish the p·reseht .state· of things. An ext~nsion of Seenu • 

punistment for another six. ·months is a. sign of oppression 

Seenu :is sent to a norl'!hern jail. 'Northern jail' stands 

for attempt on· the part of the government to suppress the 

voice of. Seenu •. · 

The British government denies him freedan~ self-. 

expression and a right to exist as an independent being. 

They are afraid of his strength and power. Therefore he 

is sent to a 'Jail•. 'Jail' signifies r~l'ression and a 

des·ire of one to· control and overpower the other. Not 

only ~enu but Rangamma, Ratna, Moorthy and the others 

who fought for their rights are thus put into prison • 

. Ratna after being released from the prison ,comes back and 
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narrates tales of torture. The opposition here signifies 

the aceeptance of British rule versus the rejection, or 

the acceptance of authority versus the defiance of autho

rity. 'Inside the prison they are beat·en up and. forced to 

·•salute the Union Jack' (p. 180). 4J.b1s reveals the pro

liferation of crimes inside the jail. 'l'he Red-man's 

govex:nment has failed in its e.fforts to achieve the 
-

people's confidence and therefore has to take recourse to 

fighting out the differences with physical force. Beat~ 

ing the people signifies an attempt to deny and destroy 

the power to protest ,in man. t-tahatma Gandhi has finally 

made a 'ttuee·• with the Viceroy according to which the 

peasants would pay ·back their J:evenues and the young men 

would not boycott the toddy shops. 

'Truce' signifies an attempt to establish peace 

and order ~n soeiety.. As we examine the propositionj in 

comprehension we find that 'truce • is not merely an att

empt on the part of Gandhi to maintain peace but is an 

act ·o·f submission. Earlier their refusal to pay revenue 

dues and picketing the toddy shops had been a sign .of 

resentment, ah:::attempt to destroy the prevailing order 

which had l:.ed to the suppression of the other beings. 

SUbmission here sets in a vague defiane.e as is visible 

in the next statement of th~ narrator " ••• and everything 

they say,. will be as before. No sister, no, nothing can 
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eve,: be the same again. You will say we have l<?st. this, 

you will say we have lost that " (p. 180}. 

'Not ·even the signing o·f the ·pact w.ith the Viceroy 

coul4 ·resolve the predicament. People have become more 

aliv~· and conscious of theit .sufloundings after the move

ment.· Their way o£ thinking and reasoning out has under

gone a complete transformation. The women of Kanthapura 

are no mOre confined to the kitchen ~t ·have started ref-
. . 

leet1rig on what should be and what is. This newly deve-

loped consciousness has ~ade tl:lem realize the fact that 

things coold never be the same. Even the Mahatma •s 

assurance could not stem the tide.· The .following· state

ment reveals their sense of achievements: 

"Kenchamma fo:tgive us, but there is 
.s.omething that has entered our hearts, 
an abundanee like the Himavatby on 
Gaur:i •·s night,. when lights «tome 
floating down from Rampur and .Maddur 
and 'rippur, lights lit on the betel 
leaves, and with flower and kumkum 
and. song we let them go, and they 
will go down the Ghats to the morning 
of the seae the ligh~s on the betel 
leaves, and· the MahatMa will gather 
it all, he will gat~er: it by the sea, 
and he will bless us.. They have 
bumt ottr dead, too, by the Himavathy, 
and thei·r ashes too have gone out to 
the sea" {p. 180). 

i sense of achievement combined with an awareness 

of their present state of repression and the faith in 

Kenchamna<rhas given them hope and generated ·their trust 
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in the Mahatma:. 1' • •• B\,lt there is something that. has 

entet'ea' our hearts" (p. 18<))~ "They have burnt o.wr· dead 

too, by the ·Himavathy1 and their ashes too have gone .. out 

to the sean· ·(p. 180). ':~'he above ensemble signifies the 

Hindu tradition. After de¢lth the body 1s burnt to ashes 

and then thrown into .the river so th(!lt all that ·which is 

temporary is destroyed for ever. 1:'he soul passes out 

from the body into the realms of eternity., 'A.shes' here 

signify the impermanence and the ill~aory reality. of: 

hul!ll!lail 1 ife. 

i sea• as a complete signifier stands for perma

nenca, vastness, open heartedness· and purity. The 'sea• 

acoept.s everything which comes to it and is eternal. Even 

the 'ashes • of the dead 'have gone out to the sea • and 

merged into .the unknown. 

:r:r:t. 7 .b.iii ~ t1oort.hy: Dis11lusionment and Despair 

Masters: Oppressicn and Dominance 

Moorthy is one of the prisoners· released after the 

pact with the Viceroy. has be.en signed. "You know, sister, 

Moorthy is no mpr~ with Us 11 '(p~ 180) reveals that he has 

gone far away from his GWn peOple. His letter to Ratna 

reveals the existential predicament-. Moorthy •;s disillu

sionment, his anguish~ loss of hope and despair are 

visible in· his words -



k ••• they all._ say the Mahatma is _a 
noble person, a saint;. but the Eng-

. lish will know .how to cheat him, 
and he will let himself be cheated. 
Have faith in .·your enemy, he says, 
have faith in him and convert him. 
But the world ·of men is hard to 
move, and once in motion it is 
wrong to· .stop till the goal is 
reached'1 (p. 180). 
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His faith in Gandhian idealism somehow seems cru

shed for he has realised that the author! ties are ruth-

less and cunning. 'But the English will know how to 

cheat him,. and he will let himself be cheated' (p. 180) •.. 

4Jhe op~osition between the Mahatma and the English signi

fies the &lart between innocence and wickedness. It is 

manifest from the \.zay English have successfully t.ried to 

cheat Gandhi and he bas allowed himself to be cheated by 

them. 

Acceptance and rejection are the two opposing 

forces. Mocr thy has started analysing Gandhi "s idealism 

and he feels that 1
• ••• the world of nen is hard to move, 

and once in motion it is wrong to stop till the goal is 
II 

reached (p. 180). 

These signifying ensembles reveal <;his reflections 

on· freedom: 

"And yet what is the goal? Independence? swaraj? 

IS there not swaraj .in our states, and is there not 
H 

misery and ~orruption and cruelty there? (p. 180) • The 
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protagon~~~ realizes that the entire system of living has 

to ~hange~ ''The. •goal' here signifies the aim in life. 

The struggle· which ha$ ensued· is not merely a struggle 

for freedom or· .$waraj, but has a deeper connotation. He . ~ ' . ' "" . . 

sees the soci.o-historieal contradictions which are res

ponsible for man's oppression even in states where Indians 

are the rulers • He bas realized that mere attainment of 

Independence from the British ru.le would not solve their 

predicament.. Misery, corruption and cruelty have always 

been there, in the lives of ordinary people •. But as long 

as oppression exists in one form or the other, absolute 

freedom would remain a dream. 

The protagonist • s statement reveals the conditions 

responsible f·of .such a state of ex:istence: 

"Oh no, Ratna, it .is the way of the 
masters that is wrong. And I have 
come to realize bit by bit, and bit 
by bit, when I was in prison, that as 

··long as there .will be iron gates and 
barbed wires r~und the Skeffington 
Coffee Estate.,, and the city cars 
that can roll up the Bebbur .1110una and 
gaslights and .coolies cars, there will 
be Pariahs and poverty" (pp. 180-81}. 

~oorthy •s stay in prison has given a new dimen

sion to his thinking. This is already revealed in his 
"., . 

earlier cstatement. 'Prison' not only bas stood for OPP-

re.ssion but has created a new consciousness and an aware-

ness~ 
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There is a strong defiance directed toward:s the 
. ' 

'masters·• •. This realization that 'it is the way Of the 

masters', (p. 100) which 1s responsible for misery and 
. . 

corruption on earth comes forth as a shock. As long as 

there are people living in 'barbed wires' on the Estate 

there would be· oppression. 'Barbed· wires i signify chains 

and suffering,.· coolies living on the Estate are surroun

ded by 'baibedwires .. ~ They have. not been able to live 

and act according to their wishes. Their very existence 

is controlled by the Other, thus leading to an estrange

ment. There exists an &:art between their lives and the 

lives of men controlling their existence. City ears: 

e.oolie cars. 

1City cars • signify the authoritative and dominat

ing att~tude of the master.s, coming from cities, to rule 

the coolies. · 'Coolie cars ' signify the oppressed. class 

who has .lived under the domination of its mast~rs. The 

"Pariahs' ·and 'poverty • signify the weak and oppressed. 

The Pariahs and poverty would exist in society as long as 

there is a disparity betwe.en the ruler and the ruled • 

.III.7.b,.iv. Nehru: Equality and Change 

The protagonists loss of hope is not complete. 

''I'here is a ray of hope in what he says later: 

'"Ratna things must change. Jawaharlal 
will change it. You know Jawaharlal 
is like a Bharatha to the Mahatma, and 
he too, is for non-violence and he, too, 



is· a satyagrahi, l?Ut he says·, in. 
Swaraj there shall be neither the 
rich nor the poor·.· And he calls· 
himself an . ''equal distributionist ·1 , 

and I .am with hin\ and· his men.· •• '" 
{p. 181} ·~ 
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Moorthy ha's taken' it 'for granted that change alone 

would free· them. fie feels that ~awaharlal would be capa

ble of bringing in such a ehange. 'Change' here signifies 

the breaking away from old .shackles of oppression and 

lead.lng one towards new hor.i~ons •. •Jawaharlal • as a 

potential force stands for strength, tenacity and -equality, 

He is a symbol· of all that is lacking in others. A rep

resentative o.f :tndia_, he has been compared to •Bharatha' 

in the freeoom movement. For, like •sharatha • who ruled 

Ayodhya during the abseooe of Rama, Nehru would guide. 

the people, following the footsteps of Mahatma Gandhi. 

The pro.tagonist Moorthy feels that until there was an equal 

distribution of wealth between the ;ich and the poor, 

things would remain as bad as ever,',. The ruling class 

must real,i~e that the disparity among the masses is the 

cause of all trouble. Thus one can see him trying to 

trade the root cause of all misery and poverty. The pre

dicament· can be related to Marx's concept of "'alienated 

labour•• where he says in. the Economic and Philosophic 

~anuscripts of 1844 .: 

~If the .product of labour does not belong 
to the worker, if it confronts him as an 
alien power_, then this can only be because 



it belongs to SC?tne other man than 
the worker. If the Workers ac$ivity 
is· a torment . to him, to anothe.r it 
must give satisfaction and pleasure. 
Not the gods, not nature., but·. only 
man himself can be this alien power 
over man ... l 
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Thus we see that the problem has been created by 

men and only a cofJlec.tive e.ffort on their part WOl ld res

olve their predicament. 'Nehru • beeomes his leader and 

Moorthy's hopes are pinned on him. 

$oon Ratna leaves fol: Bombay, Rangamma is yet to 

be released from the prison. The narrator·•s statement: 

'we are all for the Mahatma• (p. 181) reveals her con£1:.. 

dence in Gandhi. The ensembles express the cOnfidence of 

people in Gandhi; 

'*''He will bring us swaraj, the Mahatma. ·And we 

shall all be happy. And Rama will come back from exile, 

and Sita will be with him, for Ravana will be slain and 

Sita freed, and he will cone back with Sita on hi.s right 

in a Chariot of the air, and brother Bharatba w.ill go to 

meet them with the worshipped sandal of the Master on his 

head. And as they enter Ayodhy.a there will be a rain of 

flowers. 

·Like Bharatha, we worship the sandals of the bro

ther saint·" (p. 181).. The narrator along with the others, 

has confidence in Gandhi. Despite the destruction and 

the tens ions which result due to the Gandhian movement 
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in l(anthapUra. one sees that a ray of hope for a better 

future is still burning bright. 

'Gandhi' has been compared to *Rama' the Hindu God . . 

who . had fr~ed his . wife • Sita' fr_om the demon • Ravana • • 

"Sita' stands for purity a~d innocence. • Sita• here 

symbolizes the motherland i.e. India. The demon who has 

captured Sita or the motherland is signified by the 

British. The British stand for s~ppression and evil. 

The village wome~ have faith that#· like Rarna the figure 

of Gandh.i would s~ve them f1;om evil .. and a day would come 
' ' 

when they wou.ld all be free. 'Swaraj • $ignifies the rule 

of the people and not of an individual. 'Chariot' .sig

nifies the seat of victory on which Gandhi woul,d reside 

with hi~ ·country. Bharatha would welcome him. 'Bharatha' 

signifies the presence of a young ruler who would take 

care of the people... tAyodhya' stands for the motterland. 

'And then there will be a rain of flowers• (p. 181). 

'Rain of flowers• here signi.fy the welcofrdng hands 

·Of people who would greet the victorious Gandhi. • Flo

wers • are a sign of life, contentment and happiness • 

'Rain •Of flowers • symboli~es the hope for a betterment of 

future once freedom is '&.ttained. 

III.7.b.v. Ka.nthapura: Desertion and Destruction 

Range Gowda is the only one who goes back to 

Kanthapura. This indicates the fact that the village has 
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been eanpletely deserted by the people. His wife t.akshmi 

too has come to Kashipu.ra and is now sta\ting with Patel 

Chenna Gowda •s .family: •yon are one .of our community, 

come in and stay with us all. this life and all the li·ves 

to come, sister ~." .(p. 181). The statement reveals the 

brotherly feeling that the Indians have 'for the people 

of their own community and i.t .enables them to help eaeh 

other in times of distress. Range Gowda • s arrival at 

Kashipura takes. place one evening-~ 8 Theri' s a tall man 

at the door, and be's- frightening to look at", (p. 181) 

sa.id the children. His phy.sical appearance reveals his 

inner state of mind and is man·ifested by a signifying 

ensemble: •and he was now lean as an areca nut tree' 

{p. 181). His statement after he comes back from I<antha

puras ''eould'nt leave, till I had drunk three handfuls 

of Himavathy water•, (p. 182) reveals his faith in God. 

'Himavathy' is a. symbol of pu'rity and strength to the 

~ple of Kanthapura. Two contradictory situations emerge 

as we read the narrator's statement: 'but he had gone to 

tell you. the truth., to dig out his jewels,_ ••• " (p. 182). 

This statement betrays Range Gowda • s love for money and 

wealth. The s'ignifier 1his jewels • signifies the wealth 

which Range Gowda had accumulated as a patel and found 

diffi-cult to part with. The narrator's comment reveals 

the .real· motive behind his visit to Kanthapura.. Range 

Gowda further describes how the corner-house had fallen 
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and several other people's houses destroyed. "All said 

in a knot, he COnClUded, I there'S neither man DOJ:' mos-

qu'£to in Kanthapura!. ··~ (p. 182). 

f.!lan and ~squit;:o signify life and action \<hich are 

absen~ .1n Kanthapura. The entire village has been deser

ted by its people. The whole place is now empty, permea

ted with a sense of loneliness. 

III •. 7 • h. vi" Bhatta = Escape 
' ' 

Kashi; Holiness and Money 

The people fr.om Bombay have come over to nearby 

areas iike Bebbur mound and are building houses like the 

ones in the e1 ty. The revelation of the fact that the 

owners of the land, after having been 'estranged from their 

property, are uprooted whereas infiltration ,of the fore

igners i.e·. :men from city has begun. Men _like Bhatta 

and Maddur Chenayya have sold their lands. Bhatta leaves 

Kanthaput:a and settles in Kashi: 'In Kashi, for every 

hymn and hiccup you .get a rupee• {p. 182). Bhe.~ta, being 

a moneylender _thought always in terms of profit. His 

settling in :Kashi is symbolie -of his desire to hide from 

his peOple. He is gripped with complexes and therefore 

does not suppor-t his own peop,le and prefers settling in 

an alien land. 'Kashi ", a relig~ous city, i,s a symbol of 

holiness, purity and redemption. 

The opposition is signified by the fact that While 

on one hand it is a place of holiness where people go to 
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puri.fy, their souls# on t;h,e other its b.eing a rel~gious 

centre also makes . it a money minting place Where priests 

are ~id heavily by pilgrims. Bhatta1 s motive is there .... 

fore two-sided - both purification and material gains • 

Venkatml'a settling at her son-in-law•s house is another 

form· of·escape! Concubine Chinna is the only one le£t in 
Kanthapura • to lift her leg to her new customers • (p. 

182) shows her low status in society. 

I II~ 7 • b ~vii·. Heart: .Drum: Life and Action 

Range Gowda • s seeking I<enchamna 's blessings is 

symbolic of his faith .in God which has remained alive, 

His spitting • three times to the west and three times to 

the east• (p •. tS2) signifies the Indian way Qf expressing 

disg~st. 'But to tell you the truth, mother, my heart it 

beat like a drum• (p. 182). 

The las~ sentence in the novel which is spoken by 

Range Gowda re-Jeals the existential predicament. The 

.sttuqgle which had begun against the oppressors stiil 

continu_es. Despite the· fact that. the village has bean 

deserted and destroyed completely, one can see that the 

desire to ,Struggle is still alive in the characters of 

the novel,. •· ••• my heart it beat like a drum• (P. 182) 

reveals the pulsating force, i.e. life, which is still 

·alive. Beating .of the •heart • like a 'drum • signifies the 

,presenee of hope., action and the strength tro fight in 



Range Gowda. Though Range Gowda has been left homeless 

like the other Kanthapurians in th~s struggle for freedom, 

yet he ·is full of hope and c~urage. This confrontation 

between the Being and the Other· has resulted in al.iepa .... 

tion. The alienation has not only left him weak but has 

also awakened qim to the reality o.f his individual exist

enee. The self has started realiaing its insignificance 

in an alien rule i.e. that of the British and therefore 

it believes in liberating .itself by :rej eating the autho

rity .• · "aeating of the heart like a drum • (p. 182) .sig• 

nifies the .confrontation of life with action. 'Drum• is 

therefore a powerful force Which stands not for emptiness 

but action in life. Life without struggle is meaning

less. The se:tf has reali2ed the importanee of struggle. 

As a choosing,- c·reative moral:."~. individual he ·ought to 

rise up and realize his being. 
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·1_. Martin Milligan·· (Translation into E.nglish) Marx -
Eccinotnic and Philosophic· Manuscripts of 1844 
·(Moscow: Progress Pubitishers., 1974), pp. 70-71. 



CHAPTER - IV 

IN SEARCH OF PARADlGMATIC TRUTH 

IV.1.a. The Women of Kanthapura: From Slumber 

to Awakeniqg 

IV •. l.a. i. Emergence of Women 
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.,/ 

In the novel this particula.r theme is relevant to 

its entire meaning because it expresses the severance of 

bondage both from past traditions and colonial legacy .• 

Moorthy is one such revolutionary .spirit whose movement 

in the temporal sequence of the novel leaves a blazing 

t.rail behind. The growth of the women is a result of the 

continuous repression by the Red-man •s government. Ratna~ 

Rangamma, Na.rsa.mna, Venkamma, Achakka, Puttamma, Rachi and 

several others react differently to the same socio-histo

rical problem. Each reaction is different and of vital 

importance for it is these characters Which are held 

responsible fo.r the emergence of unrest and chaos in 

Kanthapura. 

IV .1 .• a. ii. Towards S'el £-Reliance 

The inevitability of conflict as an underlying 

£act of human struggle is one of the main currents in 

Kanthapura. The people in the village were li'Ving an 

uneventful life. The celebration of religious rituals 

like s;:Lnkar Jayanthi and the rendering of Harikat}las 

begin in Kanthapura. with the Harikathas comes Jayara-
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machar. He, not only tells them the story of Bharatha, th 

motherland, but also of the sages who had graced the land 

with their birth. He then speaks of the birth of Mahatma 

to fight against evil just as Krishna had come to kill the 

demons on this earth. The arrest of Jayaramachar by the 

policemen signifies the growing unrest in Kanthapura. 

The arrest signifies that whosoever raises his voice aga

inst the existing authorities will be crushed. 

Moorthy beeomes the enigmatic force in the lives 

of the women who had earlier lived a life of passive 

indifference. Kanthapura presents a panoramic picture 

of exploitation. It appears as. a background where coolies 

men and women fight against the demands of social reality. 

Moorthy, by making these women aware of their state of 

dependence, urges in them the need to break away from bon

dage. 

The Red""itlan •s government signifies the presence of 

the be~ng which has not only profited financially by sup

pressing the others but has become extremely callous 

after de.cta.ring its superiority over the others. 

The British think that they are born to rule and 

the Indians to be ruled. Import of consumer goods from 

England, specially cloth, has not only rna~ !ndi.ans too 

dependent on the other but has also made them forget 

their own potentiality for weaving cloth. Moorthy eontactl 
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.. 
the women ·of Kanthapura e;tnd makes them aware of the major 

need for self dependence. He brings them out of. their 

hones and inculcates in thEm\ the desire to be self-S\lffi

cient. His providing the women with the spinning Wheel 

and free cotton to spin is a code of action which signi

fies the desire to act aeeording to one • s needs: 

~tSisteru~ says he· to Nose-scratching 
Nanjamma, ·"Sister., · f:ne. Congress is 
giving away free spinning wheels. 
Will you spin, sister? ... t~,; just one 
hour .a day it you can have a bodice
cloth of ~ny colour or breadth you 
like, one bodice-cloth. per month, 
and a sari every esix months. And 
during the first month, the cotton 
is given free"0(p. 16). 

And When asked-: 

1!. f-..And why should the Congress give 
it free?• Moorthy says - ~Because 
milli:ons and mi.llions of yards of 
foreign cloth come to this country, 
and everything foreign makes us poor 
and pollutes us. To wear cloth spun 
and woven with your own God-given 
hands is sacredt says the Mahatma. 
And it gives work to the workless; 
and work to the lazy. And if you 
don't need the cloth; sister - well; 
you can say; ·'.Give it a~ay to the 
poor •, and we will give it to the 
poor ..•. OUr country is bein.g. bled to 
death by foreigners~"' He have to 
protect our Mother"U (p. 16). 

This is the essential revelation of the paragraph: 

the inevitability· of protection. For good or ill one 

trust protect the ,'Mother•, fot." she is slowly being tor

tured to death by the foreigners and this; according to 
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Gandhi, can only be pOssible if there is a total boycott 

of foreign goods. Moorthy. the protagonist of the novel, 

becomes an ardent follower of Gandhi and he tries to 

buil'ii up this faith in others. He asks the women to spin 

and says that even Mahatma does it: "Why, every morning 

he spins for two hours immediately after his prayers. He 
~ 

says spinning is as purifying as praying" (p •. ~'). 

Earlier they lived a secluded life inside their 

homes. A growing awareness of the problems being faced 

by the world outside, later, not only makes them cons

cious of their existence as mere objects but creates in 

them a powerful desire to sei2e their individuality. 

IV.l.a.iii. Rangamma and Transcendence of Being 

Rangamrna as an individual h.as not only defied the 

norms of society bUt by living according ·to her wishes, 

she has asserted her existence over the others. Her 

silence at $'ma:t the others say about her is a significant 

code of protest, for, by not retorting, she creates an 

acute sense of_ hostility in others. Though the ,orthodox 

Indian society has imposed several restrictions on widows, 

she fights consciously against them. Trying to fashion 

her life in her own way, she refuses to be treated as a 

mere Object. ~e fact that Rangamma lives in a big house, 
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wears Dharmawar saris and gold belt despite being a widow, 

creates strong confli.cts in venkanma•s mind• Her desire 

to kill Ran gamma. and her family with l.isard-poison sig

nifies the fear of her own lo.ss of identity. venkamma, 

afraid of ·her own insecure existence, feel,.s that Rangamma 

has no right to live. we can witness one. trying to anal

yse the others right to exist. venkamma sees Rangamma's 

behaviour as a menace to her own solidity and durability. 

To the women of Kanthapura Moorthy appears as a 

guiding force. What occured in.the lives of these (2women 

urtde rs cores a tens ion which couldn • t be reso i ved e asi 1 y, 

because the tens ion. was between two contradictory forces 

i.e. life at home and the life outside •. After Moorthy 1s 

arrest,. Rangamma emerges as the most powerful influence 

aver the villagers. Not only does she go t.o Karwar from 

Kanthapura and stay with sankar helping him in congress 

business,· she also makes her first speech from the plat

form. Her exposure to reality outside home makes her more 

conscious of her passive existence at home. Once out 

into the open; she refuses to 90 back and resists all 
' 

attempts o.£ the Other to suppress her. Her going to the 
-, ,·' I 

prison t-tith other. freedom fighters and their continuing 

the struggle against the Other sign1fies thei.r utge to 

be free from dominance. 
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Not only did she learn yoga, an act o.£ sel £ control 

but she also encouraged the other women to practise it 

daily. The life in the city has rot only made he,r con

scious of her existence but also has created a new av-;are-

ness in her. Her mission ttubsequently becomes the comp

licated and contradictory one of trying to establish 

courage and will to struggle among the women as is visible 

in the following ensemble ; 

"In the city there are groups and 
groups. of young women, girls, marr
ied women., and widows, who have 
joined together and have become 
Volunteers ... volunteers they call 

·them - and they practice exercises 
like the police, and when meetings 
are held they all get together and 
maintain order" (p. 103). 

· Rangamma •s act of encouraging women to be ready to 

respond to Mahatma's call and fight for him creates some 

doubts in the minds of the other. women. 'Ihey feel that 

only .men have the right to fight. Taldng examples from 

the history of India, Rangamma refers to the valour of 

Rani Iaxmi sai who had fought against the Red-men·. This 

fight would mean not fighting for personal achievement 

but ·for· a wider cause i.e •. for the freedom of the mother

land. The. formation of $evika Sangha in Kanthapura shows 

the need to be consecrated for a greater cause i~e. free-

dan. 
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The women after being filled with a sense of 

purpose, are motivated to action. Their practising of 

yoga and other exercises are codes of act ion enacted with 

full awareness of the goals to be achieved. Their excited 

chatter about h0\'11 they are going to dress for the occa

sion when Moorthy is released from prison expresses their 

admiration for Moortby. It also signifies the desire 

of the women to look beautiful and feminine. 

We see that the women are better ptepared than men 

to meet the atrocities later .on in the novel simply beca

use they had ·realized it as an eventuality fl!om which they 

could not get away. 

The-men had disapproved ·Of their preparing them

selves for act ion saying that they should .confine them

selves to their homes: 
I . 

••was there nothing left for our 
wcmen but to vagabond about like 
soldiers ·: And everytime the milk 
curdled or a dbot i was not dry, 
they would say, nAnd this i.s all 
because of this Sevi business", 
and Radhamma' s husband beat her on 
that day he returned from village 
inspection, though she was seven 
months pregnant••. {p. 105) .• . 

Several men raise voices of discontent and disa-

pproval• It is mainly because they feel that the women 

hav:e specific roles to perform and that is of serving the 

family within the confines of the house and the way in 
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which. they had begun transcending the limits of their 

being was dif?approved by the~.. Rangamma tr~e!3 to influ

ence the men of Kanthapura. Here we can. see the object 

i.e. the wOman_ trying to detepnine the thought processes 

of the subject i.e. men. 

The men feel .it is not for a woman to affirm or 

impose herself and when she tries to do so · they beat her, 

thus trying to restrict her from futther action. The 

apparently unending waves of conflict and the .f3truggle 

at home bet-ween men and women are also due to the neglect 

of work at home by women. Rangamma asks the women to 

give first priority to their family and then to the sevika 

.sangha. Revolutionary ~pirit o.f the women is filled with 

a sense of revolt. The conflicts at home and outside 

serve to tighten their bonds with the Sevika Sangha. The 

women feel that for them going back: to their kitdl en is 

not possible: they are now be·tter info!l!med and more con

scious of their existence as human beings. They have been 

so weighed 'down. with troubles created by the Other that 

this need to continue the struggle becomes all the more 

intense. The given ensemble reveals their state of mind: 

"But how can we be like we used to peO?n (p. 106). 

The will to s~ruggle against the oppressive forc:es becomes 

active 'in the minds of the women. Their practising yoga 
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and preparing themselves for action through the sevika 

sangha are significant .codes of aetion which s.ignify their 

decisiOil' making power and urge to resist. Rangamma 's 

being able to influence both men and women projects the 

eotrimand she has ·over the others. She receives the assent 

of men to plunge into action when required. Her d etermi

nation and tenacity of purpose enable her to maintain an 

!dent ity of her own. 

'Rangamma's getting blue paper from the city and 

informing women about different places and things signify 

her wish to broaden not only her own horizon of thought 

and ·knowledge bUt also that of others. Being .. ~'ppert~to 

new ideas, she refuses to accept ready-made prh1ciples 

and values and tries to transcend the limits of her being 

by using her power to reason and question the action of 

·others. Reading of blue papers makes her aware of the 

status of women in other parts of the world. Socialism 

in Russia had given wcrnen equal rights and they were 

be;l.ng treated as men:•s equals in every sphere~ 

" ••• and there in that country there 
were women who worked like men, night 
and day; men and women who worked 
night and day, and When they felt 
tired~ they went and spent their holi
day. in a palace - no money for the 
railway, no money for the palace - and 
when the women t-rere going to have a 
child, they had two months • and three 
months' holiday, and when the children 
were still young they were given milk 



by the GoVernment, and when they 
were gJeown up they were sent free to 
school, and when they grew older still 
they went to the universities free, 
too_, and when they were still m<>.re 
grown-up, they got a job and they got 
a home to live in and they took a 
wife to live with and they had many . 
children and they lived on happily 
ever after.. (p. 29) • 
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This desire to radically reorganise the Indian 

society along socialist lines is too deep-seated in Ran

gamma. The wish to fight for equal rights for women is 

too strong and therefore creates in her a necessityto 

intensi~y the struggle. 

Rangamma is one character in the novel who not 

only r:etains the sanctity of religious traditions even 

after the death of her father but interprets the texts 

by bringing in Gandhian ideology into each and every page. 
' 

Gandhism had bec:crne deeply rooted in the ancient traditions 

of India and therefore the women did not find it diffi

cult to identify themselves with Gandhi. Gandhi had been 

able to establish an affinity with the Indian' masses and 

i.t is in .. this affinity chat the secret of his .influence 

lay. 

IV .1.a.iv. Ratna: From Defiance to war 

Ratna is another very powerful indi~idual in the 

novel who despite being a widow lives a most unconventional 

life. She defies the norms imposed on widows by society 
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and her .~efusal to aceept e.QCiety as· it is# is a strong 

form .of ptotest: 

'Ratna lives life aeco.rding .to her 
wishes. She.~· ••• not only went about 
the st.reets alone like a boy, but 
even wore her h~lir to the left .like 
a concubine, and she still kept her 
bangles and her nose-rings and ear
rin-gs, and when she was asked why 
she behaved .as though $he had'nt 
lost her husband, she said that 
that was .nobody"s business, and 
that if these rii•ffing old country 
hens thought that seeing a man for 
a day, and this when she was ten 
years of age, could be called a 
marriage, they had better eat mud 
and drown themselves in the river 0 

(p. 30). . 

'Ratna•·s keeping ·•nose-rings·•, •ear-rings• and 

'bangles' on her'body is a gesture of.assertion·of her

self to herself. She questions the social norms imposed 

on her as a widow, and that too when she had hardly 

known what marriage was. By refusing to bow down before 

societal norms she poses several important eonflic ts in 

the minds of the others. She refuses to accept what fate 

has assigned to her. She is reprimanded for being. out

spoken and rebellious. she ·rematns undeterred by 'What 

people say about her. According to people like Bhatta 

and Venkamroa, Ratna' s behaviour is most shocking. Bhatta 

feel.s uneasy in her company because Ratna is forever sett

ing herself .. off as ••aifferentn from the others •and when 

her sari fell over her shoulders and bared her bodice, it 

always made him feel uncomfortable' (p. 31). 
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' . .. 

Uer spontaneous love of life, her unconventional 

living pattern, ·her bluntness of s.peech and her down 

right hone.sty ·make the· others fe.el uncom.fortable in her 

presence. The manner in Which Ratna counters their pro ... 

testations .ma.kes her more con.scious of her existence. 

Her exuberance of life· is unre.str.ained and her vigour 

makes others fearful of. her. The sphere to which she 

belongs in the society ·is an enclosed one, limited and 

dominated by the soeio-religious battlers" Certain rules 

which have been imposed on widows have also been placed 

before her, but Ratna tries to raise and transcend her

self from such C) societal barriers which impede her way 

to self .... realization. She refuses to let others rape her 

wishes and thus, in trying to be herself, is in some way 

refusing to accePt things as they are. 

Ratna has· a soft ,cornet for Moorthy. 'This is 

quite apparent from her· behaviour towards him. Ratna •s 

praying for his release after he had been arrested, and 

later :<;:m, her plans ~o welcome him after his release 

show her attachment towards him. lbe desire in her to be 

loved by. him is intense and that is why we see her actions 

directed towards pleasing him. 'l'he day Moorthy s~ts on 

fast, she promises to do as per his wishes.· Her prostrat

ing before the Gods and praying for Moorthy 's welfare is 

.an act. signifying the love and respect she has for him! 



"God; God", she seid, ''keep him strong 
and v.irtuous, and may he rise out of 
this holier and greater; God I shall 
offer ten coconuts and a kumkum worship. 
God, keep him alive for me" (pp. 66-67). 
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The above ensemble reveals the fact that Ratna's 

world centres around Moorthy. She is willing to s ubm:i.t to 

him without any resis~1nce and this reveals the other as

pect of her personality. On the one hand she defies 

norms imposed on widows by the society and on the other 

the desire to be loved and admired is strong in her. 

'Ihough the writer has not brought forth any development 

in Moorthy's relationship with Ratna, it is quite apparent 

that the two are emotionally attached to each other·. 

The struggle for fteedan becomes too intense and 

everything else except the resistanee by .the people rece

des into the background. Ratna undergoes qradual trans

formation in her entire outlook on life. E:arl.:Ler she did 

what Moorthy said. 'Ib her life had a different meaning:: 

"She could hardly grasp his idea. She was but fifteen. 

Praying seemed merely to fall flat before the Gods in 

worship" (p~ 64). 

Ratna 's naivety shows .her inability to unCierstand 

things at a young age. But despite being young she does 

not become what others ask her to. Despite being asked 

to follow certain rules of deportment and .forbidden from 

certain things, she does not repress her .spontaneous 
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movements and lives as she wishes •. As the .. struggle for 

freedom in .Kanthaptira gains momentum and M~rthy, after 
.. ' .. . . ' ... 

his arrest, is not present physically in the village any 

:more, a new Ratna can be seen emerging ftoll'l this part~cu-. . . ' . . . 

lar packgrou.nd. She .is the one who takes the movement. . . . . . . . ' 

anead. She along wit;.~ ·the other women goes picketing 

·the toddy booths and. t;.he Estate. Later on, a polic~an 

tries to assault her and f~rtunately she is freed from 

his clutches by the other women. She then goes to seek 

refuge in the temple along wit~ the other women~ Ratna 

becomes thf!ir leader and .guide. She had begun:reading 

the re11giou:s texts wl)ich Rangamma had started 1nter{)ret

ing after her father 's death. The wanen find Sam! thing 

very powerful and strong 1 n Ratna: 

"and somehc:;>w we said there's the voice 
of Ran"ga.mma in her speech, the ·voice .of 
Moorthy, and she was no nDre the child. 
'We had known, nor the slip of a widow 
we had cursed •••• "(p. 152) ~ 

: . . . . : 

' ' 

The above ensemble reveals ·the ~radual Change in 

the opinion of the otheJ: women. 'l'o them she is no longer 

just a 'young widow but something more than that. The 

others tend to look up to b! r for guidance. They seek: 

her advice and act accordingly: 

~·and Timmamma turns to her and says, 
~".Oh where shall we go, daughter, with 
this new mother and child?"' and 
'J{amalamma says, ~why, to the temple", 
and Ratna: says, "Wait, I shall go and 
see if the path is safe •• *! • (p. 152). 
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. . . 
The faith. which she has in ·the Cong:r:es·s is proje-

cted in her dealings with people. It is this faith which 

takes ber to Bombay after her· term inside the pri.son is 

over. She goes from the village G')Kanthapura tO a city 

like Bombay to ·fight for freedcm and equality. She has 

refused to become a prey and she tries to seb~e freedQ'n 

by seeking for it.. Not being confined to a conjugal 

sphere, her reality is no more ·Concentr:ated inside the 

house. Just like her, the other women too fight ag.ainst 

oppression. War provides a chance to fight against the 

oppress'ion of· society at home and against the British 

rule outside.· Gandhian struggle, which Ratna later joins 

wholeheartedly, is an exposure of a young village widow to 

a new level of experience and outer space. 

Iv·.1.a.v. Narsamma'.s March Towards EXtinction 

Besides · Ratna, Rangamma and the other women there 
. ' 

are Venkamma and Narsamma Who have not been able to adjust 

to the changing patterns of the society. Narsamma had 

nurtured high hopes for her only son but his c'oming back 

t:.o the village without completing his studies in the city 

leaves· her distressed. His refusal to marry and his 

continuous mixing with the Pariahs is responslble fOr the 

growth of unrest and despair in her. Mother and. son stop 

communicating with each other. This snapping-off of 

camnunication signifies the unrelenting 13tt-1tude of both 
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·the mother and the son. There lies a conceptual opposi

tion 'between what Narsa.rmna had expected her son ·to do 

and what· he really does ·in life. His not havinc;1 been able 

to fulfill her specific needs is the cause of frustration 

-in her. Being a Brahmin, the thought of excomrwnication 

is unbearable to her.· The possibility of he.r son being 

excommunicated destroys something in her and she becomes 

too distant a person:! 

uFrom that day on they never spoke 
to .each other, Narsamma and Moorthy. 
He sat and ate his food by the kitchen 
threshold and she in the kitchen, and 
everybody saw that Narsamma was grow
ing thin as a bamboo and ,shrivelled 
like banana barkn (p. 42). 

Narsamma is not speaking to her son, her 'growing 

thin' and her •shrivelled • appearance are the mantic codes 
... 

which signify her not being able to accept things as they 

were at that time. /The clash between the old and the new 

is an impo·rtant one. She becomes isolated and detached 

from her own son. When she hears the news of her son• s 

excommunication, the desire to live is completely crushed 

in her: 

" ••• oh ! moaned Narsamma, and that 
very night when- the doorw were closed 
and the voices had died away, she ran 
through the Brahmin street and the 
Potter • s street, and standing at the 
village gate, she spat once toward 
the east and once toward the west, 
once toward the south and onee to
ward the north, and then, spitting 
again thrice at the Pariah huts, 
where the dogs began to raise a howl, 



she ran over the Fig-tree field 
bund,. and. she had such. a shiver at 
the: thought of all the ghosts and 
the spirits and the evil ones pf 
flame, ·that she trembled and 
coughed •. aut there was. something 
deep and~ desperate that hurried her 
on,, and. she pP,ssed by ~angamma •.s . 
sugarcane field and ·by the mango grove 
to th,e river, just where the whirl
pool gropes and gurgles, and she loo
ked up at the moonlit sky, and the 
winds of the n~ght and the shadows 
of the night and the jackals of the 
'night so pierced her breast that she 

. shuddered and sank unconscious upon 
the sands, and the cold so pierced 
her that the next morning she was 
dead 1J (pp. 42-43} • . 
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Her desire to die is partly defensive and partly 

an attempt tQ endorse the crushing sense of having done 
• ' I '. 

something wrong.. Her entire self has spl.it and lost 

its integrity and identity. She has become too oppre

ssive and frustra~ed.. The above ensemble clearly reveals 

her. an<J':lished .state. Her mental set up has been to tally 

shaken and she, having lost all interest in life, ends 

it. !t, is simply not a question of how she would have 

liyed a£:~er hearing such a news, moxe disturbing has. been 

the £act .that she, after having reali!;!Sed the futility of 

heX' .ex~stence, had stopped eating for days. Death to 

her was the only situation beyond Which lay no other. 

The si~le·factthat she lived alone and. the other i.e. 

Mootthy could do ·nothing for her reveals that his act is 

cause neither· for regret nor fo·r sorrow. .It is the out

cane of two forces genuinely opposed to eaeh other. HO\'lle 
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had long been frustrated in her by the rebellious atti

tude of her· son.- Therefore ber demise is a sign of pro

test aga·inst the manner in which the world is proceeding. 

Her death does not cQ'ne as a surprise since. she had been 

haunted by the fear of being excommunicated and therefore 

docnmed for ever. .From 'moaned • ~ to 'ran', 'spat •, 'tre

mbled',· .rcaughed' I • hurried', 'looked •, 'pierced' 1 

. 'shuddered•, •sank' and 'dead' all these codes in succ

·ession feveal that in her case there was no way out. All 

these codes create a frequently recurring image of extin

ction. She no longer fears being crushed, engulfed, ·since 

she has-been long dead. Clinical death ha..<1 come days 

after the death of her personal being. Death as an ulti

mate ·possibility in Narsamma • s ease is the final form of 

protest and rebellion. 

lV.l.a.vi. Venkamma: The unrelenting Other 

venkamma as the Other in the novel resents the 

changes taking place .. in society. so concerned am scared 

has she. become of he.r existence that she openly criti

cises the other. women~ For Ven~amna, women•,s protestation 

is just another eause of shame, another of those forces 

which eorae to shake her up without having received her. 

appro'\'Cll• Her major concern is her family and tte refore 

whenever she feels her existence being challenged she 

retorts venomously. Her demanding to live in a big house 
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only because she has children and Rangamma has none shows 

the tendency in ne.r to assert her supremacy. She feels 

that Rangamma, being a childless widow, has no right to 

exist. l:t is only a woman with children who can and 

should live: 

u . 
I,.ve two sons and five daughters., and that shaven 

widow had 'nt even the luck of having a bandicoot to call 

her own'' (p. 4) ~ Important signifiers being 'have • and 

'had 1 nt • they signify what o.ne has and the other has been 

deprived of.. The very fact that she bas children and 

Rangaimla has none fills her with a sense of achievement 

and makes her conscious of her status in society. 

She argues with othf!r·s over the 'Gandhi-business • 

and tries to convince _them that Moorthy alone is respo

nsible for breeding trouble in Kanthapura. Her hatred for 
., -i 

Moorthy is due to one major reason - Moorthy's refusal to 

get married to her daughter:. 

"And, as everybody knew, she had no 
particular l·ove for Hoorthy. He had 
refused her second daughter, for whom 
bridegroom after bridegroom was beini 
sought - and she was nearing the age ' 
(p,. 15.). 

Venkamma exists only for herself and her family. 

Her main wish is to see her daughter married. she tries 

to curb all actions which demand any kind of participa-
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tion, wh.ich WOtJ.ld result in hindrance of personal aims. · 

Her daughter's. marriage to an old advocate. is significant 

of the fact that she wanted to get rid of that ·burden as 

soon. as possible. The daughter represents the other to 

her~ She is no more than an Object which has to be given 

away in marriage~ Any act or donflict which demand<:'! 

change te.rrifies _V'enkamma. She seems rather contented in 

her shell of ·brahminical upbringing and dreads to see any 

kind of cbange. Life to her means stability and rigidity 

in eyery possible way. Therefore she rejects Gandhi and 

whatever Mo~rthy strives for. The kind of warm treatment 

the people receive at her daughter''s wedding reveals the 

~trange and different facet of her personality. To her, 

happiness means fulfillment of material needs, and the 

fact that her daughter is going into a rich family is 

enough to make her proud of: herself. Later on, her going 

to stay at her son-in-law• s place once the village is des

troyedi: seeks to project some kind of security which Ven

kamma had always been looking for. It is the fear of 

being left· alone and isolated with· her unmarried daughters 

that makes her resist any chan9e in society. 

IV.l.a •. vii. Spirit of Rebellion in Women 

Gandhian movement in 1930s had taken the people 

under its s~ell and collectively the individuals resorted 

to action. The struoole for equality which the women· 
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ins.isted on, is there, not simply as a conflict but also 

as an .idea. It is a projection of the fundamental hosti

lity between the one and the other. All . the women, except 

for a given. few under the influence of an outside force 

i.e • Gandhi, beccme -conscious of reality and of their 
/'' . ··.·. . . . 

existence in a gtoup with a cpmmon concern. The struggle 

goes on not only between the British and ·the Indian but 

also between the Pariahs and the Brahmins, the widows and 

the non-widows,· the coolies and their masters, and more 

than that it is a stru-ggle between man and man. 

The way these women are uprooted frcm their -lands 

and driven ·to alien places. shows the effects of. the stru-

ggle. The aftermath has le:ft-.them a~ r~fugees and.,~v~~ 
- . . . . . · .. ·. ' . 

as refugees the women continue to sing bhaj an:s :_a~d h~l.d 

readings of Vedantic texts. Even though they are estra• 

nged from their lands, complete alienation does not take 

place in their case for they have still retained their old 

traditions. _Their singing of bhajans and listening to 

Vedantic texts even in Kashipura is an indication of _th~ 

fact that they have refused to accept th~ oppressi:on of .· 

the government. The wish to fight, to reflect, to oppose 

· and· to revolt is still kindling within their hearts des

pite their complete uprootal <) from home. The women have 

been responsible for a temporary dislocation of the Other. 

They know that they have comnitted:} thE:!mselves to Gandhian 

. . ··: 
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ideology. They accept Gandhi as their leader. He con

ceived of spinning as a religious principle to be followed 

by all. The women• s commitment to Gandhian ideology keeps 

th'eir hopes alive. Though this commitment has· not been 

able to dispel ·either confusion or conplexity, yet it is 

that · force· which keeps.· them moving .. 

IV.:2.a~ COOlies: From Bondage to Struggle for Freedom 

IV.2 !a.i. Trapped in a cage 

The coolies inside the Estate present another form 

of estrangement. The Skeffington Coffee Estate is the 

cage to which the coolies are lured by the hunter. The 

Red-man •s, government tries to capture and to cage the very 

life of the coolies. Once inside the cage they are unable 

to free themselves and live in perpetual imprisonment. 

Maistri lures them to the place by promising them better 

wages and better prospects fo.r life. 

The description of the Estate by the narrator has 

an aura of mystery around it: 

"Nobody knows how large .it is or· when 
it was :founded; but they all say it 
is at least tt:m thousand acres wide, 
and some people in Kanthapura can still 
remember having heard of the hunter 
sahib who used his hunter and his hand 
to reap the first fruits of his planta
t io n•' ( p .• 44 ) • 

" ••• more and more coolies came -
coolies from below the Ghats that talked 
Tamil or Telugu and who brought with them 
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their "old men and their children and 
their widowed women - armies of co&:lies 
marched past the Kenchamma temple, half
naked, starving, spitting, weeping'
vomitting, coughing, shivering, squeak
ing, shouting, moaning coolies - coolie 
after coolie.passed by the Kenchamma tem
ple, the maistri before them, while the 
children clung to their mother •s breasts~ 
the old men to their sons •s arms and 
bundles hung over shoulder an~ arm and 
arm and shoulder.J.;J and he.ad; and they 
marched on past the Kenchamma temple and 
upto the .Skeffington Coffee Estate -

.. coolies from below the Ghats, coolies, 
young men, old men, old women, chi&dren, 
baskets, bundles, pots, coolies passed 

·on - and winding through the twists of 
the Estate path ••• '1 (p. 44). 

The Estate, becomes a place where conflicts multi

ply because of the hostilities which develop between mai

st r i and labourer, between master and se r:vant. The Estate 

appears as a battleground where coolies fight against. the 

demands of social reality. Maistri had promised them 'two 

anna bit for each woman a.nd four anna bit for each man 

hand • but as he approaches the Estate along with the 

coolies a gradual change comes in his behaviour: 

" ••• and the nearer they came, the harder tecame 

the road and the stiffer the maistri'1 (pp. 45-46). Coo

lies had been uprooted from their homes, they had come 

from far off places expecting a better life in the Estate~ 

Maistri tries to ·convince them by saying "There is nothing 

but rice around us" (p. 45). He creates strong hopes :.__J 
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in them •. Mothers promise their child;oen "I • 11 take you 

over the mountains where you can have. milk like water -

just like water"{p. 45). 

The- E:state has been projected to them as a place 

where there would be less work and mote to eat'. Disillu

sionment creeps in slowly as the master tries to assert 

his supremacy over them~ 

"fhe sahib says that if you :work well you will get 

sweets and if you work badly you will get beaten - that 

is the law .of the place11 (p. 46) • Next day the coolies 

begin theit' work and there is no respite for them. Mai

stri appears as a .symbol of tyranny as he beats them ask

ing them to work without any rest. The presence of snakes 

in the Estate is a sign of the presence of the Other. which 
;, 

moves. around fearlessly e:reating fear in the coolies. The 

cdbra is not Only a symbol -of absolute power but also of 

pity. It has never harmed an innocent person~. The hot 

blazing sun and the hard work tire them soon. ·The arrival 

of rains heralds the coming of disaster in the Estate. 

There is fever and death all over the Estate. Coolies 

find themselves menaced by problems from without as well 

as from within. Their arrival inside tne Estate has 

plung~d them into a situation from wnich there is no 

escape. The master has invaded their lives. !n one way 

or the other they have to face the coming problerrs. Their 
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refusal to take pills.offered to them by the sahib(_"-;

shows their unrelenting attitude. Their praying to Ken

chamma ·reveals their unflinching faith in the supernatu

ral. Having always thought that mother Kenohamma would 

look after._ .their welfare they persistent.ly refuse to take 

the pills~ Oespite all these problems, hopes within 

their hearts have not been crushed. coolies feel that 

soon they will return to their homes with lots of money. 

This ~act, that their dreams could never materialize, is 

known to Siddayya. Pariah Rangayya 's statement -

•we '11 make three hundred ruppes 
in all - three hundred rupees each, 
and we shall take our money and 
scuttle down the passes like kit_. 
chen bandicoots;" (p. 53) 

reveals a strong desire to escape. They have realized the 
·. 

danger within the Estate and seek, by all means, to free 
setting 

themselves from the Estate. They do not know that,Lthem-
~ * t selves free from the Estate is not an easy task. Siddayya 

knows that once inside the Estate there wouli4 be no going 

back the irony being that they are all tempted to the· 

toddy booths and will spend whatever they earn on • deaths 

and festivals and caste-dinners • (p. 54) • Siddayya has 

stayed here for ten years and witnessed a lot. Their 

escape be~omes a dream unreali2edr to attain it they can 

apparently do nothing. 
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A change !n $ahibs has taken place bUt the exploi

tation of the coolies continues in one form or the other. 

If the earlier sahib assaulted them with sticks, the newer 

one would physically assault the women on the Estate. 

Thus we can see that a change in sahibs has brought no 

change in the plight of the coolies. Violence is infli

cted on them and the rape of their wishes takes place 

intermittently. Another st,rong form of oppression is 

the sahib shooting seetharam, when he refuses to give up 

his daughter to him. The death of seetharam becomes a 

protest against the atrocious attitude of the master. 

His giving. up his life to save the honour ofLJ'lis girl 

implies that ·the daughter is worth such a sacrifice. 

11 I am a Brahmin. I would rather die than sell my dau

ghter11 (p. 55) says he. 

seetharam 's death is an act of revenge. His death 

appears purposeful in its own way for we can see that no 

Brahmin•s daughter was ever touched by the sahib, 'And 

t'l1hen a .Pariah says, ••No*', he hardly eveJ: sends the maistri 

to drag her up at night'' (p. 55). 

'Though the sahib is set free by the Red-man's 

.coutt# we see that seetharam's resistance has created 

fear in him. Death as a point of dep.arture reveals the 
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success of the coolies. It offers a justification and 

as a strong symbol of protest is a complete negation of 

a·ubmission. 

Life inside the _Estate is however dominated by the 

master and his maistri,. By refusing to bow down to his 

master's wishes Seetharam reveals his wish_to be h:irnself. 

His desire to be free results in his death"' 

Labour of the coolies is no longer a free activity, 

They have been estranged from it because it's not they, 

but the owners q£ producticn, who deeide what and how they 

have to work and produce. coolies are unable to realize 

themselves through their work and therefore this desire in 

them to escape becomes stronger. 

Moo.rthy's arrival inside the Estate is stopped by 

Bade Khan. Bade ~Khan as the Other dominates the exist

ence of the coolies. His statement reveals the coolies' 

state of existence: 

•• Free man you may be in your palace. 
But this is the Skeffington Coffee 

_ Estate and t he.se are Skeffington 
Estate coolies. You •a better take 
care of your legs. I've orders" 

"' (p. 58). 

It is quite ~pparent that the colonial rule has 

spread its tentacles too far.. Men have been divided as 

the owners and the owned, the deciders and the decided ... for 
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the ·determiners and the determined# the few and the many. 

Coolies, once having entered t·he Estate, have given them

selves and .. the fruit of their labour to their masters. 

· They are seen being used by the Red-man • s government, and 

exploitation continues to oppress the people. some have 
' 

offered themselves to be treated as Objects (for example, 

s.iddayya) whereas men like seetharam and Rachanna refuse 

tc., be reduced to objects and thus protest. 

Rachanna's expulsion from the Estate along with 

his family and then later on his settling in Kanthapura 

is an act of defiance. His confrontatton with the Other 

is watched silently by his friends and they raise no voice 

at hi.s expulsion. Expulsi.on is an act which seeks to 

reveal the desire of the Other to curb whatever dominant 

force is pres.ent. in the coolies. It is a reflection of 

one's desire to oppress ana rule the others. Rach anna •s 

refusal to be dictated is an indicator of the fact that 

despite being a coolie he wishes to be free. He is acce

pted by the people of Kanthapura and tbi s,~lcreates a new 

consciousness in 'him. 

The picketing of Boranna 's toddy booth by enthusia-
' 

stic followers of Moorthy and the participation of coo-

lies in this act is symbolic .of their desire to struggle. 

The Estate has an unknown and fearful appearance to the 

outsiders. Therefore, while women along with men were 
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marching towards it, thei.r heat:ts were filled with fear. 

The cool.ies, once out from the Estate with ttheir eyes 

fixed to the earth • · (p.. 137) and 'money tied to thei.r , 

waists' (p. 137) 'they marched on to the toddy booth~_,G'to 

drink and to beat the drum and to clap hands ~nd s ing' 

(p. 137). 

As the men squat on the floor, the coolies .refuse 

to walk over them. They are beaten up by the police in 

return. They promise not to drink in the name of Kencha

mma. It seems as if they have started asking themselves 

what exactly is fight <:1nd wrong? The simmering discon

tent and disgust. at the behaviour of the other has sur-

faced. 

IV.2 .a.iii. suppression of the Being through 

Force and Violence 

As the novel proceeds we see the coolies caged in

side the Estate. A large section of this oppressed class 

throws off its old role and begins to assume. the role Of 

free men by determining a course of action for itself and 

by moving out from the Estate. These coolies, who had 

left the Estate and settled in Kanthapura, were one mor

ning forcibly marched towards the Estate. The narrator • s 

statement reveals her state of helplessness as well as 

those of others around her : 



" .... coolies of the .Skeffington C):)ffee 
Estate who had cane to live with u.s 
and to work with us and to fight with 
us - they marched over the bouldered 
streets .... the coolies of the Skeffing"':"" 

'ton Coffee Estate were marched bent
heaped through our streets to show who 
our true masters were, and we knew they 
would be d~iven over the Bebbur mound 
and the Bear's hill and the Tippur 
stream, and two by two they would be 
pushed behind the gates, for the white 
master wanted them., (p. 147). 
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. The domination of the English over the Imii. an lab

ourers by means of brutal force, simply for the sake of 

satisfying its own desires, without any regard fcx the 

wishes of the· others, is a most .significant form of· colo

nial oppr-ession. Raja Rao focusses on this exploitation 

of one man by th~ other. He has tried to bring to light 

those· forces which· are responsible for creating unrest in 

the minds of the worldng class. 

Coolies, who knew that they were being exploited 

by the Bourgeoise, had tried to break away from its tyra ... 

nnical clutches but :were forcefully driven back to the 

Estate. But as we· see later, the Estate is unable to hold 

them any longer and they pine for freedom. 

They join the struggle with men and women of Kan

thapura and are further subjected to pain and fortune. 

coolies from the city have come and started reap

ing at the Estate. Their arrival signifies the fact that 
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once slavery is established inside the Estate ":f.t is main

tained by coercion, by the w~r of the ruling class against 

the ruled and all others who threaten it .. ~:]) 

The coolies who had run away from the Estate and 

revolted· are forcibly brought back to the Estate, the 

police employed by the Red-man's government uses .force on 

the disrupters of the law and order. Underlying the 

struggle is an intense desire for freedom. The coolies 

realize~ that they are being treated as means by the Other. 

This increases their suffering and oppression. It creates 

in them a hatred for the colonial rule. 

IV.. 2 • a. iv.. Gandhi : A Symbol of Non-violence 

coolies: The Lost Identity 

Gandhi, on the other hand, becomes a symbol of 

intense s1trug~le. He has be,come a part of people's con

sciousness. Though the coolies have never met him perso

nally, yet like the people of Kanthapura, they join hands 

and collectively seek to attain their id.eal. Gandhi be

lieved no~-violence to be the only possible form of resi

stance to the colonial-racialist oppression. The coolies 

had resorted to violence, when once, Moorthy was not 

allowed to enter the Estate and was beaten up by the. 

police. Their resorting to violence at that time is a 

crueial action which is responsible for Moorthy • s arrest 

and Rachanna •s expulsion. 
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If we look deeply into the cause of unrest within. 

the Estate we find that certain conditions were respons

ible for the agitation. Economically dep_rived, physica

lly exploited and mentally tortured, the coolies had 

earlier been living a totally suppressed existence. The 

arrival of Moorthy inside the E.state, and their constant 

mixing with Gandhi•s men makes them conscious of their 

plight~ After having been stripped of all identity, his

tory, family and human rights by the Othe·r they realize 

the futility of their existence. Through the ideals of 

Ga~ndhi and under the guidance of Moorthy, the coolie.s 

strive hard for ,emancipation. In seeking refuge at Kan

th.?lPu,ra_, tpe coolies have sought to avoid a destruction 

of their identity. The coolies are illitera,te and igno

rant at the time of oppression. A gradual change comes 

over them as they begin mixing with the people of Kantha-

pur a. 

Their refusal to walk over the people who had 

squatted on the floor and then going to Bor-smna"s toddy 

grove is a sign of their growing awareness of the problems 

present in the country. Later on, as they cry 'Mahatma 

Gandhi ki Jai t and pranise never to drink in the name of 

'Kenchamma •, we can see an essential step being taken 

in the-positive direction. 
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The coolies had walked 'bent headed' from 'Kantha

pura t>ack to the Estate. They had refused to bow down 

before their masters. <•'!'heir eyes fixed on the earth' 

... repetition of this psychological code signifies the 

state of repression the coolies have been forced to live 

in. Later on, their •escape • frQm the Estate signifies thE 

desire to live and be themselves. The coolies bel ng for

cibly taken back to the Estate is another significant 

political code which brings to light the existential 

predicament~ on the one hand are the coolies who after 

having realized their predicament refuse to ac.cept the 

situation where they find themselves trapped by the Other .. 

Jfhe desire in them to get out, to ,say 'not and still sur

vive creates a fear ,in the mind of the Other. On the 

other we find the existence of the Other who has dehUma

nized the being i.e. the coolies. What results is rebe

llion. unable to bear the oppression any longer, the 

coolies seek to become individuals and not mere object$• 

By tr¥ing to defy, the norms and rules set by the Other, 

coolies like Vasudev, Rachanna, Madanna have realized the 

importance of their being. After having become aware of 

the raison d 1 ~tre they seek to bridge the ~cart which 

lies between the subject and the object.-

The project of living under the Other has promised 

nothing but disillusionment. Earlier they had been lured 

to the Estate by the maistri who promised them good money, 
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and better treatment with less work. But soon they rea-

lize that Gandhi alone can fulfill their dreams. This 

discove:r;y sets them on a very different path. In agreeing 

to be with Gandhi the coolies come into conflict with 

the Red-men. 

The coolies have become aware of the existence of 

the Other whO treats them as mere means.· The Other is the 

cause of fea.r and proves to be a menace in the life of the 

coolies. The coolies collectively cooperate with men and 

women of Kanthapura in opposing the organized force of the 

Other who is regarded as enemlf. This sort of a situation 

is revealed in the picketing scene tm.ere coolies refuse 

to ,;ralk over the men and women who have squatted on the 

. flO<)r •. Later on, as they bravely· face the shots fired at 

them and cry • Mahatma Gandhi ki Jai • one feels that they 

have begun to identify themselves with Gandhi • 

.. Stop., or we shootu, says a voice to which .. Shoot"! 

answers one of the cool.ies, and a shot bursts straight at 

h .,_. ••( 1. 7"0) ~H •·.-. ·•. :p. . .. • In this direct confrontation between 

the being and the Other is ·visible a change in the atti

·,tude - from that of servility to a state of defiance. 

This defiance and refusal to be cowed dOwn by the Other 

appears as a most significant action on the part of the 

being •. 
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The forceful r~moval of men from Kanthapura and 

then their bein-g taken to the Estate, in brief,_ signifies 

the fact that the Other needs the being. Without the 

coolies they would not have been abl.e to fulf·ill their 

wishes and thus attain material gains" This forcible tak

i~g away of the coolies from Kanthapura also strengthens 

the belie£ that the other, i.e ... Red-man can not exist 

without the. support of the being i.e. the coolies. 

IV ._2 .a.v. Towards Self-realization .... Struggle for 

Fulfillment of One•s needs 

Thus we can see that Raja Rao has successfully 

ttied to portray the predicament of the coolies inside 

the Estate. From a state of complete acceptance of con

ditions they had been placed in, we see a gradual change 

occuring as the coolies, afte.r having been. sub-consciously 

motivated by Gandhian ideology, begin acting as indivi

duals by insisting that their wages should be paid and 

they be allowed to remain free. 

What saves them from oppression, both physical 

and psychological# inside the Estate, is their own deci

sion to escape from the place. The coolies hav-e no choice 

but to defend themselves against those who have trapped 

them inside the cage i.e. £he •Estate•. 

Their struggle against colonial rule forms the 

basis of the novel~ Though the movement led by Moorthy 
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h;s no immediate positive recourse in sight, the impetus 

behind the struggle proves to be a source of optimism. 

IV.3.a. ~orthy: The Self~explored 

IV.3.a.i. Influenc~ of the Vision of Gandhi 

This theme clearly deals with the rapid influence 

of Gandhi on Moorthy, the young protagonist. Gandhi, as 

a political signifier, has been capable of influencing 

the Indian masses by delicately handling their conscious 

selves. Moorthy was one such individual of Kanthapura who 

had come to the city for higher education. He left his 

studies :_.incomplete and joined the struggle for freedan 

along with Gandhi. Gandhi stands not only for struggle 

but. also for, change and it is the potential weapon of 

Ahimsa which enables him to hold sway over the people. 

Moorthy once had a vision of Gandhi in his dreams, which 

invoked him to join the sti:uggle: 

"For, as everybody knew, one day 
he had seen ~ vision, a vision of 
the Mahatma, mighty and God.,..beaming, 
and stealing between the volunteers. 
Moorthy had got onto the platform, 
and he stood by the Mahatma, and the 
very skin of the Mahatma seemed to 
send out a mellowed force and love, 
and he stood by one of the fanners and 
whispered, ·"Brother, the next is me". 
And the fanner· fanned on and the 
Mahatma spoke on, and Moorthy looked 
from the audience to the Mahatma and 
from the Mahatma to the audience, and 
he said to himself, "There is in it 



something of the silent communion 
of the ancient books", and he tur
ned· again to the fanner and said, 
"Brother, only when you are tired?" 
and the fanner said "Take it, 
brother .. , and Moorthy stood by the 
Mahatma and the fan went once this 
side and once that, and beneath the 
fan came a voice deep and stirring · 
that went out to the hearts of 
those men and women and came stream
ing back'through the thrumming air, 
and went through the fan and the 
hair and the· nails of Moorthy into 
the very limbs, and Moorthy shivered., 
and then there came floo'ding up in 
rings and ripples, "~andhi Mahatma 

· ki Jai"! "Jai Mahatmau! "and as it 
broke against Moorthy, . the fan went 
faster and faster over the head of 
the Mahatma, and perspiration flowed 
down the forehead of Moorthy. 'l'hen 
came a dulled silence of his blood 
and he said to himself, .. Let me lis
ten .. 1 and he listenecl, and in listen
. ing hear~' ·"There is but one force in 
life and that is truth, and there is 
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. but one love in life and that is the 
ld!ve of mankind, and there is but one 
God in li.fe and that is the God of 
all ••• " (pp. 3~-33). 

The above ensemble reveals that the visionary 

contact. with Gandhi has not only brought Moorthy closer 

to the Mahatma but has also made him choose a particular 

destiny. The power that the 'vision • filled him with 

invokes him tQ take a decision, Mahatma Gandhi's vision 

as a powerful signifer not only guides his later actions 

but also invokes him to .decide for himself what he wants 

in life. The pro~agonist, after having realized that he 
. I 

has been thrown into a world where liberty and indivi-

duality are curbed by alien forces and man harassed by 
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strong colQnial f-orces, elects to respond to his environ

ment by ac:t_ing upon it. His decision to aet and the cho-
, ~ ' 

ices he makes are to some extent influenced by Gandhi'! 

IV.3.a.ii. Growirlg Cbnseiousness and the 

Persisting Dilemma 

His ~hrowing his foreign clothes and his foreign 

books into the bon-fire and walking rut as a Ga.ndhi''s 

man all are the actions expressing his dis-gust.with the 

present set of eircomstanees. Ftom indifference he awakens 

to. a state of rejection. •aon-fire • suggests complete 

destruction of all that is evil and harmful to existence. 

This single step of M:>orthy makes way for several other 

aet.ions. Earlier he had once seen a linga and said, 

"Why not unearth it and wash tt and consecrate it?" 

{p~ 7 .) • 

'Linga • signifies the p.resence of absolute power 

and is a symbol of Siva. A pervasive religio-cultural 

syntbol throughout all phases of Hindu life, it stands for 

.c.ontinuity of life. •unearth •, •;wash e and 'consecrate • 

reveal the desire of the protagonist to revive and bring 

back to life that which has been left hidden from the 

ordinary eye. 

Moorthy, the protagonist, becomes the centre of 

the noVel not simply bec:ause it is principally concerned 
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with him but also because it • s his wish to provoke change 

in the world in which he exists. Moorthy's trying to 

revive the old Hindu traditions through Harikathas and 

celebrating festivals is a cultural code which helps in 

uni~it:tg. th~ people of the village. His refusal to get 

marr'ied to Venkamna • s second daughter not only infuriates 

her but also makes her antagonistic towards him. venka

mma holds Moo~thy responsible for breeding trouble in 

Kanthapura. Moorthy asks people to spin and thus be 

self-reliant • 1 Spinning* is not an indifferent act but 

there are certain motives behind the act. He tells the 

village women .of the ways in which the foreigners have . 

been exploiting the Indians. He ~ks _them to be indepen

dent and self-sufficient •. •spinning• as a eode of action 

would not only make the people self-r.eliant but would 

als<:> do .away with despotism and th~ergrowing colonialism· 

under which the masses are being trapped. 

Moorthy voices G~dhi 1 s opinions and whatever 

Gandhi ·does or says is saC!red to him& 

.. The Mahatma,· sister ? Why, every 
morning he spins for two hours 
immediately. after his prayers. He 
says spinning is as purifying as 
praying" (p. 18). 

Moorthy 1 s refusal to marry is a polysemic code. 

'When Narsamna said, "You are a grown-up boy, Moorthy, 

and if you don "t marry now, you will take to evil ways .. 
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(p. 34). Moorthy's refusal is a sign. Behind th&t sign 

is the significant act which prooucies the sign •.. Moorthy's 

statement is also a promise. "No, mother. I swear upon 

my holy thread 'I shall keep pure and noble and will bring 

no evil to my ancestors" (p. 34). 

'Holy thread• as a religious code ·signifies the 

superior status of a Brahmin in Hindu society. Moorthy's 

wearing· a 'holy thread' and swearing upon it are both 

codes ·of actions whereby M·oorthy seeks to protect himself 

from the consequences of his' own acts. Later on, as he 

·entered the Pariah Rachanna • s house 'his hands steal 

mechaniCally to the holy thread, and holding it, he feels 

he would like to say, ,.Hari om, Hari om• (p._ 71) • 

'Hands steal mechanically', .'holding it' are all 

signs of the ~tron<J 'bond which he and the holy thread have 

with each other. 'Holy Thread • not only stands for purity 

but also one sees him immobilized as he enters tb! Pariah 

house •. Moorthy wants to bring in 'a :change in society. 

He appreciates the importance of changing social condi-· 

tiona; he believes in the need to be involved in action 

which will· bring reform and freedom. Yet one sees the 

protagon.ist in a dilemma as he is being put into the most 

conflicting situations. His entering the Pariah-house 

f.or the first time is one such sit.uation: 



*'Moorthy.thinkS this is something 
new, and with one foot to the baok 
and one foot to the fore, he stands 
trembling -and undecided, ·and then 
suddenly hurries up the steps and 
·crosses the threshold and squats 
on the earthen floor'' {p. 7 t) • 
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The protagonist ·•thinks', • stands trembling •, 

•undecided', *hurries', 'crosses• and 'squats' ·- all 

these ·codes of actions reveal his inner state of mind, 

his c-onfusion and indecisiveness. Rachanna's wife 

offers him 'milk' and it is this offer from a Pariah 

which creates fear in the Brahmin's heart. 'Moorthy~ 

with many a trembling prayer, touches the tumbler and 

brings it to his lips, and taking one sip, lays it 

aside' (pp. 71-72). 

'Trembling •., •touches •, 'brings •, •taking ', all 

these significant codes of action reveal the existential 

predicament of the being. He still feels committed to 

the Brahminical fold and therefore drinking what has 
. 

been offered to him by a Pariah is unthinkable. Yet we 

see that where he wishes not to function, he cannot 

escape. His action of acceptance activates not only his 

consciousness but also his thinking. His old 'samskaras•, 

though put to critical question, have not been totally 

dispelled with. He is after all M.ootthy, and his being 

brought up as a Brahmin is a fact which cannot be totally 

dismissed. 
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. His inability to influence the· Pariah women to 

spin makes him roore restless and sad. Later on~ his going 

to the backyard o.f Rangamma 's hous.e and taking a bath and 

. purifying himself with Ganges water signify his ·inability 

to give up his religious fears. · In his refusal to change 

the 'Holy Thread*, nNow that I inust go there every day, 

·r cannot change my holy thread eve.ryday; can rt" (p. 73} 

One sees that Moorthy still knows fear and it is against 

this fear that he now tries to exert his consciousness. 

He knows that to be something, he will have to do some

thing and this something is his decision· to go to the 

homes of Pariahs every day. · 

IV.3.a.iii. MOortp.y: The Individual Estranged 

~n his attempts to be himself we have seen that 

Moorthy has already been alienated fr.om his mother, and 

the Brahmin Bhatta along with ·the swami has excommunica

ted him. Moorthy had reft:rsed to marry and this has 

created fear in his mother's mind. His constant mixing 

with the Pariahs disturbs her. Her greatest fear is that 

of excanmunication. The fear of his being excommunicated 

iS in Sartreiin terms her 'anguish in the face of the 
,:2 

future • Moorthy •s mother seems to have a synthetic 

app't'ehensio.n of the situation, therefore she forbids him 

to mix with the Pariahs. But Moorthy as a being has 
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al~eaay sf;;a~ted dOubting and 'thinking~ Therefore he acts 

according to 'his wishes. He consciously makes a eholce -

by ~ef'tlsing 1;o adhere to his mother's requests, as a 

~;esult of which communication bet.ween _mother an'd son 

is snapped~ This breaking up of relationship between the 

two $lgnifies the gra:Vity of the situation. · Each beli~· 

eves- What he or she did was tight; Both are consciou-s 

in thei~· own ways. The choice of Moort.hy 1s mother is 

identia;al with the self-consciousness which she has~ ~o 

her, being a Brahmin and living like one i:s a primary 

need whereas Mo·o~hy feels that by mixing with the Pariahs 

one need not lose his identity as a s:rahmin. Thus per

petu:?lly threatened by the nihilatlon of her son • s ex is-
.... 

tence as a Brahmin she severs all conmunication with him. 

The news of Moox-thy •s •excommunication •· brings a complete 

separation between the two. His mother's death again 

signifies heli cho.ice. In her choosing death she seeks 

freedom"' There seem$ to be no reason to live with other.s., 

since the Other can do nothing to help her, 

~hus we see ~oorthy, who has abandoned almost 

eve~y idea which he regarded worth abandoning, himself 

be!ng ab~ndoned by.those aroundc,him. He has been seques

tered by the others like his ~n mother, Bhatta and the 

orthodox Brahmins. Severance of his relationship \>lith 

others is because of his mixing with the ccmpany he wants. 
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t4oorthy consciously trie's to give up age old values of 

the society· which had been proving a hindrance to fr.eedom. 

He holds himself responsible for the violence which broke 

. out inside th·e Estate. He cannot cease being. an indivi

dual; he justifies his entering the Estate and says to 

Bade Khan: 

. . 

o8eoolies are men; police sahib. 
And according to the laws of your 
own Government and that of Mr .. 
Skeffington no man can own another. 
l have every right to go in. They 
have every right to speak to me" .. 
"You will .not cross this gate•. 
·n1 shalP' '1 (p.. 58). 

M.oortl1y's forcing himself inside the Estate demon

strates in a memorable way that he has a strong will to 

act. He acts when it is necessary for him to do so. 

His refusal to be cowed down by the policeman shows his 

inner strength •. As we go 'bout judging him methodically, 

we discover that this strength which he has, bas been 

inculcated in him by Gandhi. 'Gandhi • to Moorthy has 

becomeone chief force without whose assistance no stru

ggle can go ahead. 

IV. 3 .• a.iv. Mooethy: Growing Influence of Ratna 

His fasting for the violence which occured inside 

the Estate is his conscious attempt to fedeem himself. 

• Fasting • as a tool appears to Moorthy as one socio-re

ligious code which not only purifies the heart but also 
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the soul. Three days of fasting had left him free as a 

bird. Though Raja Rao has not developed the relationship 

between Ratna and Moorthy. yet as we read the pages of 

the novel the tru~h emerges that both Ratna and Moorthy 

are deeply attached to one another~ 

Earlier he had gone looking for Ratna as be came 

to the village 'with a bundle of Khadi on his back and a 

handle of books in his arms• (p. 39)-. 

'May be Ratna would be at the well, he thought' 

(p. 40). His search for her signifies his need to commu-

nicate and thus be close to her. But la.ter on, as a 

result of fasting we .find a change in his attitude to 

her: 

'''!hat was why, when Ratna carre to see him1 
he felt there was something different in 
his feelings toward her. Her smile did 
not seem to touch his geart with delicate 
satisfaction as it did~ before. She seemed 
something so feminine and soft and distant, 
and the idea that he could ever think of 
her other than as 3 sister shoe ked him and 
sent a shiver down his spine 11 (p. 64). 

•something different' signifies that what he is 

feeling for Ratna at present was not what be felt before. 

He had looked upon her as .a man looks upon a woman.. That 

she was not just a .friend to him but he had desired her 

presence, is evident from his earlier attitude to hef. 

Her smile had once filled him with •del.icate satisfact-

~ 
ti '•( ~:"\ . ·. 
" • .! ~'? j t 

)_ ,,..,· . ) .. . 
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ion'. He had considered her as someone other than a 

sister. Ratna had reciprocated his feelings for ·:she 

considered him as her master and accepted his decision. 

This too .is visible in her actions while she promises to 

do whatever he wants. He discovers the other to be 

•feminine', ·•soft • and 'distant •. In his confrontation 

with the Other, he rej eats the Other and thus trje s to be 

for itself. The idea that he could think of her:@~ any

one but a sister shocks him. In his admission that he 

thought of her as someone other than a sister he almits 

his weakness for her. It is quite evident that Moorthy 

was attracted to Ratna. He rejects her as a woman and 

accepts ·her as a 'sister • thus trying to fight against 

the forces which wOU:ld impede h:!m frQn becoming a true 

Gandhi man. What he is afraid of .is his becaning an 

Object, and therefore he alienates himself from her. The 

truth has dawned upon him that .the fusion between him

self and the other will not be possible. Therefcx e he 

slO"tily sol'ves the difficulty by asking her to pray: 

"Pray with me that the sins of others may be puri

fied with our prayers•• (p. 64).. In sartrean terms one 

can say .that unable to comprehend the mystery of the 

Other, for he finds her distant, he tums her int:o a 

'sister'! 
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"The objeetivation of the Other, ••• 
is a defense on·the part·of my being 
which, precisely by conferring on the 
Othe.r a being for~e~ frees me from 
my being-£or the Other "· 3 

!n asking her t~ pray with him,, he also as~s her 

implicitly to pray for him so that sins of others may be 

purified.· Through prayer and fasting, the two socio

religious codes, 'Moorthy tries to equip himself against 

all the threats from the others. 

Wl:1at he experiences is •s.hock' When Moorthy dis

covers that Ratna exercises a kind of superiority over 

him. He feels a need to estrange himself from her, yet, 

in some ways, feels close to her. By asking her to 'pray' 

he is in one way trying to exert his power over her: 

"She could hardly grasp his idea. She was but fifteen. 

Praying seemed merely to fall flat before the Gods in 

worship a (p. 66) .• 

Ratna's inability to 'grasp his idea•, in totality 

reflects her innocence. In brief, by agreed.ng · to his 

wishes, she tries to identify herself with MOorthy. In 

order to satisfy the !leeds of their own subjectivity both 

Moot:thy and Ratna want to possess each other but in 

different ways. 

Raja Rao pas not developed the relationship bet-

ween the two any further. we see Ratna emerging as a 



powerful influence with the absence of Mo.orthy: from 

Kan~hapura-:. 

IV~_3•.a'!:V!. The Journey Ahead 

Moorthy's forming a Congress Commi·ttee in Kantba""'. 

pura is an act showing the people. that only Congress ca11 

br:f:ng back th~i:r: freedom to them~. 

''One cannot become a member of the congress{) if 

one will not promi·se to practice ahimsa,, and to speak 

truth and to.spin at least two thousand yards of yarn 

per year ·it . (p.~ 70 ).. Here 'promise"., ·'practice •_~ • speak·', 

and ~spi-n •- are significantly signifying the presence of 

'ahimsa • ;;, 't-ruth • and 'yarn 1- as 0J political signifiers, 

•Trut;h 1
:;_ 'Ahimsa' and 'Khadi '·are the tools in tl'e hands 

of the protagonist through which he hopes to overcome 

the Other~_ 

Range ·Gowda • s statement shows his disapprovaL; 

**Learned master, at this rate I should have 
to go and bow down to every Pariah and but~ 
cher and; ins.tead o£ giving them a 1'\ice 
licking with my lantana switch, I should 
offer flowers and ccx::onuts and betel leaves 
in respect and say, 'Pray plough this field 
this wise, maharaja ~ Pray plough this 
field that wise maharaja.~ ••• No learned 
master, that is not just• (p,. 70) ~ 

He believes that mere submission would not solve 

the problem~ Range Gowda knows that submission gives 

birth to frustration,s. He therefofe refuses to accept 
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Moorthy• s logic. But later on .. one sees him accepting 

the superiority of the other i.e. Moorthy. He knows that 

common.aetion alone can produce satisfaction and allow 

for cooperation in act ion: 

·''If you want me to be a· slave, I 
shall be your slave. All I know 
is that what you told me about the 
Mahatma is very fine, and the Mah
a1:ma is a holy man, and i.f the 
Mahatma says what you say, let the 
Mahatma • s word be the word of God u 

' (p. 70) ~ 

Moorthy knows that. unless he seeks the help of 

the other people he will not be able to achieve success 

~nd therefore he approaches Range Gowda. Joint action 

can lead to frui:tion and witho\lt the cooperation of 

othe.rs all roads to freedom seem blocked. As a result 

Moorthy .forms a Congress group in Kanthapura. Range 

Gowda's submission to him and his willingness to do what 

M.oorthy asks for suggests that Moorthy has been accepted 

as a leader by him. 'Gandhi • has not only entered his 

consciousn~ss, bu~ has also beccme a part of him. 'Gandhi' 

ther.efore becomes a symbol for Moorthy with which he 

tries to exert his influence over the people. His per

ception of life has changed and one sees Moorthy replac

ing Gandhi by becoming him. People say 'He is our 

Gandhi' (p. 74) • Moorthy becomes an ideal for them. In 

so doing not only does he lose his ownself but cons

ciously imitates Gandhi. 
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IV.3.a.vi. One With Truth 

After his arrest which takes place in Rangamma 's 

house, Moorthy is sent to Karwar. His refusal to accept 

the assistance o£ an advocate is an indication of the 

fact that he wants to merge his .identity with that of an 

ordinary man and be what Gandhi had wanted his followers 

to be. 

When Rangamma says to him: MJudges are not for 

truth, but for law, and the English are not for the 

brown skin but for the white, and the Government is not 

with the people but with the police" (p. 86). one notices 

a fundamental ecart between the two signs of identity 

'brown • and 'white •. 'Brown' signifies the Indian whom 

the 'white •, i.e. the English regard as inferior to them

selves. It also signifies the distance - psychological 

and physiological one which has been responsible for 

this ~cart between the two. It also brings out the ten~ 

dency of the English to oppress the Indians and thus 

assert their being. Moorthy's refusal to have an advo

cate is also an aesthetic code through which he tries to 

overcome the other: "But if truth needs a defence, 

God himself wbuld need one, for as the Mahatma says, 

truth is GOd, and I want no soul to come between me and 

truthu (p. 86) • 
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. Moort;hy, as one can see in his fight against the 

Other, makes his cho.ice dependent on Gandhi. By doing 

what Gandhi prefers not only does he succumb to another 

powerful force but also reveals his desire to be in sole 

communion with God. 'Truth' as a political signifier is 

one such force which can lead him to God and be admits 

it frankly ' ••• I want no soul to come between me and 

truth ·• (p.. 86) • Using 'truth" as his weapon, Moorthy 

wants to direct the Other so that ultimately the Other 

would .respond to his needs. How deeply is he influnnced 

by Gandhi can be seen from the similarity between his and 

Gandhi's ideas. As Gandhi once said-

"When you want to find .truth as 
God# the only inevitable means is 
love, that is non-violence. And, 
since I .be.lieve that ultimately 
means and ends are convertible 
terms, I should not hesitate to 
·say that God is love~4() 

Moorthy in his attempt to be a true satyagrahi refuses 

the help of advocates and is later given a rigorous 

imprisonment of th;-ee months •. His • imprisonment'' sig

nifies the impending war. It also indicates that the 

path of escape for, the protagonist is a narrow one. 

Moorthy's physical absence from the village has 

in .no way _diminished his psychological presence. He has 

embedded himself in the consciousness o.£ the people _:-·,\ 
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of Kanthapura •.. "Our Moorthy is like gold - the .more 

you heat· it. tp.e purer it coraes. from the crucible .. · (p .• 93). 

The use of the term 'gold' exemplifies a parti

cularly· well structured and coherent code. Moorthy • s 

being compared to 'gold t signifies his purity and mal

leability.. Like 'gold' alene has he retained his purity 

·even after mixing with the Pariahs. The news of his 

release from the prison creates a happy atmosphete in 

Kanthapura. Venkamma connives with the pri·est Rangappa 

and fixes . the date for her daughter • s wedding on the same 

day:· uwell, choose between a Brahminic feast and a feast 

for a polluted pigu (p. 114). 

To Venkal11tla, Moo"rthy.signifies nothing but p.OJ.lu

tion and dirt.. For her Moorthy is the Other which cannot 

be dismissed or avoided. Her daughter's marriage is the 

test through which she wishes to fi.nd out whether people 

would come for h~r daughter•s wedding or go to receive 

Moorthy. She deliberately ehooses the same date in order 

to 'tlumiliate the Other. 

Moorthy comes having· undergone a major transfor

matlon in the prison.· He has 'realized the futility of 

~an's struggl~.against the British who are well 

equipped: 



. "A cook does not make a morning, 
nor a single man a revolution, 
but we'll build a thousand-pill
ared temple, a temple more firm 
than any that hath yet been buil
ded., and eaoh one of you be ye 
pillars in it, and when the temple 
is built, stone by stone, and. man.· 
by man, · and the bell hung to the 
roof and the eagle-tower shaped 
and planted, we shall invoke the 
Mother to reside with us in dream 
and in life" (p. '118}. 
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Moorthy bas discovered that without any collective 

action of some kind freedom will not be achieved by them. 

He tells the people about the pilgrimage of the Mahatma 

to the Dandi Beach to, :manufacture salt. The people coll

ectively pa·rt.icipate in prayers. Seenu rings the 'gong• 

for the bhajan ~ The villagers listen to Moorthy. iHold

ing of bhajan' is a ritual whose main motive is to .canmune. 

It demonstrates the solidarity of the individual's rela

tive to national and religious obligations contracted by 

them. Thus we see that holding of 'bhajans' IP the ringing 

of •gang•, dipping in the 'river i and the eatirig of 
. . 

'paysam and chittranna • for the mid-day meal are highly 

conventionalized si,~s which establish a link between the 

villager.s and Gandhi. It signifies the hope, the wish 

and the desires of the .people,. 

' Moorthy had neve.t taken a decision to mardh on 

his own. After having led people to heights of fr~nzy, 

he leaves them there waiting for the orders to come from 
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. 
the Karwar Congress Committee: • ••• but I am a small man 

in the Congress# and I wait for the orders •, • •. says he 

(p. 121.) • 

The code •small' signifies the inability of the 

being to lead the. others. He has dis coveted the small

ness of his being. He capnot by himself create circum

stances which will.carry the struggle movement forward 

but waits for the 1 orders 1 
• 

People refer to the 'Mahatma• as a 'Big mountain' 

which not only gUides but aiso protects the ones under 

him. They call Moorthy 'The Snall M:luntain •. Here agair 

the use of the significant political .signifier.:._> 'The 

small Mountain' in contrast with a 'small man • reveals 

the predicament of Moorthy. Moorthy had all this time 

been aware of his limitations and the smal'l.neas of his 

existence. The hopes which others have pinned on him 

and their calling him •the Small MOuntain' signifies the . ' 

t7;ust wp.ich people of Kanthapura have in him. N'ext only 

to Gandhi,. Moorthy to them appears as a symbol of stre

ngth and solidity. 

aP / 
He leads the "Don •t touch the government campaign\ 

in Kanthapura and propagates the famous Gandhian doctrinE 

of 'r:evolut ion through ehange of heart •. 

" ••• the purer we are the greater will be our 

victory, for the victory· we seek is the victory cf the 

r-c~ 
\_ ... ~J 
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heattu_. (p·. 125). Moorthy's words seem to be similar 

to Gandhi •s thoughts: 

nAnd remember always, the path 
we f,,llow is the path of the · 
spirlt, an,d with truth and non
violence and love shall we add 
to the harmony of the world .. 
(p.. 126) ~ 

Gandhi's originality lies in his effort to extend 

the seope of suffering to mass political action. Moorthy 

too in his speeCh and actions seems to be echoing Gandhi. 
' ; 

Gandhi had said;1lhe conviction has been growing upon me, 

that things of .fundamental importance to the people are 

not secured- by rec.\son. alone but have to be purchased 

with their suffering ••• suffering is infinitely more 

powerful than the law of the jungle for converting the 

opponent and o~ning his ears which are otherwise shut 

to the voice of reas~. The appeal of reason is more to 

the head, but the penetration of the heart comes from 

sufferln.g. It opens up the inner understanding 1n man. 

~ffering - not the sword is the badge of the human 

race". 5 

Through Gandhian though~s Moorthy is capable of 

motivating people to act., Picketing at Boranna 's toddy 

grove and the collective march to the Estate are sig

nificant acts of protest. 



Conflict Unre~olved and 'the 

struggling .souls 
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As trJe delve deeply into the character of Moorthy, 

we disc·over him as a ~omple1c being. One sees that peo

ple have_ put ail their trust in him but Moorthy, after 

having discovered his .inability to do anything alone 

against the tyrannical O~her, follows the path of Gandhi. 

He kn<?WS that he cannot let people live in a world of 

illusions. Therefore, when Betel Lakshamma asks him to 

come and .save them from Raghavayya, ''the one who takes 

bribes and beats his wife and sends .his .servants to 

beat us•• (p. 134~,. Moorthy does not know What to answer 

and he says, .. We are a~inst all tyrants11 (p. lJ-4). He 

evades net reqUest by a simple ~·we shall see ... and when 

she says "we ask you to-come" (p. 134), Moorthy's answer 
11 I shall write to .the Congress and if they say yes, ! 

shall come .. {p;, 134) shows his uncertainty. 

His inability to give a confident positive answer 

is an indication of the fact that the protagonist is him

self left without an answer to such questions. After 

having been exposed to such fundamental questions ·as 'how 

is one an outcaste?' (p.8~) the protagonist finds himself 

lef:t . with no answer to the .. ~e questions. It is obvious 

that in his efforts he has had some success, yet he has 

made no real gains. What he is left with after all this 

contemplation is a series of questions with no answers. 
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Moorthy's growth repre.sents his growing sense of estra

ngement which even Gandhi has not been able to dissolve~ 

The proletariat at the end of the novel realizes 

that mere .protests against the bourgeoise world of the 

Ot:hez: cannot lead to freedom and even if it does, the. 

ft:eE!dom attained would not be a freedom as long as there 

was a big ~t:art between the rich and the poor. 

As the action progresses in the novel Moorthy 

recedes into th~ackground. The entire village suffers 

as a result of this s~uggle. Moorthy is blamed for the 

destruction o.f 'the village. 'rhe reacti.ons o~ the people 

of Kanthapura vary. People like Satamma and venkamna 

fee~!) it to be a futile act fighting against the other 

who has more power to defeat them. They blame Moorthy for 

·bringing trouble for they know that defeat would mean 

annihilation. . Satamma hacl.. already begun . feeling insecure 

and plans to go sway to the town. She feels that "it was 

all this Moorthy, this Moorthy who had brought all this· 

misery upon us" (p. 158). 

Her trying to escape in the midst of the struggle 

turns her against Moorthy as well as Gandhi. Terror for

ces her to take such a decision. But .. then t4hen ·we see 

her joining the other women and seeking escape we dis

cover that it is fear which motivates her to act as .she 

does. She knows that for her escape would be impossible 
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and therefore she is forced to cooperate with tJte women: 

•she knew there were barricades and policemen at every 

footpath and cattle path • {p., 158) •. -Her blaming. Moorthy 

for the trouble signifies her fear of the struggle and 

its afte.rmath. 

The struggle against the Other results in a com

plete destruction- o.f the village. -people had to flee 

from the place an.d settle in other areas. Kanthapura no 

more remains their own village after: the Gandhian move
ment. Forced to leave the place, they seek refuge -else• 

where.. Many men and women are imprisoned and some settle 

in Kashipura and other neighbouring areas. Life is no 

more the same for them.. Everything has altered consi-

derably. A.fter a year and two months since all the 

trouble began much remains to be achieved. women who had 

settled in Kashipura have not given up their old ways. 

Reading of Upanishads and other texts is being done by 

Temple Vishwanatha •.s son eaeh afternoon. •Rangamna is 

to be released soon' {p. lBO) • Ratna was released after 

a year .from the prison and she came to visit the people 

in Kashipura and then left for Bombay. Her leaving f.or 

Bombay s ignifie.s her strong desire to fight against the 

Other. Moorthy has been writing letters to her. :tt ••• Moo

rthy is no more with us" (p. 180) narrator Achakka 's 

statement reVeals her sense of loneliness. Her own son 
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seenu 's term in th~:::prison is extended,. Mahatma Gandhi •s 

signing the pact with the Viceroy is a compromise. The 

paet symbolizes the intention of the Other to reduce his 

opponents to inaction. Several prisoners are .freed once 

the pact is signed. Moorthy is one such prisoner. In 

his letter to ~tna, Moorthy voices his disgust at the 

way things have been proceeding. His anguish and despair 

lead him to think about the usefulness of Freedom. He 

has realized the ·futility of being simple and saintly. 

His ex.periences have made him discover the fact that the 

other is hard to move~ 

.. Since I am out of prison, I met 
this satyagrahi and that, and we -
discussed many a problem., and they 
all say the Mahatma is a noble · 
person, a saint, but the English 
will know how to cheat him, land he 
will let himself be eheated. Have 
faith in ·your eriemyit he says, have 
faith in him and convert him. But 
the world of men is hard to move, 
and once in motion .it is wrong to 
stop till the goal is reached._ 
(p. 180}. 

The simplicity and nobility of Gandhi would not 

be #owrful enough to drive the enemy away. l~oorthy has 

begun .contemplating the actions of his leasers. le knows 

that the enemy is not a weak force and cannot be won by 

simpl~ means. The protagoni.st feels that going reck to 

where· one came fran# before the goal is achieved, is not 

only a sign of defeat but also an act of cowardice. He 

refuses to accept defeat. The question that haunts him 
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has a deeper dimension. He nas realized that mere attain

ment of .freedom by driving the ·British away from the 

country will.·not bting an end to conflicts. Moorthy 

has begun to discover .the questions posed by freedom. 

In his lett,er· ·to Ratna he asks himself: 

-nAnd yet, what is ·the goal? Independence? 

swaraj? Is there not Swar:aj in our States, and is thel'e 

not misery and corruption and cruelty there?" (p. 18) • 

Moo:tthy's introspection leads him to a state of disgust 

and dissatisfaction. The self seems to be asking itself 

what exactly is the aim of all this struggle., , , ~e pro

tagonist has become aware of the social for.ces which in

fluence and shape man's life. It is his confrontation 

with the environtnent which is responsible for the vaci

llations· within him. ·He, after having discovered that 

misery and .corruption are also .present i.n states ruled 

by .Indians, realizes the ftit ility of his actions. Not 

only· .does .he begin analyzing his actions but be also 

tries to find out the root cause of all conflicts: 

"Oh no, Ratna, it is the way of 
the masters that is wrong. And I 
have come to realize bit by bit, 
and bit by bit, when I was in pri
son, that as long a.s there w.ill 
be iron gates and barbed wires 
round the Skeffington Coffee 
Estate, and city ¢ars that can 
roll up tne Bebbur mound, and 
gaslights and coolie cars, there 
will always be Pariahs and pov
erty" (pp. 180-191). .+' 



His stay in 'prison' proves to be a blessing in 

disguise for Moorthy has once again been made aware of 

his state of existence. He has realized that so long 

there is oppression in any form being practiced by the 

rulers there would be poverty and presence of the Pariahs .. 

Unlike ·the others who feel that the ~ ~izon would be 

beautiful to look at once freedom is achieved,. Moorthy 

has begun realizing tbat they are living in a false world. 

'Their moral optimism would soon be e~ded by the conti

nuous economic dispe).rity which exists among individuals, 

There is a subsequent alienation of. the Being from the · 

masters, i.e .• the Other. Moorthy feels that rulers would 

f~ustrate the freedom achieved. The proletariat seems 

to be maki.ng. protests against. the presence of the bour

geoise world whlch l}as b~en responsible for economic dis

pa-rity among the masses. 

'Iron gates• and 'barbed wires• as ~logical codes 

signify the desire of the one to rule the other. The 

~-c,ity cars•· and 'coolie cars • and presence of •gas lights • 

indicate the presence of • Pariahs • and poverty. 'Pariahs' 

signify the socio---cultural code. •Pariahs • are the supp

ressed and neglected members of society who have lived in 

sheer poverty as mere objeets. Moorthy, on having rea:

lized that eeonomic disparity is the main cause of all 

problems, thinks of ways to get away from it.. Moorthy 

begins focussing his attention on the barriers which 
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exist as a result of an ecart between the ruler and the 

ruled'. His attitude indicates that his aansc:iousness has 

given him a better understanding of the exi.sting problems. 

He craves for change in society. The protagonist has 

realized :that mere attainment of freedom by driving the 

British away would not satisfy human needs at all levels. 

The pt6t;agonist Mom:thy repudiates, authoritarianism of 
"l/ 

any kind. In economic terms one could classify it as 

capitalism; in political terms, fascism; in social terms 

class oppression.; and in human terms, exploitat.ion. He 

feels that driving the red-men away from India would only 

be a· temporary attempt to free· oneself from the tyrannies 

of the rulers. The demand for freedom is followed by a 

call for equality, for to be equa.l men have to be freed. 

fron{ a system imposing inequality on them. The struggle 

against poverty, exploitation, apathy, hopelessness, 

authoritarian attit-udes, alienation, dehumanillation 

would always (H:Jrltinue as long as the evils remained in 
... "' 

society~ Moorthy. regarded the treatment of the Pariahs 

by others {lS the gravest evil in society. Like Gandhi, he 

in his letter to R.atna gives a clarion call to rebel 
·' . . . 

against untouchability. 

IV'•3-ta.viii·. An Intricate Web: From Despair to Hope 

Despite having been (;disillusioned by the p~tesence 

of- • P<3riahs • and 'poverty' in the country, Moorthy tries 
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t;o assure himself that things w~ll change~ His last words 
. . . 

to Rai;na in his letter indicate 1;-hat the flame of hope 

has not ·been E!Xtin.guished in him, He feels that there is 

a way out and the struggle ha.S just begun~ r-1oorthy rea~ 

li2es the nec:essity of change and we can see him placing 

his faith in Jawaharlal Nehru; 

'ttRatna; things must change. 
Jawaharlal w:i.ll change it, 
You know Ja,waharlal is like a 
Bharatha to the :tJ!.ahatma, and 
he., too, is for non-violence 
and he, too, i.s a Satyagrahi 
but he .says ln swaraj there 
shall ·be neither the' rich nor 
the poor. And he calls him
self· an iequai-distributionist', 
and I am with him and his men. 
We shall speak of it when you 
are here." (p .. 181). 

Jar;taharlal's comparison to Bharatha is a symbol 

of duty and devotion. Like Bharatha WqS to Rama1 Jawahat

lal is' devoted to Gandhi. His being an 'equal d:is tribu

tionist • makes Moorthy his ardent follower. ~~e Pro

metheus# · Moorthy takes Nehru as his hero~ He has placed 

his trust ·in Nehru for he feels that .·)he has the courage 

to fight against oppression of any kind: 

"To defy power, which seems ·omnipotent; 

.T9 love; and bear.t to hope till Hope creates; 

F~om its own wreck the thing it contemplates.• 6 

Moorthy J the protagonist has discovered the main cause 

of estrangement. His discovery that the struggle bas 
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just .begun and will eontinue much further leads him to 

unknown patl1s,. The p>rotag~ni.st like the world seems to 

be .rnoving in circles and returns always to where it 

started.) to conflict • 

. Like Maot:thy ·the faith ·of others has also not 

been killed. Thei'r hopes are alive and they do have con

fidence, that Mahatma would bring them 'SWaraj'. Despite 

their be.ing uprooted from their homes" their estrange

ment from thei.r _kith and kin·j, their loss of property 

there is this wish in them to struggle and fight ~hic:h 

means the pre$ence of the hostile Other. Under the pre

senpe -·Of external threat, not only have they been dis

located from. their families but also their homes. Unlike 

MOorthy wh<;> has discovered. the presence of several. other 

~onflicts within the ma~n one, the simple people of Kan

tha.pura still dream~of the arrival of ''Rama.raj ya • once 

the OthE!r i.e. the ,Britisher are totally ousted from 

lnd~.a~ Beating .o,f narrator's "heart' as a 'drum' is a 

l!Jgi<:~l code. ,It signifies ,the presence of hope, a desire 

to st.ruggle and overpower the Other. It also reveals that 

the predicament of the pr,otagonist has not yet been 

resolved., Amidst fear and confusion and insecurity there 

sti.ll .burns bright the flame of hope. 
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CHAP'l'ER-V 

.JNTERTEXUALITY: A, PATTERN OF SIMILAR CONCI:i!RNS 

v.1 ·Introduction 

The novels of Raja Rao displC!lY the remarkable 

depth of the author ''s identification with the Indian 

ethos • His novels, Kanthapu ra, The serpent and the Rope, 

The cat and Shakespeare and Comrade Kirillov are a testi

mony to his awareness of the Indian culture and miliel.!• 

His familiarity with the Indian traditions and his inter

est in the metaphysical reality, enabled him to create · 

such powerful and extraordinarily unique sagas of Indian 

reality• Raja Rao focusses on the individuals who have 

been estranged from the society in which they live and 

persistently explore the possibilities of overcaning 

such an estrangement~ Raja Rao •s "voluntary exile sha

rpened his awareness of his native heritage ... 1 His stay 

in France made him more conscious of the diversities which 
·<' 
.~ 

existed between the two eultures. ;:'he confrontation of 

the East with the West, both at political and cultural 

levels and the sharp distinction between the Gandhian 

and Marxian ideology are dealt with extensively in the 

novels of Raja Rao. 'The .need to seek his roots in his 

native soil becomes so acute that one sees Raja Rao 

trying to revive the glorious Indian past thrmgh his 

characters. 
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v,.2 Es.tranged Being_ and. the Need for self-exJ2loratioz:t: 
Igveloenent of Thought in the. tlovels . of Rata Rao 

with Special Referenc:e to Kanthaoura, The Serrent 

and the Rope<(:)comrade Kirillov and The cat and 

.$ha ke~meare 

Kanths;pura was inspired by' the struggle which en

sued as a reault of the movement led by Gandhi. From the 

very begitming one sees there is an ecart which exists 

between the two worlds, i.e. the East and the West. In 

Kanthapur,? the main cause of st·ruggle is the sy.stematic 

oppression of the Indians by the British. In ~.he '9i!rpent 

and the Roee the protagonist desires to be himself, i.e. 

a need for self..:Oexploration is too 'intense in him. In 

CQnrade Kirilloi> the individual ·•p • uprooted fran his 

native land seeks stability elsewhere. He turns into a 

communist and oscillates between excessive love for India 

on the one hand and commitment to Marxian ideology on the 

other. In all these major figures there is a desire to 

realize themselves by reviving. the glor.ious Indian past. 

In ltanthapura. the struggle is triggered off by tl'e reading 

of the Vedantic texts and the singing of bhaj an$. The 

protagonist Moorthy has-created in the people a need for 

self-identity. 'I'he strong fotce of Indianness unites 

them and thus the fight against the colonial forces gains 

momentum. india to them signifies a powerful orbit in 

~which their existence revolves. Faced with the same kind 
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of confli~s, the same desires and a more or less similar 
'' ' 

anguish_; the masses join hands with each other to oust the 

oppressive other·i.e. the British. The signifyil1g' ensemb

les like: '.-• .,our country is being bled to death by fore

igners.. We have_ to protect our Mother' -. (p. 16 L sign.ify 

the need for self. preservation. _GandhiJi • s vision too 

said to Moorthy: ''You can help your country by going and 

working among the dumb millions of the villages .. (p. 34). 

'Dumb • as a connotative code signifies the state of mute 

existence -of the oppressed beings under the authoritative 

Other. Moorthy, growing a\J.Jare of the forces_ of oppre-

ssion -repudiates their repressive tendencies. He gropes 

·for a way out and under the influence of Gandhi he not 

only gives a ~larion call for action but also that of 

self-reliance. 'Gandhi • is his guru and only after he 

surrenders himself before the guru is he able to realize 

the gravity of his mission. The protagonist refuses to 

be an .Object and the Red-man's tyranny over the 'In-dian 

masses fi.lls hiJ[I with a. grCMing hatred. 

. ' 

The protagonist Ramaswamy in 1fue .serpent and the 

Rope is an individual who, though physically at a distance 

from India, is too close to it psychologically and not 

even the love o£ his wife Madeleine can retain him in 

France. A strong desire in him urges him to go back to 

his country. The given ensemble reveals his anguish at 
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being away from the country: • ••• For me India is Freedan" 2 

Rama was unable to Be-h~~elf and wants to return to his 

soil to realize himself. So strong is this wish to go 

away fr·om the ·alien world that he proposes to Madeline to 

go to Indiai whereas she feels that to her .. India is 
... · 3 

Paradise". The East is something unreal and unattain-

able and, therefox-e, she wishes to stay away from it. 

The East has an aura o£ · my.stery around it# therefore, the 

people from the west could not under.stand it completely. 

To them India remains incomprehensible and unapproachable: 

"India has no history, for Tl!uth 
cannot have history. If every 
b~ttle of France has been fought 
fOr humanity, then it would be 
honest ·to say no battle in· India 
was e\!'er fought for humanity's 
sake. Ot if fought, it was soon 
forgotten·. ·Krishna fought against 
Bhisma by giving Bhisma coutage. 
Mahatma Gandhi ~ught against the 
Muslims by fightin~ for them. He 
died a· Hindu martyr, for an· Indian 
cause. He died for Truth".4 

There is a gradual progression from Raja Rao•s 

earlier treatment of struggle in Kanthapura, the struggle 

'there was aqainst colonial forces and to some extent 

Moorthy t:c:ied to analyse the basic cause of repression. 

The final truth which haunted him was: 

tt ... 'as long as there will be iron 
9ates and barbed wires round the 
s:keffington~Coffee Estate, and 
the city cars that can roll up the 



Bebbur mound, and gasl:tghts 
and· coolie cars, there will 
always be Pariahs and povertyu 
(p. 181>. . 
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He. protests and says-: • ••• it is .the way of the 

masters tha~ is. wrong • '(pp~ 180-181) • The. protagot:tists in 

the novels of Raja Rao yearn to collectively eliminate the! 

forces. that threateno and undermine their existence. In

dia to them represents the truth. Moorthy in Kanthapura 

emphasiZed on the value of truth. Truth is that strong 

weapon ~n. the hands. of an Indian which alone can bring 

change! 'Between truth and me none shall come' (p. 86). 

•.'rhe whole -ef the Gange~ic plain 
i$ one song of saintly sorrow, as 
though Truth began Where sorrow was 
aecept~d, and !ndia began :Where Ttutb 
was acknowledged. Sp sorro~ is our 
.ri~r, sorrow our earth, but.the 
green of our trees and the whitE;! of 
our mountains are .the affirrnat.ion 
t ~t Truth is possiblet . that when 

. the cycle of birth and death is· over, 
we can proclaim ourselves the Truth. 
Truth 1$ the Himalaya, and Ganges 
humanity. That is why we throw the 
ashes of the dead to her. She deli
ve'ts them to the sea, and the sun 
neats the waters so that, beccming 
·clouds, they return to the Himalaya. 
The cycle of death and birth goes 
on eternally like the sn6ws and the 
rivers. That. explains why holy 
Badrinath, is· in the Himalayai J:t 
pro cla ima. the Truth "-· 5 

Raja Rao believes in truth· being God and according 

to Rama, who voices Rao's opinions, this truth resides in 
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India. India to him symbolizes· an abode of knowledge and 

nothing exists beyond this truth. 

. . 

The quest for mowing himself is too deepeeated in 

MOorthy and Ramaswamy. In Comrade Kirillw we come acr

oss an individual Padmanabhan Iyer who beeomes a canmu

nist after being appalled at the. state of existence of 

men in Indian soe:te ty. The presence of Pariahs and the 

inhuman treatment meted out to them pricks his conscious

ness • Like Moorthy who was made to think • ••• How is one 

an outea$te'")?"{p. 80), •p• too thinks of the evils present 

in society and turns towards Marxism for a solution. The 

novel aims to show the protagonist in sheer . confusion: 

·•a communist can be very sincere but his ·sincerity is 

i 1·. 6 
confused~ There s inte lectual confusion •, states Raja 

Rao.. P is caught between two opposing forces, on the one 

hand he believes that a revolution like the one in SOviet 

Union alone could solve the problems of Indians; on the 

other he feels 'proud of Indiats cultural heritage, for it 

has much to offer. 

There is a desire in him to revive the Indian 

classics~ comparing the fieh East with the shallow West, 

he says: 

"Unlike Europe, it is not sincerity 
that goes a - begging in lndia - we 
are not yet that corrupt. But we 
shall soon reach the requisite stan
dards. We are human like all. But 



one thing I telt sorJ:y. for when 
, I was in lndia .~ the neglect of 
our classics. I forgot my poli-
tics for a time and jumped into 
the classics. !t was such a joy 
to go back to uttar ramma. Chari tea, 
and tO Ka1idasa".7 . · · 

tUril_lo~. too, lik~ Moorthy and Rama, is very fond 

of India • ••• his Indianhood would break through every 

commul)ist chain• •8 . His being a communist did not in any 

way loosen his bonds with the Indian cuJ.ture.. There is a 

desire in him to see India free. Like Moorthy he pines 

for its freedoqt, but un~ike. him, 11e regards Marxism as 

the greatest possible weapon on ea.rth: 

.. Death makes of intelligence a 
willing martyrt'to truth.(!S!rillov 
will die - but In:dia shall be free. 
K:l.rillov will kill himself - but · 
the new c.ommunist state will rise!9 

FUture for him shall be bright only if one follows Commu

nism and not Gandhism. He does not see eye to eye with 

Gandhian ideo];ogy yet he extends blind support to him and 

is unable to hear a word uttered by the other against 

Gandhi% 

" • •• Kiriliov i..ras an l.ndian, and 
he·had peculiar· reactions which no 
dialec:ticccould clarify. He could 
almost speak of India S}s~.though he 
were tC;\lkin'g of a venerable . old 
lady in a, fai:ry ·tale who .had noth
ing but. goodness in her l).eart, .. and 
who was made of morning dew and 



mountain honey. He could not 
bear a :word said against "Mahatma 
Gandhi •••• "TO 
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This· implies·: his. subconscious 1ove for Gandhi. 

Gandhi to him remained an epitome of goodness and love. 

There remains an affinity between J<!rillov arid Gandhi. 

He calls him ,..;. · 

h .• .. ~riend and f.ool of the poor, 
the sadhu reactionary who still 
believed in caste and creed and 
such eategories# and whos·e birth 
in this world hacl set h.istory 
many centuries backwards !"11 . 

"' <?andhi to him represents back\<;ardness and old 

ideas: "f1ahatma Gandhi shouia have been born in the Middle 

Ages, anq he should not have bothered us with his theo

logy in this rational age of oursn •12 The protagonist 

Padmanabhan Iyer, later known as 'P • .is torn be,tween 

. several confliets. Raja Rao • s three protagonists are 

Brahmins, Moo;tt.hy, Rama and P, who consciousl.y try to 

pridge the ~.art· which e_ldsted between them and the . . 

others, yet are unable to give up their age-old beliefs. 

They are making vigorous attempts to realize their being 

and in this process undergo gradual transformation. To 

Ramaswatny tBrahmin i~ he who knaws Brahman' •13 

A. true Brahmin is one who seeks the ultimate truth 

and this can be attained only if he .negates the outer 
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reality and probes into the inner one. There continues a 

constant search' £or the realization of this truth. Com-

rade Kirillov, by becoming a eonmunist, resorts to a new 

programme of action and hopes for a better India. He 
. a 

chooses to be{follower of Marx, just as. Moorthy had cho-

sen Gandhism as hts form of action. His being a corrmunist 

implies that be is on the side of the proletariat: 

11 Marxism had given a strange 
ascetic incision to his Brah
IDinic .manners and h.is sweet
ness had that unction, the 
theological compassion, of a 
.catholic priest a .14 

But even the Marxian influence had not destroyed his faith 

in the concept of nondualism. During moments of &spair 

and crisis he would singt 

''Manobuddhi ahankara citt:.ani naham 
cidananda .. rupah Shivoham .... Shi voham •. 15 

Uttering of •·I am Siva, 'lam Siva' provided him with 

strength. 1 Shivoham •, 1 Shivoham •, as chanted by Moorthy, 

Ramaswamy and I<irillov, signifies the strong faith in th'e 

powers o.f the SUpreme. Brahmin through the strong force 

of nondualism, attains the highest state and in doing so 

realiczes his entire being and thus knows perfect bliss 

i.e. himself. As. we see Moorthy encouraging pe~ople to 

read Vedantic texts, Ramawwamy trying to explore 1he resi

dues of meaning of life through them and Kirillov too 
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showing interest; in them, we can feel Raj.a Rao himself 

tryj.ng -eo at~ain ''moksa •· through nondualistic approach._· 

The entire t'hrus~ of the chanting of mantras is the sup"!': 

r.eme significance of a ¥":itual action, through which the 

protagonist tries to assure himself of his existence on 

the earth~ · There is an underlying assumption that_ these 

individuals axe torn between several conflicts and that; 

the meticulous performance of several rituals like singing 

bhajans, .reading religious books, going to the te~ple and 

discussing philosophy- are essential to the proper under

standing of one •s self.. ·The struggle becanes intense as 

the cultural affinity is established among people. 

Raj a Rao in his novels has also done a detached 

analysis o·f the relationships bet:ween the Being and the 

'Qther. _ The confl_iots arise in the proga.gonists • mind 

due to seve~al reasons~ 'l'he struggle ensues not only 

between the British and the Indians, the East and the 

West, the :Brahmins and the Pariahs, but it is also a 

struggle between man and woman to understand one. another~ 

Their inability to understand each othe-r leads to several 

doubts and conflicts. The protagonist in Raja Rao 's 

novels tm:ough his relationship with the Other i.e~ a 

woman, tries to analyse himself~ All the female chara-
'· 

cters emerge::, as powerful individuals and their attitude 

towards life also brings a change in the behaviour o£ 

the protagonist~ woman is the Other to him, and caught 
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between the desire to possess the Other and also to be 

free -fJ:om the Other, we find the protagonist going through 

several. phases o.f uncertainty and confusion. 

In Kanthapura Moorthy•s relationship with his 

mother is snapped off because of his progressive ideas. 

She, being an ortho.do1C Brahmin, is unable to a¢eept the 

fact that he had begun mixing with the Pariahs~ The 

dreams which she had built around him had no chance of 

being realized in the near future. He had given up his 

studies and his refusal to marry aggravates the tensions 

in her mind, .Life to her becomes overshadowed with ennui 

and disappointment~ , The news of per son • s ex-communica

tion leaves her distressed. She accepts death as a con

solation because she has nowhe J:."e else to go. The unrele

nting attitude of one leads to the complete destruction 

of the Other. 

As we analyse Moorthy-• s relationship with Ratna, 

Ramaswamy ts relationship with Madeleine and savithti, and 

Kirillov's relationship with lrene1 we find the men in 

Raja Rao"s novels unable to comprehend the mysterious 

Other~ Woman has always been revered and held in high 

e.steem by these protagonists. She is a p.art of the 

reality on this earth, yet 9ppears unreal arid dream-like 

to the protagonist at times. Moorthy had loved. Ratna but 

had never disclosed his love for her. He realizes the 

power she has over him. Afraid of his being possessed 
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by her, he refuses to be an Object in his own eyes and 

the relationship takes a spiritual turn: 1 She seemed 
,, 

something so .feminine and soft and distant •••• • (p.64). 

o As she comes to see him, he realizee the impa~t -
of her presence on him. The struggle goes on in the mind 

of the protagonist~ She appears to him as someone soft 

yet aloof. In his at~mpt to realize what feelings be 

had for her, we find Moorthy drifting away from the Other~ 

This distance, which gradually. develops between the two 

on a physical level, does not separate them mentally, 

Moorthy by refusing to succumb to his physical desires, 
., 

is able t.o continue the freedom struggle and yet main-

tain an affinity with Ratna by writing to her. His writ

ing a lette.r: to her signifies the urgent need (J.Fi h:hn to 

be remembered and onderst·ood by the Other. 

The eonf l!ets which at:!se in the minds of Rama

swamy due to his confrontation with the Other i.e. women 

are also r~sponsible for creating the need for self exp

loration tn him. He marries Madelemne and even the strong 

bond of marriage does not let him penetrate the depths 
' 

of her being: 

'Madeleine was altogether unreal 1 
•
16 lt was the 

Brahmin in him that had appealed her. Ramaswamy tries 

to see himself :in her: 'Madeleine was like the palace of 

Amber seen in moonlight. 'lhe~e is such a luminous 

mystery the deeper you go, the mo.re you know vourself. •17 
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.Ramaswamy has become so dependent on Madeleine 

that her absence ~akes life meaningless to him. on his 

return from India, Ramaswamy is unable to see Madeleine 

immediately and this leaves him estranged from the outer 

world: 

'.'It makes all the difference in the 
warld whether· the· woman of your 
life is with you or not; she alone 
enables you to be in a world that 
is familiar and whole • If it is 
not his wife, then ·for an Indian 
it may be a sister in M1sore, or 
little mother in Benares .. 1118 

It is he~ presence tbaymakes t::he world a happy 

place to live. in. The man in R~ja Rao's novels diseovers 

that he is~ helpless without her. Ramaswamy is attracted 

to the silence which a woman possesses. It is her quality 

of silence which makes her so different and yet so loving. 

COmparing Madelein~ to his' little mother he says, "'1hey 

both had the same shy presence# both ra'l;:her silent and 

remembering everything;' they loved, too,. morte than is 
. . 19 

qt,lStoma;ry,. • · 

Of Savi.thri he says, " ••• she never .. 
says anything that really matters ', 20 
and 'her presence never said anything, 
but her absence spoke".2l 

The mutual passion_ between Ramaswamy and Savithri 

creates their own world, separate from others; 



"For her., :I could see, everything 
was gesture and symbol.,·.·.·. All was 
secret to her but herself - so all 
w ... as .. a le. gend, and every event a 
wonder' 11 • 22 
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During her visit to FranceiJ -savithf~)'s relation

ship with Ramaswamy takes on a spiritual aspect.· He 

gives her the toe rings of his mother. The spiritual 

marriage between the two signifies their desire to remain 

rooted to their inner most self. Even his sister saroja 

appears. as an unknown being to Ramaswamy: 

"And her silence had a quality that 
made living eervine. saroja would 
never say anything important to any
one, a'nd yet by some abrupt incon-
sequentiality she would say some- . 
thing you had been waiting to name".23 

There was this desire in her-s 'to hide something 

of her own •. 24 She would never reveal herself completely 

before the Other. 'The silence of the woman as a s ignifi

cant .sign- can be conceived as a bearer of meaning. Th

rough her 'silence• one can give meaning to several other 

actions of hers. A wanan is that incomprehensible Other 

and in Madeleine we find a desire to own Ramaswamy. .She 

treats him like a God and werships him: "'Ib amwnt one

self .in worshipping another is the basis of all love. 
25 We become ourself by becoming another"· Just is Ratna 

worshipped Moorthy and was willing to do anything for 

him, we can see an attitude of subservience visible in 
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Madeleine. Deep down in her heart lies the wish 1o poss

ess him. This realization that she under stands him far 

too well grips · Rama with fear: 

u I could be. berit by the knowledge 
she had Of me - the knowledge of 
my silenc~s, the vigorous twists 
of my mental domain. But further 
down, where the mind lost itself 
in the deeper roots of life, she 
waited like an Indian servant at 
the door, for me to come out. . 26 Then would she know what was told". 

As Sartre has also pointed: 

uThere is a relation of the for -
itself with. the in-itself in the 
presence of the Other 11 .27 

She loved him and there beeam,e intense in her the desire 

to grab hold of his being. Love becomes an enterprise 

to her. It is an attempt at realU:.;i.ng herself and this 

leads to her atienation .with t;he Other. 

She talked of him to the ethe.rs like '!'ante Zoubie 

and Catharine and says: 

"I spoke. especially of the respect 
you show to me - for you, a· woman 
is sti·ll the other, the strange, the 
miracle. You could never show the 
familiarity European men show, towa~ 
rds their wives. You worship women 
even if you torture them. But I 
like to be tortured and to be your 
slave. ••28 

This confession of Madeleine reveals her inner 

sight! Analysing this sort of relationship, sart re says: 



1
' ••• in .Love the J:Dver wants to 
be u tl:le whole World"' for the be- . 
loved. This means that he puts 

. himself on the side of the world; 
he is the one who assumes and 
symboli~es the world, he is a 
this which includes all other thises. 
He is ·and consents to be. an object. 
But on the other hand, he wants to 
be tre object in which the Other's 
freedom consents to.lose itself, the 
object in wblch the Other consents 
to find his being and his raison 
d 'etre as his second facticity -
the object - limit of transcend- · . 
ence, that toward which the Other • s 
transcendence transcends all other 
objects but which it can in no way 
transcend 11

• 29 
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The protagonist on having realized the incompati

bility between him and the Other refuses to becone an 

Object for what he wants is different from what the Other 

can gives 'No, of course ! did not want a slave. I wanted 
30 a companion of pilgrimage ••• •. · 

Gradually we see the protagonist Rama trying to 

understand the philosophy of life. He severs all conn

ections with .Madeleine 'and decides to come back to India. 

He feels that: 11 Life is made for woman - man is a stran-. ' ' ·. . 

get on this, earth q.ll .This realization that a woman is 

intimate to another woman in a way a man could never be 

to anoth~r man., fills Ramaswamy ~ith a sense of isolation. 

His entire .being finds itself alienated from the material 

world and the search for the unknown persists. He finally 

comes to a conclusion that what sepa.rated him from 
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Ma~leine was India. India he feels stands •· ••• vertical 
' . 32 to space and' time, and is present. at all points. • 

'India'' to Ramaswamy· represents that whole beyond 

which lies no other truth. 'lndia' as a socio-cultural 

code .represents nat only Srahman b\lt also the absolute, 

The protagonist after having been unable to identify him

self with the West pines to go back to his roots. It is 

the Indianness in him which makes him accept the super

iority of woman over the Other. She represents an entire

ty to him: 

uwoman is the earth., air, ether, 
sound; woman 1s the microcosm of 
the mind, the articulations of 
space, the knowing in knowledge; ) 
the woman is fire, movement clear 
and rapid as the mountain stree;1m; 
the woman is that which seeks 
against that which is sought* •• 
woman, that which reminds man of 
that which he is, and reminds 
herself through him of that which 
she is •••• tt33 

The woman, therefore to Ramaswamy represents not 
i 

only the 'Panch Tatvas' bat also the entire universe. 

She is a being who makes the life on earth meaningful; 

she is the know all and the end all of life. 

It is only through his contacts with the Other 

that Ramaswamy rea].izes. the final truth., Life and death 

to him appear as the two integrated forces and there 
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rem:tins a continuity between the twC? •. The revelation to 

the· protagonist comes as a surprise. 'l"he solitary man 

who had been living amidst doubts and fears and had fallen 

back into the multiple problems raised by his facticity 

comes to xeal1$e his needs. · He discovers that he is liv

ing aJ!lidst contradictions and there exists this desire in 

him to explore himself. As a being he knows he possesses 

the capacity to t~al)scend his pre.sent situation and its 

possible limitations~ Yet part of his individuality is 

infected with a desire to be loved and this seems para

doxical. He accepts wbat he wants and says in his diary:@ 

n5J.5.54. 'No',.not a God but a Guru is what I need•. 34 

'l'o such a Guru he was taken: 

It •• ~ !t sits on a river bank, it . 
sits as the formless form of· 
Truth: it walks without walking, 
speak$ without talking, moves 
witho~t gesticulating, shows . 
without naming, reveals what is 
known. To such a Truth was I 
taken and became its servant, I 
kissed the perfume of its Holy 
feet, and called myself a dis
ciple".35 

Through his Guru he hopes to find answers to sev

eral existential 1·ssues like: "Life is a pilgrimage, .l 

know, but a pilgrimage to where - and of what? .,lG 

The Guru, he tells Madeleine, can let him distin

guish the Serpent from the Rope. He alo'ne would be able 

to light his path and lead him towards perfect bliss i.e. 
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attainment of the absolute. For him: '·India is the Guru 

of the world' .. 37 He tells Madeleine:·. 

"One -.the G1Jru- brings you the 
lantetn; the road i·s seen, the 
long,. white road, going with the 
statutoey $tars. 'It •s only the 
rope'. He. shows it to you. And 
yoe touch your eyes ·and know there 
never was a . serpent. Where was 
it, whe:r;e, I ask you? The poet 
who saw the rope as a serpent 
became the serpent. and so a saint • 
Now, the saint is shown that his 
sainthood was identification, not 
realization. The actual, the real 
has no name. 'The rope is no rope 
to itself". 38 

~us we see the protaqonist in The Serpent and 

the Rope is in quest of the ultimate reality. He dis

covers at last that the problems he is facing have a 

spiritual connotation and this unrest due to spiritual 

conflict in ~he mind cannot be easily resolved. His pil

grimage. ends with the discovery of truth, the Guru. self 

knowledge being the goal of his life he decides to return 

to !ndia. for camplete discovery of onesel.f. 

This ctucial need to understand, results from a 

slow evolution in Raja Rao•.s thought. In Kanthapura 

Moorthy. after having understood that change alone would 

result in prop~r .freedom raises his voice agairtst the 

inequality Which exists !n society at several levels. In 

The serpent and the ROJ?e, Ramaswamy's predicament and 

his ultimate reali2ation of what he wants from 11 fe 
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resulted from his ties with his past, the irresistible 

urge in him to go back to India from France and his inca

pacity to give up his Indianness. The implication be,ing 

that his qu~t. for knowledge could never be fulfilled 

unless he found a Guru i.e. truth and this truth resides 

only in India. 

Comrade .Kirillov is mugh': more than the chronicle 

of an Indian turned Marxist. ·The book reveals the con-

flict of corrmitments. ln COmrade Kirillov we find Padma-

nabhan Iyer trying to adhere to the communists programmes~ 

By doing so he tries to break away from the old order and 

bring in a revolution. In communism lies an answer to 

all human problems. He derives his conviction from r.1arx 

but this alone does not fulfil his being in totality. 

we see 'P' caught between several unsolvable dilemmas. 

Even communism is unable to give an answer to his ques

tions. His love for India draws him back to its roots. 

Proud of its cultural heritage, he finds it difficult 

to break away from the familiar grounds. The protagonist 

in Comrade I<¢tillov is unable to set himself free from 

all bonds of Xndianhood. 'He was ever conscious of his 

skin •, 39 in England. After having been treated as a 

mere object of ':;ldicule by the British, 

rThe brahminic sensibility of Kirillov 
bad such antennae inwa.rd and outward 
that a fierce anger fose in his belly, 



and he cursed the British race, 
wished it a sepulchral fire, and 

the red, ruinous tongue of Hell' .40 
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Comrade Kirillovts hatred towards the British is 

too intense and he wishes their complete extirpation. 

Both Moorthy and Kitillov strive for a change in society 

Nevertheless they differ in their ideologies. Moorthy, 

a fol.lmwer of Gandhi, believes in non-violence and hopes 

to transform the enemy through love, Comrade Kirillov 

however feels .contempt for British race and believes that: 

('The canmunist, the true-Marxist, 
is above all a realist. • •• ~'Iahatma 
Gandhi should have been born in 
the Middle .Ages, and he should not 
have bothered us with his theology 
in this rational age of ours* .41 

Like Moorthy, he craves for a classless society where all 

individuals would be their own . masters and wealth be 

equally distribUted among them. 'l"o him cQnmunism is a 

genuine resolution of the conflict between one man and 

the other .• 

A brief survey of The cat and Shakes~are reVeals 

that it·is a sequel to Raja Rao's other novels. Raja Ra.o 

calls . it 'a metaphysical comedy •. '!be author has tried 

to give a comic flavour to serious philosophical issues. 

The protagonist, Ramakrishna Pai, is advised by Govindan 

Nair not to worry, for•' _ 

'tLife is a ~ddle that can be solved 
with a riddle. You can remove a 
thorn with another thorn, you ~ 



solve one problem through 
another problem. Thus the 
world is corinected"42 
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The wcman to the protagoni.st as always here too 

remains •a puzzle •. '!he novel is full of symbolic allu

sions from the Upanishads and parables taken from the Pu

ranas. The life to Govindan Nair is •a rationshop•· and 

4J3J "!Shakespeare knew every mystery of the rationshop'1 ~ ·· .. 

$hakespea.re' s penetrating soul had looked deep into the 
~ ! . ' 

):Elcesses of human thought. The •·cat• in the novel syjabo-. 

llzes the Prakriti or the Mother or the Guru or the 

Divine. The brief narrative while trying to grapple with 

a wide range of ideas . has become too complex and obscure 

to an ordinary reader. 

The protagonist is seen in search of an answer to · 

his existential predicament. var:ious questions haunt 

him. However, all of them have only one answer and that 

lies in the discovery of the divine. His final realiza

tion is that'God alone can save the world from peri& and 

complete resignation to him can provide salvation to the 

searc:hin9 souls. He realizes that It the unknown alone, 

resolves the unknown ... 4@ 

The Cat and .Shakespeare, as Naik puts it:: 

'1 •• ~Jhas 1 ts moments of dazzling brilliance 
and sudden glory~ but the brief blind
ing lighting flash, with its searing 
white splendor, though impressive, can 
never take the place of the midday 
sun ".45) 
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concluding Remarks 

The most striking feature in the novels of R~j a 

Rao is his use of a variety of signs and symbols which 

embody a vast network: of meaning. Through the use of 

signs and symbols not only has he probed the personal 

and cultural relationships which form the basis of our 

social codes but also the hidden" secret recesses of the 

human psyche. 

The characters in his novel come alive through 

the narrative process"! In Kanthapura .it's an old wcman 

narrating the villager ''s struggle for free.dom. The narr

ator's style may seem tediously repetitive to the hasty 

reader, but this is not so: the manner in which She un

folds the story forms the very essence of the novel. The 

narrator, Achakka, subtly draws our attention to an inter

minable tale where one episode follows another and gra

dually the problematics is unfolded. Raja Rao tries to 

justify his technique when he says: 

••,our method of expression therefore 
has to be a dialect which will some 
day prove to be as distinctive and 
colourful as the Irish ot) the Ameri
can. Time alone will justify it ".46 

The people in Kanthapura ffter having launched a 

struggle against the British try to strengthen their 

political consciousness by seeking socio-cultural inte-
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gration. Raja Rao has focussed on several important prob

lems of the society. Raja Rao successfully highlights 

on certain soei·o-E!conomic issues which have been respon

sible for cultural and political estrangement. 
··: 

Thecharaeters in J<anthapura strive to eliminate 

certain .social evils like untouchability, soc·ial infer

iority of women, suppression of widows, those rites and 

.pr;actices Which hinder the national character of the 

struggle. The protagonist Moorthy is seen ponderingt 

11 How, How is one an out-caste?• The women of Kanthawra 

refuse to be @ubmissive and fight vigorously for their 

upli£tment. Once an awareness of their state of suppre

ssion is created in them they begin questioning themselves: 

1'How cim we be, like we used to be1 11 Moorthy realizes 

the futility of freedcm as long as there is economic 

disparity among men. His final question: "What is the 

goal ?t' leaves one totally di.sgusted with the ruling class. 

The Gandhian struggle brings about many profound 

changes in the life of the people. Once they discover 

their rich e,mltural values they ao.quire a clearer aware

ness of the economic realities of the country and the 

~uffering8 of the common people. Thus we see people in 

RaJa Rao 's ]Santhaeura striving for political independence, 

which would also include their economic, social and 

cultural progress. 
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'l'he final realization daws upon Moorthy that no 

political liberty can come without the inne.r being 

achieving freedom. 

'l'he novels of Raja Rao portray such protagonists 

who try to resolve their inner turmoil. ·Their psycholo

gical upheavals are ·caused by forces botl_l within and with

out them. They· begin their journey, the exodus towards 

the realm of .self-knowledge. Ignorance Of the self, the 

tentacles of society are the sources of man's misery. 

The means to resolve such issues appear too idealistic: 

we notiee that the author •s protagonists embody the 

futile meanderings in a labyrinth of darkness that 

occasionally admits a streak of hope. 

*** 
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